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Abstract  
 
This thesis reports a study of the relationship of CAD use in designing and creativity 
through a Creative Behaviours Framework.  
 
This thesis provides a description of the establishment of a framework for gathering 
empirical evidence to support the analysis of links between CAD and creativity. The 
Creative Behaviours Framework consists of seven categories including novelty, 
appropriateness, motivation, fluency, flexibility, sensitivity, and insightfulness. The 
framework was developed from published literature largely relating to the area of 
cognitive psychology. 
 
The research reports findings concerning the use of this framework in analysing the use 
of CAD at Loughborough University and involved four postgraduates, two finalist 
undergraduates, and the researcher’s own design project. Multiple data gathering methods 
including interviews, observations, protocol analysis, and design diaries have been used 
in this study to provide data reliability and validity. 
 
The results demonstrate the occurrence of creative behaviours in relation to the use of 
CAD when designing. Most of the categories had a significant number of occurrences 
observed and identified in the case studies using the data gathering methods (in particular 
protocol analysis and design diaries). However, novelty was only reported from the 
design diaries in Case studies 1 and 2. Some findings that linked the emergence of 
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creative characteristics of product outcomes with CAD usage were also established from 
data analysis of the design diaries. Hence, a key research output is the development of a 
framework which enabled researchers to observe and identify creative behaviours whilst 
CAD was used in designing. 
 
This framework has shown its reliability by also capturing creative behaviours in other 
than CAD activities such as 2D sketching and 3D sketch modelling. The findings from 
Case studies 1 and 2 indicated that creative behaviours were consistently identified 
during the observations of these design modelling activities. It shows that the Creative 
Behaviours Framework is not exclusively useful to observe creative behaviours during 
CAD use, but can also be applied in identifying these behaviours in other designing 
activities. An online questionnaire explored whether this framework could also be useful 
in wider application such as in supporting teachers in developing effective classroom and 
studio practice to encourage the emergence of creative behaviours by their students. 
 
The research study (using case studies and paper questionnaires) was undertaken with 
students of the Design and Technology Department, Loughborough University and the 
findings could be biased to this particular population. Hence, the online questionnaire 
was carried out with Malaysian CAD users to provide broader feedback. Although there 
was a small number of responses received from Malaysia, the data still provided a useful 
foundation to make the comparison between the UK and Malaysian CAD users’ 
perceptions about the relationship between creativity, in particular creative behaviours 
and the use of CAD in designing. 
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1 Chapter One: Introduction  
 
1.1 Chapter Overview:  
This chapter briefly describes the background of this research. It describes its 
origins and their contribution to the research aim and objectives. It states the 
research questions and provides an overview of activities involved throughout this 
research programme. 
 
1.2 Research Background 
 
The introduction of Computer Aided Design (CAD) has brought a new era in how 
designers deal with their design tasks. CAD has gone through a progressive 
technology evolution for a wide range of users from those undertaking less 
complex product design to more sophisticated and complex design tasks (Zeid, 
2005).  This tool could provide ‘changes in the way products are developed’ 
(Robertson and Allen, 1993: 275). However, they further suggested that CAD’s 
benefit can only be comprehended by making full use of the tool’s capacity, and 
being willing to adapt to the way it operates.  
 
CAD technology has shown how it is able to facilitate various users’ needs in 
designing activities. Some of the significant uses and features of CAD, including 
sketching tools in two-dimensions (2D) and three-dimensions (3D) (Zeid, 2005), 
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allow the generation of manufacturing information from CAD models (McCartney, 
et al, 2000), enable generation of ‘rendered images, engineering (working) 
drawings and manufacturing (prototyping)’, and provide advanced simulation tools 
such as Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)’ 
(Hodgson, 2006: 12). 
 
With such great functions and facilities, CAD has been widely accepted as an 
‘important and widely used technology’ in industry (Robertson and Allen, 1993: 
274). In addition, it has been introduced in design education in countries worldwide 
such as United Kingdom (Hodgson and Allsop, 2003), Malaysia (Sharif and San, 
2001), Australia (Chester, 2007), and Austria (Asperl, 2005). CAD has not only 
been available for higher education, but also offered at lower levels of the 
educational systems. For example, The CAD in Schools Programme was introduced 
in the UK in 1999 as part of the subject of Design and Technology (Hodgson, 
2006; Hodgson and Allsop, 2003; Barlex and Miles-Pearson, 2008) and CAD was 
part of the Invention subject in Malaysia (Sharif and San, 2001). Both these 
initiatives aimed to start exposure to CAD from secondary school level. 
 
The introduction of CAD in this type of design-based subject was ‘to promote the 
practical application of abstract ideas and knowledge using up-to-date and 
appropriate technologies’ (Sharif and San, 2001: 3). The wide use of CAD in 
design and education has driven the initiatives from researchers to explore its 
implications for designing.  In a pilot study conducted by Kimbell et al (2002), they 
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suggested that students displayed their enthusiasm for using CAD in designing as it 
helped them to present designing professionally, visualize the ideas/objects, and 
work accurately.  
 
Research reported by Hodgson and Allsop (2003) found that skill was an essential 
factor in enabling CAD to be used effectively and with confidence for design 
development and modelling tasks.  Later studies by Hodgson and Fraser (2005) 
showed that CAD was successfully supporting ‘post processes’ in design 
development. It is a useful presentation tool, and the virtual reality features in CAD 
provide designers with an efficient environment to communicate their design 
thinking with adequate aesthetic quality and design details (Fraser and Hodgson, 
2006).   
 
As research agendas relating to the introduction of CAD into schools have been 
developing, there has also been growing interest in creativity as a key aspect of 
designing. In this context, Spendlove and Hopper (2004: 2) suggested that CAD 
‘should therefore be seen as a set of tools, which can be adopted as and when they 
are appropriate within the broad creative process’. Although there have been 
indications that the research agendas concerning CAD and creativity are linked 
(Robertson and Radcliffe, 2008), there has been a lack of systematic efforts to 
articulate and clarify what the nature of the links might be (Lawson, 1999). 
Creativity has also been overlooked from design research agendas although it plays 
a great role in designing (Demirkan and Hasirci (2009). 
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1.2.1 Author’s Motivation 
 
 
The author graduated from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia with a Diploma in 
Mechanical Engineering, and B.Sc (Hons) in Manufacturing Technology. The 
exposure to various design tools during these undergraduate courses provided 
different perspectives on how each tool facilitated designers’ tasks and influenced 
their potential, and, in particular, creativity.   
 
Having the opportunity to become part of the academic staff in the same university 
has increased the author’s motivation to explore the potential links between CAD 
and creativity, especially when most users predominantly perceived CAD as a 
presentational tool rather than considering it as a creative design tool.  
 
The author believes that with such an academic background, it is appropriate for 
him to be involved with this area of research. 
 
1.3  Research Aims, and Research Questions 
 
There has always been a tension between designing and its associated technologies, 
and much debate about whether the knowledge of such technologies supports or 
inhibits the designers’ capability (Charlesworth, 2007). The changes in designing 
behaviours arising from the use of CAD need further research (Kimbell et al, 2002; 
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Hanna and Barber, 2001). Hence, the aim of this research is mainly to investigate 
the relationship between CAD and creativity in designing by observing creative 
behaviours. 
 
1.3.1 Research Objectives  
 
 
To achieve the research aim, these objectives were listed: 
a) To explore, understand, and develop a framework for gathering empirical 
evidence to support the analysis of links between CAD and creativity. 
b) To analyse, and develop methods of analysis for creativity occurrences to be 
identified during the use of CAD in designing  
c) To analyse, and determine whether the use of CAD in designing has significant 
links with creativity. 
d) To evaluate the framework developed with modelling activities which are 
recognised as creative approaches to designing such as 2D sketching and 3D 
sketch modelling 
e) To explore the potential of the framework for use in wider contexts, such as 
teaching and learning. 
 
1.3.2 Research Questions 
 
a) Can a theoretical framework be developed to support empirical investigations 
of creativity during the use of CAD in designing? 
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b) Can methods be developed for creativity to be observed, identified, and 
described during the use of CAD in designing? 
c) Are there any significant links between creativity and the use of CAD in 
designing? 
d) Does the theoretical framework developed apply to modelling activities 
widely recognised as creative? 
e) Does the theoretical framework have potential applications beyond the 
analysis of creativity and CAD use? 
 
1.4 Literature Review 
 
The literature review that was undertaken enabled the researcher to pose questions 
relating to the research, and look into finding answers to them. From the literature, 
the researcher attempted to develop an understanding of the context of creativity 
for this research. Initially, the key questions that needed to be understood were, 
‘what is creativity?’, and ‘how would it relate with the use of CAD in designing?’ 
Various resources such as books, journals, conference papers, periodicals, and 
online resources were reviewed. Some of the keywords that were used in searching 
relevant references are shown in Table 1-1. 
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Table 1-1: Keywords used in literature search 
 
Keywords 
CAD Creativity 
Computer Aided Design 
Research in CAD 
CAD and Creativity 
CAD non creative tool 
CADCAM 
Creative 
Creativity 
Creative behaviours 
Creative product 
Creative process 
Creative person 
Creative press  
Other design tool Design 
Sketching 
2D sketching 
3D modelling 
3D sketch modelling 
3D physical modelling 
Conventional designing tool 
Creative tool 
Design 
Design process 
Design and creativity 
Creative design 
 
Research Methods  
Qualitative 
Quantitative 
Interviews 
Observation 
Protocol Analysis 
Verbal Protocol Analysis 
Diaries 
Questionnaire 
 
 
Online resources that were available were sought through MetaLib, Loughborough 
University Institutional Repository, Loughborough University Online Public 
Access Catalogue (OPAC), and Google Scholar. The lists of references from the 
publications found also provide potential references. 
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1.5 Research Strategy 
 
As indicated in section 1.3, the aim of the study is to investigate the relationship 
between creativity and CAD in designing. In order to accomplish the aim, an 
appropriate framework is required to facilitate a data capturing processes that 
enables creativity aspects to be recognised. From the literature, it is perceived that 
creativity has been seen by many researchers as vague and multifaceted (see 
Section 2.5). Further complexity occurs because the design act is the manipulation 
of designer’s knowledge, skills, and values in revealing useful design outcomes 
(see Figure 2-6). To articulate which of these elements were involved in the series 
of decisions made throughout the design processes is problematic. 
 
The complexity in researching design has also been highlighted in the literature 
review (refer section 2.10). Hence, efficient data gathering and analysis methods 
are necessary to provide empirical evidence from observable phenomena. Through 
the literature review, creative behaviours (which are an aspect of creativity) have 
been considered for use in searching for its possible link with CAD. The difficulty 
in observing and analysing designers’ mental activity means there is little 
alternative, but to focus on the behavioural aspects of CAD.  Any evidence found 
of such relationships would strongly suggest links between CAD and creativity. 
This strategy is illustrated in Figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1: Research strategy 
 
 
1.6 Empirical Data Collection 
An overview of the research programme is shown in Figure 1-2 
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Figure 1-2 Research programme overview 
 
Initial study  
• 4 postgraduates 
• Testing the methods and 
instruments established. 
• Methods: Interviews, 
observations, protocol analysis, 
and design diaries. 
Laying the groundwork for the study and devising the 
programme 
Year 1 
Year 2 
Year 3 
Parallel Literature Review 
 
Preparation of final thesis chapters 
Methods of capturing 
and analysing design 
activity 
Creativity definitions 
and characteristics 
Undergraduates Design Projects   
• 2 undergraduates 
• Creative behaviours linking with 
CAD, 2D sketch modelling, and 3D 
sketch modelling 
• Methods: Interviews, protocol 
analysis (video recording + own on-
screen video recording), and design 
diaries 
 
Creative behaviours 
linked to CAD 
Publications: 
D&TA08 Conference – July 08 
E&PDE08 Conference – Sept 08 
Publications: 
D&TA07 Conference – July 07 
Creative behaviours in 
conventional 
designing: 
• 2D Sketching 
• 3D  sketch 
modelling 
Personal Designing Exercise -  
• Linking novelty with CAD 
designing outcome, and  to improve 
knowledge of CAD 
• Improved methods were necessary: 
[Interviews], protocol analysis (own 
on-screen video recording), and 
design diaries 
• Creative behaviours linking with  
CAD, 2D sketching, and 3D sketch 
modelling 
Data capturing methods and research 
instruments development 
Publications: 
DATEij  
D&TA09- July 09 
E&PDE09-Sept 09 
 
Questionnaire – UK and Malaysia 
Computer aided 
Design (CAD) 
Modelling in designing 
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In gathering appropriate data for the research, the following data sources were 
used: 
 
1.6.1 Initial Study 
 
• Four postgraduate students were involved as participants in preliminary 
interviews prior to their final master design projects. 
• Three of them were involved in further data collections. Each of them 
participating in: 
o a protocol analysis of a CAD session. The session was audio and video 
recorded.  
o an observation of a CAD session. The session was audio and video 
recorded. 
o the completion of design diaries every time they engaged with CAD 
sessions. 
 
1.6.2 Personal Designing Exercise 
 
• The author undertook a personal designing exercise of a music therapy 
instrument for autistic children. 
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• Verbalisation and protocol analysis of a sketching, a 3D physical 
modelling, and a CAD session. The sessions were audio and video 
recorded including an on-screen CAD video recording. 
• Design diaries were completed every time CAD was used. 
 
1.6.3 Undergraduate Finalist Project 
 
• Two undergraduate students were involved in the data collection process. 
• Each of them participated in verbalization and protocol analysis of a 
sketching, a 3D physical modelling, and a CAD session. The sessions 
were audio andvideo recorded. 
•  All were involved in their own on-screen videoing of a CAD session 
using CAMTASIA software. 
• Design diaries were completed every time they engaged with CAD 
sessions. 
 
1.6.4 Questionnaires Survey 
 
• Questionnaires (online and paper) were responded to by CAD users 
(professionals/instructors/students). 
• The online questionnaire url:http://www.lboro.survey.co.uk/cadcreativity/ 
was intended for Malaysian CAD users 
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• The paper questionnaires were distributed within the Design and 
Technology Department at Loughborough University (e.g. lecturers, 
researchers, designers, teachers) and students (e.g. Ph.D researchers, 
Masters students, undergraduates) 
 
1.7 The Organisation of the Thesis 
 
This thesis consists of ten chapters and the skeletal outline of the relationship 
between these chapters is shown in Figure 1-3. Chapter One introduces the research 
background and highlights the research questions. Chapter Two reviews the 
literature relating to creativity, CAD and its roles in designing. Its primary aim is to 
seek understanding on CAD usage implications for users’ performances and to 
what extent this issue has been explored. Chapter Three describes the research 
strategy approach and intended methods used for data gatherings. Chapter Four, 
Five and Six were reporting findings from the three case studies. Chapter Seven 
presents findings from questionnaires which aimed to affirm findings from the case 
studies in larger samples. In Chapter Eight, all the findings are brought together to 
check similarities and differences between them. Chapter Nine discusses the results 
and whether they link with the literature and provides answers to the research 
questions. Finally, Chapter Ten concludes by drawing the conclusion, stating the 
contribution to knowledge and suggesting some directions for future work. 
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Figure 1-3: Chapters inter-relationship  
 
Chapter One 
Introduction 
Chapter Two 
Literature Reviews 
Chapter Three 
Research Methodology 
Chapter Four, Five, Six, Seven 
Data Collections and Analysis 
Chapter Nine 
Discussion  
Chapter Eight 
Discussion of the Results 
Results 
Chapter Ten 
Conclusions, Contributions 
and Suggestions for Future 
Work 
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2 Chapter Two: Literature Review 
  
2.1 Chapter Overview 
 
This chapter identifies the issues relating to CAD and its roles in designing. It 
explores previous research which attempted to discover the impact of CAD usage 
on users’ performance including creativity. Creativity definitions, mostly from the 
perspectives of cognitive psychologists, have been explored, and have 
demonstrated the complexity in defining it. Literature on conventional design tools 
such as 2D sketching, and 3D physical modelling have also been explored to seek 
information about creative behaviours which have been reported by researchers 
whilst engaged with these methods. This could provide further understanding of 
creative behaviours as they are considered by many as creative tools. 
 
2.2 Computer Aided Design (CAD) in Designing 
 
 
The design process which is facilitated by computer is generally known as CAD. 
This technology gains more attention from designers as the computer technology 
has advanced and contributed ‘to improving the efficiency and productivity of the 
design process’ (Lee and Fulton, 2003: 1-4).   Thistlewood expressed the following 
view about the roles of technologies and associated issues in designing which 
clearly establish the agenda for this thesis. 
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‘Designing with technologies, in order that they may be put to appropriate uses, is 
an important responsibility of the designer. There is also a concomitant 
responsibility to respond to new technological development, be informed – even 
led – by them. And there is a corresponding requirement to conceive of designs 
that test the present limits of technological feasibility, and thus demand their 
further advancement’ (Thistlewood, 1990: 19). 
 
Since being developed, Computer-aided Design (CAD) has been going through a 
rapid technological evolution in terms of its capabilities and use in designing. Its 
widespread adoption by designers has led to a range of views on the significant 
consequences it could bring for individual design ability and efficiency, and the 
quality of the output. Researchers have made continuous efforts to explore the 
potential for CAD to make a greater contribution to the performance of designers 
(Bhavnani et al, 1993) 
 
For some, CAD is a useful drafting tool which could help designers to effectively 
communicate and present their design intent accurately, but it is less likely to 
facilitate designing in particular in the initial stage (Cao and Protzen, 1999). This 
was supported by Charlesworth who suggested that ‘CAD should only be used after 
development, in order to refine and troubleshoot a final proposal. Its value as a 
development tool is extremely limited.’ (2007:43).  
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However, Hodgson and Fraser emphasized that ‘we must better understand the 
contribution that CAD makes to the design process and be careful that its 
implementation does genuinely bring about change in the awareness and 
capabilities of the participants [designers] that may be regarded as central to 
capability in design’ (2005: 97).  
 
Due to the inconclusive evidence of CAD’s contributions in designing, additional 
research has been undertaken to explore this matter (Fraser and Hodgson, 2006). 
Data samples from prior study were further analysed through retrospective folio 
analysis and interviews with teachers and school children. They found that ‘CAD 
played a significant role in the majority of departments sampled and allowed a 
significant proportion of pupils to not only be motivated to engage in design activity 
but to succeed in producing high quality outcomes in response to design problems’ 
(ibid: 6). 
 
Nonetheless, they also noted that ‘the impact of Computer Aided ‘design’ and the 
role it can play in the activity of ‘designing’ is an area of potential not very well 
established or often recognised.’ (ibid:9). 
 
Their research had implied the occurrence of designing within CAD, but with 
restricted evidence, due to the limited design development recording strategy 
employed by participants. In a later study, Fraser and Hodgson (2007) have 
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continuously emphasized the potential of CAD’s capacity as a designing tool, but 
there is still limited evidence of its application in this way.   
 
Prior to this, Stappers and Hennessy suggested that although CAD has been widely 
used by designers, still, ‘these tools have little help for conceptualising’ (1999: 
177). They implied that the ‘reason is that current CAD programs focus on 
producing end-product: a form or a rendered view of a form’ (ibid: 177).  
Consequently, CAD has a lack of capabilities and ‘cannot match design sketching’, 
‘inhibits fluid design thinking’, and ‘inhibits fluid design modelling’ (Tovey, 1989).  
 
Despite the emergence of numerous CAD products with advanced features, still 
‘very little exists in the way of support for the earlier stages of the design process.’ 
(Sedivy and Johnson, 1999: 43). Accordingly, Verstijnen et al (1998: 543) note that 
‘these programs [CAD], therefore, failed to meet the requirement of being helpful 
as tools for idea-generation sketching in the early creative phases of the design 
process’.   
 
People and technology can be seen as a pair, which complement each other in most 
activities that take place. Accordingly, Cooley (1977: 239) notes that ideally ‘in the 
man-machine interaction, man is the dialectical opposite of the machine in that he is 
slow, inconsistent, unreliable and highly creative. The machine is fast, consistent, 
reliable and totally non-creative.’  
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It seems unavoidable for humans to be involved with technology in their work 
especially when it related to creative aspects. It has been noted that ‘technology has 
always been part of the creative process, whether in Leonardo’s paint and canvas or 
Pasteur’s microscopes and beakers. Supportive technologies can become the 
potter’s wheel and mandolin of creativity -- opening new media of expression and 
enabling compelling performances’ (Schneiderman, 1999: 15). He also added that 
creative beings ‘have always used advanced technology to raise their [creative] 
potential’ (ibid: 15).  
 
This is something to take note of for this research, especially in the context of 
whether designers could creatively use CAD in facilitating design activity. 
Searching previous research in relation to the implications of CAD usage to users’ 
abilities and performances would provide insight to what extent this issue had been 
explored. 
 
2.3 Reported Links between CAD and Designers’ Performances 
 
An early research study by Robertson and Allen (1991) was conducted to 
investigate the link between the use of CAD for design, analysis, and 
communication and engineering performances. Two gas turbine manufacturers 
which used the same CAD system were involved in this study and seventy-five 
design engineers participated in the surveys. The study was based on the hypothesis 
that user perceptions would influence the way CAD was used.  
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Figure 2-1: CAD user’s perceptions 
 
Three categories of CAD users’ perceptions were used as the research framework as 
shown in Figure 2-1.  The surveys involved a baseline questionnaire and random 
occasional daily questionnaires to participants, which focused on documenting 
CAD usage and communication activities. Interviews with the engineers’ manager 
were undertaken at the end of their project in order to evaluate their performances.  
The results indicated that CAD could facilitate designers in analysing and 
communicating design work efficiently. Using CAD for initial designing tasks 
enabled its later use for design analysis activities and this was clearly supported by 
the data. It also distinguished that the three-dimensional features in CAD facilitated 
communication and implied that greater use of CAD communication features might 
lead to better engineering performance (Robertson, 1993).    
 
  
(illustrated by Aede Musta’amal based on Coleman users’ 
perceptions typology in CAD cited in Robertson and Allen, 
1991, 1993) 
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There have been growing concerns that using complex CAD software might have 
detrimental effects on user performance (e.g. ability, creativity, output), and having 
‘adaptive interfaces’ within the system was one possible approach to resolving this 
issue.  Bhavnani et al (1993) studied these concerns in relation to three different 
levels of CAD users’ experience (e.g. novice, regular, and expert). This research was 
necessary to contribute to the development of adaptive interfaces to increase CAD 
user performance. The research was aimed at establishing the key criteria that could 
facilitate the recognition of the CAD user’s level of experience. Six participants 
were recruited among students from Carnegie Mellon University and the faculty of 
Architectural and Civil Engineering departments. They formed three pairs and 
categories of user: 
• low CAD experience (less than a week’s experience of using CAD) 
• high CAD experience (undertaken at least two projects using ‘non CANVAS’ 
CAD software in the past six months)  
• high Canvas1 ( frequent CANVAS users)  
 
Participants were given a drawing and required to reproduce it accurately using 
CANVAS software. Protocol analysis was used as the data collection approach 
where participants’ verbalisations were audio recorded, and completed CAD 
drawings were saved for analysis. The results indicated that those with high CAD 
experience showed the ability to transfer their ‘knowledge of CAD concepts’ and 
                                                 
1 CANVAS is a technical illustrations and graphics software package. 
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‘procedural knowledge’ in different CAD systems to establish high quality 
outcomes’ (ibid: 327). However, they spent longer than their normal time in 
completing the task due to the unfamiliar software. The lack of CAD conceptual 
knowledge prevented the novices from producing an accurate drawing within a 
sensible time frame. The CANVAS experts produced high quality drawings in the 
shortest times as a result of their prior experience. These results established a 
significant link between the prior expertise of the users and their approach to using 
CAD, the time consumed, and the quality of output produced (ibid:332).  
 
So it has been known for some time that both the perceptions that users have of 
CAD systems and their expertise can significantly influence their performance.  
More recent studies have begun to look beyond the designer’s performance with the 
CAD system itself towards its broader designing context (Charlesworth, 2007; 
Robertson et al, 2007).  
 
A recently reported study by Charlesworth (2007) explored the way in which design 
students used virtual and physical modelling during design development.  The study 
was based on 39 Year 2 product design students at the University of Huddersfield 
completing a one day project.  The students spent the morning developing ideas on 
paper and the afternoon either modelling these physically or virtually.  The study 
concluded that CAD ‘has little or no value as a stimulus for ideas’ (ibid: 35). It was 
claimed that CAD had less significance as a designing tool and suggested that it was 
only appropriate as a finishing tool to finalise design proposals.  
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Robertson et al (2007) conducted a more substantial research programme based on 
industry case studies and an online survey of 200 CAD practitioners from 32 
different countries.  The findings from the case studies indicated both positive and 
negative influences on the creative process.   The positive effect was found to be 
related to enhanced visualisation and communication enabled by CAD, and the 
negative effects were described as premature fixation, circumscribed thinking and 
bounded ideation.  The online survey confirmed that enhanced visualisation and 
communication, premature fixation and circumscribed thinking were quite 
widespread in engineering design practice, but that bounded ideation occurs 
relatively infrequently.  It was also found that ‘in the early conceptual stages, skills 
such as sketching, communication and teamwork should take precedence over CAD’ 
(ibid: 754), which could be taken as support for Charlesworth’s position.  Robertson 
et al (2007) go on to discuss the significance of their findings for design education 
and the following quotation is from the conclusions of their paper. 
‘Enhanced visualisation and circumscribed thinking cause students to develop a 
false sense of reality of CAD models, which is divorced from the realities of design 
in industry.  It also influences the students’ abilities to creatively develop and 
effectively communicate their design ideas.  These findings point to the need for 
engineering educators to introduce CAD as part of a more holistic approach, 
situated within realistic scenarios that foster creativity in the context in which 
engineered products and systems are made and used.  Mastery of CAD is not a 
substitute for design education.  Although CAD has an important role to play, it is 
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but one of many skills needed for a complete design education, and it is one that is 
in danger of dominating the design education process and the students’ conceptions 
of design.  One strategy to achieve a more holistic approach is the wider adoption 
of Problem Based Learning in the early stages of engineering education programs 
at the point where design and CAD are introduced; not merely in the capstone 
experience’. (2007: 759) 
 
A Keynote Address by Hodgson at the 2005 Design and Technology Association 
International Research Conference began to explore some of these complexities and 
in particular the changing situation as a result of the improved skill in using CAD 
that current students can demonstrate.  This improvement is no doubt partly related 
to improvements in the software and its availability, but Hodgson’s concept of the 
‘malleable’ CAD prototype (2006) is indicating how rapidly this area of design 
education is moving.   
 
Meanwhile, Lawson (1999) has made arguments on whether CAD would affect 
individual creativity through experiential examples from a number of architects. He 
implied that CAD could support designers in exploring design ideas and give 
freedom to visualise their creative imagination. Although expressing concern about 
the quality of the design outcomes, he clearly agreed that CAD enabled designers to 
produce ‘convincing and original designs’. 
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Further, he noted concern about the lack of research that critically investigates the 
consequences of using CAD in designing and called for more substantial and 
appropriate research to be undertaken. These concerns not only related to design 
practice, but also to design education. 
 
 
2.4 Creativity  
 
‘Creativity is among the most complex of human behaviours. It seems to be 
influenced by a wide array of developmental, social, and educational experiences, 
and it manifests itself in different ways in a variety of domains. The highest 
achievements in the arts are characterized by their creativity, as are those in 
sciences’ (Runco and Sakamoto, 1990: 62). 
 
This statement has shown that creativity has been recognized to have great impacts 
on many aspects of human activities. It has been acknowledged as one of the 
hallmarks of a human’s utmost achievement.  
 
However, Nicholl and McLellan (2007: 34) suggested that ‘one of the issues may 
be competing and confusing definitions and conceptualisations of creativity’.
Hence, this research tried to understand ‘creativity’ definitions from a number of 
researchers including cognitive psychologists. 
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2.5 Understanding Creativity from its Definitions  
 
Creativity is a complex topic and one that remains a ‘slippery concept’ (Spendlove, 
2005: 9). Dakers considered it as something that is ‘ambiguous and problematic’ to 
understand (2004: 29).  It has an ‘elusive definition’ (NACCCE, 1999) with a wide 
range of possibilities of meanings. Creativity rather than having one universal 
definition, embodies a variety definitions (Dewulf and Baillie, 1999: 5) that have 
been defined in many ways by researchers, based on their perspectives and 
interests. These, according to Taylor, have ‘made research in creativity especially 
difficult’ (1975: 12).  
 
Creativity has always been perceived as having connections with terms such as 
‘creative thinking’ or ‘ability’, ‘problem solving’, ‘imagination’ or ‘innovation’ (El 
Murad and West, 2004: 189). It is also regarded as ‘something associated with new 
product’ (Altiers, 1988: 155). Generally, many authors defined creativity as the 
ability to generate products (e.g. ideas, methods and forms) that are meaningful and 
uncommon to others (e.g. Sternberg and Lubart, 1999; Amabile, 1996; Gardner, 
1989; Barron, 1969; Jackson and Messick, 1965).    
 
Creative people have a quality such as they are ‘more clever problem solvers; they 
have fertile imaginations and lots of different ideas; they are more open to new 
experiences and may take higher risks than their less creative peers’ (Ripple, 1989: 
189)  which distinguished the difference between the ordinary and the creative 
ones.  
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Gilchrist reported Laswells who defined creativity as ‘the disposition to make and 
to recognize valuable innovations.’ (1972: 10). According to Smith (1995: 27) 
Bowers has defined creativity as ‘a novel form or product that has been generated’. 
While De Bono (1994: 128) suggested that creativity is dealing with the 
transformation of existing ideas, views, and approaches to doing things to the new 
ones. Other such as Nicholl and McLellan (2007: 35) defined creativity from the 
perspective of the creative cognition approach in problem solving that ‘the ability 
to think creatively, that is, to generate novel, purposeful ideas, is an important and 
necessary part of solving design [creative outcome]’.‘ 
 
El Murad and West suggested that creative ideas ‘must be new, unique, and 
relevant to the product and to the target audience in order to be useful as solutions’ 
(2004: 188). Accordingly, this parallels with Martindale’s views who defined a 
creative idea as ‘one that is both novel and useful’ (1995: 250). However, he also 
suggested that novelty does not necessarily exist from something which is totally 
new, but could also emerge from the ‘new combinations of old ideas’ (ibid: 250).  
 
In defining creativity, Barron and Harrington (1981) had suggested two approaches 
which are based on ‘socially valuable’, and ‘intrinsically valuable’ outcomes. The 
first category described creativity as ‘socially recognized achievement in which 
there are novel products to which one can point as evidence such as inventions, 
theories, buildings, published writings, paintings and sculptures and films;…and so 
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on’(ibid: 442). Whilst the second category defined creativity as an ‘ability 
manifested by performance in critical trials, such as tests, contests, etc, in which 
one individual can be compared with another on a precisely defined scale’ (ibid: 
442). 
 
Yet the exact and precise definition of creativity is still arguable. It is not this 
researcher’s intention to argue particularly for any of the definitions proposed, but 
to take into consideration most of them to provide better, and richer understanding 
of this terminology. 
 
Altiers criticized much of the literature that exists for ‘making the creativity seems 
complex’ (1988: 155) and as the consequence it has been perceived as ‘mystical, 
elusive ether ‘(ibid: 155). However, he implied that an appropriate mind set is 
necessary in exploring this field as ‘creativity can be impossible if you will it to be 
so. Creativity can be simple if you just let it to be so’ (ibid: 155).  
 
One way of understanding creativity is by building on four aspects which are the 
product, the person, the process (Amabile, 1983; Balchin, 2005) or press (the 
environment) (Balchin, 2005; Amabile, 1996).  These are widely known as the 
‘4Ps’ (Richards, 1999; Bostrom and Nagasundram, 1998). This is supported by El 
Murad and West who suggested that ‘…knowledge of creativity may be gained by 
studying any of these four [4Ps’] interlinked elements.’ (2004: 192) 
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To comprehend any particular element of these four, they elaborate further, ‘the 
creativity of people can be evaluated by direct study of the creative person, or by 
assessing the quality/or quantity of the creative product.’ (ibid: 192). On the other 
hand, for those who are interested in researching the aspect of creative process, El 
Murad and West suggested that ‘the process may be inferred by observing the 
person and the product in combination, whilst press may be studied for its effect on 
the other three.’ (ibid: 192). A summary of some creativity definitions were shown 
in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1: Example of Creativity Definitions 
Author Definition of creativity 
Laswells (cited by 
Gilchrist, 1972) 
 ‘the disposition to make and to recognize 
valuable innovations 
Bowers (cited by 
Smith, 1995)  
 ‘a novel form or product that has been 
generated’ 
De Bono (1994) ‘creativity is dealing with the transformation 
of existing ideas, views, and approaches to 
doing things to the new ones 
Nicholl and Mc 
Lellan (2007) 
‘the ability to think creatively, that is, to 
generate novel, purposeful ideas...’ 
El Murad and West 
(2004) 
must be new, unique, and relevant to the 
product and to the target audience in order to 
be useful as solutions 
Martindale (1995) ‘one that is both novel and useful’ 
Candy and Edmonds 
(1999) 
‘a set of activities that give rise an outcome 
or product that is recognized to be 
innovative as judged by an external 
standard’ 
 
 
2.6 Identifying Creativity  
 
The issue is how creativity can be identified when it occurs? Are there any 
particular set of rules besides the general definition of creativity for factors which 
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can be regarded as creative? Candy and Edmonds suggested a rather generic view 
that creativity can be identified by ‘a set of activities that give rise to an outcome or 
product that is recognized to be innovative by an external standard’ (1999: 4). In 
other words, to capture creativity in a design outcome, one must be able to obtain 
the creative aspects distinguished and acceptable by others. 
 
Amabile’s ‘Consensual’ creativity definition provides a more comprehensive 
description, that ‘a product or response is creative to the extent that appropriate 
observers independently agree it is creative. Appropriate observers are those 
familiar with the domain in which the product was created or the response 
articulated’ (Amabile, 1996: 33).  
 
According to Rogers in distinguishing creativity, ‘there must be something 
observable, some product creation.’ (1970: 138). He further elaborated that ‘though 
my fantasies may be extremely novel, they cannot usefully be defined as creative 
unless they eventuate in some observable product – unless they are symbolized in 
words, or written in a poem, or translated into a work of art or fashioned into an 
invention’ (Rogers, 1970: 138). These views are supported by Dakers who stated: 
‘It is in the eye of the beholder, however, that the notion of creativity is invested 
upon the actor’s performance, the painter’s painting or the vacuum cleaner’s 
design. It is thus the signature of the creator……’ (2004: 2).  
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These views emphasise that individuals manifest their creativity by producing 
visible and tangible outcomes as evidence of existence.  
 
Creative outcomes are established from creative individuals’ ability to explore and 
convert conceptual ideas into exceptional products. Nevertheless, different areas of 
interest would produce different forms of creative outcome which is either tangible 
or intangible (Goldschmidt and Tatsa, 2005: 593). These are the centre of attention 
that ‘reflect some distinguishing signs of creativity’ (Warr and O’Neill, 2005: 119).  
 
A creative outcome from the perspective of Bostrom and Nagasundram (1998) is 
indicated by a degree of ‘surprise’ from its observer’s point of view.  The product 
makes the viewer feel the presence of amazement, wonder, and unexpectedness 
within it.  This is supported by Macedo and Cardoso who then implied that 
‘surprise seems to play an important role both in the process of producing and in 
the process of evaluating a creative product [outcome]’ (2001: 85). 
 
More specific characteristics of creative outcomes had been suggested by 
MacCrimmon and Wagner through five key dimensions which are ‘novelty, non-
obviousness, workability, relevance, and thoroughness’ (1994: 1516). Prior to this, 
Jackson and Messick (1965) had proposed four properties of creative outcomes that 
comprised of unusualness, appropriateness, transformation, and condensation. 
These properties were anticipated to be applicable for various disciplines or fields 
that possibly involved with creativity.  
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Nonetheless, reporting from the context of psychological perspective, he 
emphasized that, ’the focus of interest is, of course, a creative or novel act by an 
individual, whether or not the same novelty has been produced by any or many 
other individuals before’ (Mandler, 1995: 10). 
  
In a rather extreme view, Rogers disputed views that rely on social acceptance 
before something can be regard as creative. He argued that: 
‘to be regarded historically as representing creativity, the product must be 
acceptable to some group at some point of time. This fact is not helpful to our 
definition……. and because many creative products have undoubtedly never been 
socially noticed, have disappeared without ever having been evaluated. So this 
concept of group acceptance is also omitted from our definition.’ (1970: 140). 
 
Rogers also avoided making any attempt at setting a level for ‘degree of creativity’ 
as he believed that there would be a wide spectrum of value employed in evaluating 
them (ibid: 140). In that sense he suggested anything which complies with the 
definition of creativity would be considered as a creative product.  
 
2.7 Designing 
 
Generally, many perceived designing as having something to do with activities 
such as ‘exploring’ (Warr and O’Neill, 2005: 120); ‘discovering’, ‘elaborating’, 
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‘continual appraisal and reappraisal’ (Archer and Roberts, 1992: 3); and ‘inclusive 
activity which begins by carefully observing and understanding people and 
sensitively shaping solutions’ (Southee, 2009: 184). Hence, in a concise manner, 
Roberts (1992: 32) defined designing as ‘the capacity to conceptualise and 
represent ideas, aspects of present realities and future possibilities.’ 
 
Goldschmidt exemplified her view about designing:  
‘To design is to plan for the making of something new. Designing entails 
generating, transforming, and refining descriptions and specifications of different 
aspects of a still non-existent artefact and making the representations of it that 
enable communication and examination of the ideas involved, which ultimately 
enables the production or construction of the artefact.’  (1999: 525). 
 
Hanna defined designing as ‘an act of continually making and then examining from 
a different point of view’ (2005: 7). The motive behind this is to ‘discover 
something new, rather than to return with yet another example of the already 
familiar’ (Cross, 1998: 28).  
 
In the context of design educational activity, Archer and Roberts note that 
designing is ‘the manipulation of things and systems so as to achieve the most 
acceptable and practicable fit  between a particular set of desires and needs, on the 
one hand, and a particular means for fulfilling them, on the other.’ (1992: 3).  
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Lawson considered design as a process which involved ‘a highly complex and 
sophisticated skill’ that could be acquired through learning and experiences (1997: 
11). These are crucial as designers need to go through a lot of ‘exploratory process 
without necessarily fixed goals’ as part of their work practice (Hanna, 2005: 3).  
These are supported by Thistlewood (1990: 14) who suggested that designing is 
manifest by the ability ‘to perform activities beyond the unaided capabilities of 
human frame’. Further, he elaborated that the nature of work required ‘the 
coordination and efficient marshalling of all branches of knowledge’ (ibid: 14).   
 
2.8 Modelling in Design 
 
Humans like other species have a nature which is seeking to ensure their existence 
in this world. Their minds, thinking, and actions lead to continuous efforts to make 
themselves fit enough to adapt and survive in any changes that might occur. The 
difference between humans and other species is their ability to make use of every 
internal (e.g. mind, experience, knowledge, senses) and external (e.g. nature, 
climate) resources to their benefit. 
 
Inspired by the evolutionary psychology study, Doyle (2004) has introduced the 
concept of ‘technicity’ and attempted to explore its link with the act of making or in 
a wider perspective, designing. He suggested that we have to look back not only 
over last the decades of human civilization, but as far back as pre-historic eras, in 
order to undertake retrospective analysis on how our ancestors made use of their 
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capability, knowledge, and experience to make a difference to our present life. It 
might prove the hypothesis that it is the nature of humans to behave in innovative 
and creative ways. As he stated that ‘no species, present or past, Homo or 
otherwise, other than ourselves is creative or innovative’ (ibid: 70). 
 
This ideology has introduced a modern perspective of understanding design 
behaviours based on three characteristics: language, deconstruction and 
construction, and drawing. These were derived from Doyle’s ‘technicity’ definition 
that: 
‘….the capacity of behaviourally modern humans to: deconstruct and reorder 
objects; and deploy an external memory system’ (2004: 69) 
 
Subsequently, Norman and Pedgley (2005) published a paper that provided such 
evidence from design diaries of the polymer guitar project. They redefined 
‘objects’ as the element of nature which the designer had to deal with and exploit 
for the sake of human needs and interest. Drawing is identified as one vital 
medium for designers to archive and visualize the ideas into an understandable 
dimension. They interpreted Doyle’s definition and suggested a better 
understanding of its concept, particularly in the context of design and technology 
education.  
 
At the DATA International Research Conference 2008, Stables in her keynote 
speech gained the audience’s attention by re-introducing the term she called 
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‘designerly’. A different term to that introduced by Doyle, but actually, shared the 
same vision on how the human nature of ‘doing’, ‘making’, or ‘designing’ could 
change the future. In describing the impact of ‘designerly’ behaviour on the way 
humans think and act, she had suggested three contributors to this behaviour: 
• Ability to image in minds things we have experienced and also that we 
haven’t. 
• Ability to manipulate those images both in our minds and through 
externalisation. 
• Ability and determination to utilise imaging and modelling of ideas to 
create new future realities.   (Stables, 2008) 
 
She indirectly gave a similar message to Doyle which implied that people’s ability 
to visualize and manipulate their ideas in virtual and/or physical form creatively, 
would give impact as how the future is going to be. She clarified that: 
‘In my experience, it takes little more than a split second for imaging and  
modelling solutions to kick in – at least as initial ideas – using magnets, Velcro, 
computer displays, mirrors are the ideas that typically emerge in the first few 
seconds. And once people try to explain their ideas, the need to be explicit causes 
them to clarify the image in their mind, which in turn causes them to develop it 
towards being a new idea [creative idea] to deal with the situation’ (Stables, 2008: 
9) 
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Modelling is recognised as a key creative activity especially in designing (Tseng 
et al, 2002; Verstijnen et al, 1998; Suwa & Tversky, 1997; Tovey, 1989). In 
design, it plays a vital role in externalising cognitive thinking, and provides a 
medium for handling design ideas. The images of ideas in the designer’s mind are 
translated into explicable ideas through modelling e.g. sketching, drawing, 3D-
modelling etc. This is supported by Archer who described modelling activities as 
the way to represent the designer’s ‘external representations of ideas which were 
formulated and manipulated in the mind’ (1992: 8).   
 
Thus, it is inarguable that modelling is the language of designing (Archer, 1992; 
Smith, 2001). Such modelling provides rich information and explanation of the 
design not only to the designer but also to others. Tovey (1989: 24) suggested that   
‘…..graphic ideation is important not only as part of the process of producing the 
design ideas, but also because it is an externalisation of the designing……’ 
 
Further, he elaborated that the interaction of seeing, imagining and drawing 
encourages creativity as it would provide designers with the opportunity to 
consider design alternatives efficiently.  
 
According to Smith (2001: 6) modelling can be classified in two categories: two 
dimensional (2D), and physical three dimensional (3D) models.  2D modelling 
includes sketching and drawing, whilst the 3D modelling includes mock-ups, 
prototypes etc. However, with the advance of computer technology, design 
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modelling could also take place virtually on computer screen monitor (e.g. CAD 
modelling (Hodgson, 2006))  
 
Modelling (e.g. via drawing) has shown significant effects on the level of a 
designer’s thinking. This is supported by Baynes (1992: 18) who acknowledged 
that ‘the modelling methods available to designers do directly affect the thoughts 
they can think’. Further, he quoted Jones, an English design theorist, who stated 
that: 
‘The designer can (by use of a drawing) see and manipulate the design as a 
whole….predict the repercussions that changing the shape on one part will have 
upon design as a whole’. (ibid: 19) 
 
Baskinger describes the three goals of drawing in designing as: 
a) to externalize and convey the process of thinking – to transform intangible 
ideas to tangible information for others; 
b) to reveal ideas or relationships, not results; 
c) to engage discussion around the subject/problem as inclusive activities. (2008: 
29) 
 
Modelling via drawing can be seen as an interactive medium for design thinking 
and realisation. Baskinger notes that ‘the common link to all of design drawing is 
in constructing a graphic representation in a coherent format, one that speaks to 
alternative ideas and the evolution of an idea’ (ibid: 29). The exploration of ideas, 
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elaboration of the potential design, and evaluation of its practicality and 
appropriateness could be established within a modelling application. This is a 
medium of interaction between designer and his/her cognitive thinking. It also 
allows others to understand and perceive what is actually being thought in the 
designer’s mind in an explicit way. 
 
Similarly, designing using CAD also involves modelling and visualisation activity 
in the virtual context. Hodgson notes that ‘assuming that a design concept or idea 
can be suitably modelled in the CAD system, any of these outputs [e.g. rendered 
images, prototypes] will help students [designers] to better visualize and make 
what they design’ (2006: 10). Hence, in studying the potential of CAD in 
encouraging creative behaviours while designing, it is important to explore how 
conventional designing approaches such as 2D and 3D modelling might promote 
these behaviours. 
 
2.9 Designing and Creativity 
 
Designing has been recognised as the translation of human creative thinking 
through planned action in achieving preferred needs or desires. Accordingly Dakers 
(2004: 1) stated that ‘one common feature inherent within the concept of creativity 
is that something manifest is brought into being’.  
 
While Gero and Kannengiesser clearly suggest the link between designing and 
creativity as following: 
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‘We define the notion of novelty, and consequently creativity, relative to the 
process of designing: Creativity occurs whenever a new design property is 
introduced for the first time in the ongoing design process, thus changing the state 
space of possible designs’ (2007: 57).  
 
According to Archer and Roberts, a ‘design activity is always a grappling with the 
unknown’ (1992: 3).  This is supported by Goel that ‘the activity of design involves 
the mental formulation of future states of affairs. The products of design activity 
are external representations of such possible futures’ (1992: 395). Obviously, these 
interpretations suggesting that design is involved with the act that to make existent 
something that did not exist previously, which according to Davies et al (2002) is 
referring to a creative act. 
 
Lawson described design as ‘one of the most creative of human pursuits’ (1997:  
148). He elaborated that the central designerly act is ‘to create something which 
other people will experience and which is in some way or other original and new’ 
(ibid: 148).  Lawson also suggested that activities involved in design coincide with 
the creative process model as shown in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: Five stage model of creative process 
 
In studying the role of drawing in graphic design, Schenk has suggested a series of 
phases to illustrate the design activities involved as shown in the Figure 2-3. One of 
the phases was identified as ‘main creative phase’ because this is the stage where 
she implied most of the ‘creative activity’ emerged during the designing activities. 
Although such events are not absolute indicators of the emergence of creative 
outcome, however, awareness and observation of them can increase our 
understanding of creativity especially in design.   
preparation 
first insight 
incubation 
illumination 
verification 
Formulation of problems 
Conscious attempt at solution 
No conscious effort 
Sudden emergence of ideas 
Conscious development 
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(Schenk, 1991: 180) 
Figure 2-3: Graphic design phases  
 
Consequently, designing and creativity are closely related research agendas and 
many researchers have tried to explore links from various perspectives. Some 
researchers study the state of designers’ minds when engaged with creative 
thinking, and particularly through cognitive psychology approaches (e.g. Nagai and 
Taura, 2006; Goel and Pirolli, 1992). They have attempted to uncover possible 
links between designing and creativity through exploring designers’ cognitive 
thinking when engaged with such activities.  
 
The relationships between design and creativity were reflected through the roles of 
designers that were emphasized by Lawson who stated ‘designers must [creatively] 
solve externally imposed problems, satisfy the needs of others [usefulness] and 
create beautiful objects [aesthethic].’ (1997: 157). This was later reinforced by 
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Goldschmidt who suggested that ‘design has always been closely associated with 
creativity because new artefacts are often expected to be innovative and original – 
two hallmarks of creative products.’ (1999: 526). 
 
2.10 Interim Conclusion: The Complexity in Researching Creativity in CAD 
This interpretation of creativity as a spectrum of meanings is one of the reasons for 
the difficulties in researching this area, and a second is the requirement for any 
credible model of the act of designing to engage simultaneously with knowledge, 
skills and values. This has been well understood since at least the Assessment of 
Performance Unit Report (Hicks et al, 1982), which explored the nature of design 
and technology. 
 
The constraints on the performance of an individual or group of designers need to 
be seen in relation to the knowledge, skills and values they possess or can access as 
shown in Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5. The implications of this model concerning 
knowledge and values were discussed in the 2006 John Eggleston Memorial 
Lecture (Norman, 2006), and when reflecting on the skill of CAD as a tool 
supporting design decision-making, this must be considered alongside knowledge 
and values. This was supported by Suwa et al (1999) that believed the acquisition 
of skill is ‘often tacit and implicit’ which make it difficult to elucidate which and 
how they used these skills when designing. 
  
 
Figure 2-4: Technology as the summation of skills, knowledge and values (Norman, 
2000: 129) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-5: A cross-section o
knowledge, skills and values 
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f a boundary of designing represented by 
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Accordingly, Norman notes the ‘difficulty of capturing human expertise [skill]’ 
(2000: 4) especially when related to design activity. The intricacy that surrounded 
every decision-making which is made throughout the design activities would 
provide an indication how complicated these processes are, and was highlighted in 
the following statement: 
‘Human decision-making is an expression of the art of making judgements based 
on incomplete information about existing factors and future consequences. This is 
the essence of design activity, hence then of the existence of products and their 
associated technology……In the same way that each game of chess is highly 
likely to be different, so with product design dependent on a multitude of 
sequential decisions, the designs will inevitably be different.’ (Norman and 
Pedgley, 2005: 138) 
 
The use of CAD is but one designing skill amongst many, and prior research has 
demonstrated that the skill levels in using CAD influences both its use and 
outcomes, alongside other strong influences such as user perceptions of CAD’s 
potentials. According to Goel and Pirolli (1992: 396) the act of designing itself is a 
‘mental, representational, and a signature of human intelligence’ which draws from 
a summation of various sources of knowledge and skills, which would include 
those related to CAD. The complexity in analysing the design activities to track 
back the link between the creativity of product design and the CAD usage that 
could be expected is shown in Figure 2-6. Each decision-making involved was 
likely bounded with the aspects of skills, knowledge, and values which then appear 
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in the form of a decision from a few alternatives. To retrospectively analyse each 
decision-making involved is something that very difficult to do, and probably an 
unfeasible effort. 
 
Figure 2-6: A series of decision making involved within CAD activity 
 
These bring an initial conclusion of the complexity and difficulty in making 
interpretation of the data in an attempt to distinguish possible links between the use 
of CAD and creativity (e.g. creative outcomes) in designing. Hence, the research 
now attempted to find a more plausible aim to explore possible links between CAD 
usage and the emergence of creative behaviours in designers. 
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2.11 Creative Behaviours Literature 
 
Alonso-Aguilar (1996: 959) reported from Eysenck that ‘creativity is conceived as 
a latent trait underlying creative behaviour’. Behaviour can be defined as ‘the way 
which someone or something behaves’ (www.askoxford.com). This may also be 
perceived as the act or manner that is demonstrated by creative persons in forming 
creative outcome which Rogers (1970) named as creative acts. He described 
creative behaviour as ‘the natural behaviour of an organism [e.g. people] which has 
tendency to arise when that organism is open to all its inner and outer experiencing, 
and when it’s free to try out in flexible fashion all manner of relationships.’ (ibid: 
145). The consequences of these behaviours imprint in the creative outcomes and 
highlight the aspects of ‘selectivity, or emphasis, an evidence of discipline, an 
attempt to bring out the essence’ (ibid: 145).  This is supported by Gilchrist (1972: 
16) who stated that  
‘Creativity may refer to the process from which the end product emerges. In this 
sense it refers to behaviour which is directed towards creative achievement’. 
 
Although creative behaviours are essential to the emergence of creativity; these   do 
not necessarily lead to its appearance (Alonso-Aguilar, 1996). However these 
creative behaviours could possibly open the path to the potential surfacing of 
creativity. 
 
Based on the published literature relating to cognitive psychology, a number of 
creative behaviours have been recognised (e.g. (Cropley 1967; Gilchrist 1972; 
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Amabile 1983; De Bono 1994; Balchin 2005)).  These have been long-listed and 
grouped into seven categories as shown in Table 2-2.   
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Table 2-2: Summary table for creativity characteristics reported in literature 
relating to cognitive psychology 
 
No Characteristics Author(s) 
1 Novelty  
 Originality/novelty Gilchrist, 1972; Finke et al, 1992; Lee, 2005; Davis, 1999; Amabile, 
1996; Bull and Davis, 1982; El Murad and West, 2004; Thomson and 
Lordan, 1999;  Sosa and Gero, 2005;  Bostrom and Nagasundram, 1998; 
Aguilar-Alonso, 1996; Hocevar and Bachelor, 1987; Shalley et al, 2004) 
 uncommon Barron, 1969 
2 Appropriateness  
 Appropriate for its purpose Gilchrist, 1972; Ward et al, 1999; Warr and O’Neill, 2005; Brown, 1987 
 Practical or sensible Finke et al, 1992 
 Operability  Balchin, 2005; Crutchfield, 1973 
 Usefulness Thomson and Lordan, 1999;  Sosa and Gero, 2005;  Bostrom and 
Nagasundram, 1998;  Aguilar-Alonso, 1996;  Shalley et al; 2004) 
 Be adaptive to reality Barron, 1969 
3 Motivation  
 Motivation Lee, 2005 
 Willingness to take risks; have a go; run-
a-risk; risk-taking 
Cropley, 1967;  Balchin, 2005;  Cropley, 2001;  Davis, 1999;  Lee, 2005;  
Dacey and Lennon, 1998 
 Self-confident Davis, 1999 
 Enthusiastic Davis, 1999 
 Independence Amabile, 1983;  Davis, 1999;  Lee, 2005 
 Willingness to be provocative De Bono, 1994 
 Preference/attracted  for complexity Amabile, 1983;  Crutchfield, 1973;  Davis, 1999 
 Preference/seeks for challenges De Bono, 1994;  Epstein, 1999 
 Complexity of thinking  Gilchrist, 1972 
 Task commitment Lee, 2005 
 Perseverance/persistent Dacey and Lennon;  Turner and Dunn, 1970 
4 Fluency  
 Spontaneity Sinott (1970) 
 Fluency Lee, 2005;  Hocevar and Bachelor, 1987 
 Fluency of ideas Gilchrist, 1972;  Crutchfield, 1973;  Guilford, 1973 
 Receptive to new ideas  Davis, 1999 
5 Flexibility  
 Flexibility Lee, 2005;  Dacey and Lennon, 1998;  Hocevar and Bachelor, 1987 
 Flexibility of ideas Finke et al, 1992 
 Flexibility of thinking Gilchrist, 1972; Guilford, 1973 
 Cognitive flexibility Crutcfield, 1973 
 Elaboration Finke et al, 1992;  Lee, 2005 
 Redefinition Crutchfield, 1973 
 Possession of wide categories Cropley, 1967 
 Explore the creative possibilities of the 
ideas 
Ward et al,1995 
 Plays with ideas Davis, 1999 
6 Sensitivity  
 sensitivity Amabile, 1983;  Lee, 2005 
 Sensitivity to problem Gilchrist, 1972;  Turner and Dunn, 1972 
 curiosity Lee, 2005;  Bull and Davis, 1982;  Turner and Dunn, 1970 
 Sensitive to beauty Davis, 1999 
7 Insightfulness  
 Insightfulness Finke et al, 1992 
 Intuitive Crutchfield, 1973;  Davis, 1999 
 Insight Dorst and Cross, 2001 
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The seven categories identified were novelty, appropriateness, motivation, fluency, 
flexibility, sensitivity, and insightfulness.   This is not claimed to be an exhaustive 
list of possible references, but sufficient to generate the majority of the creative 
behaviours that have been reported.  No attempt has been made to select or rank 
these creative behaviours; they have simply been noted and classified.  In order to 
clarify the nature of the 7 categories a brief discussion of each of them is presented 
as follows. 
  
2.11.1 Novelty 
 
Novelty (or originality, which is commonly seen as an interchangeable term) can 
be defined as creating something new and different from that which existed. As 
novelty is related to creative outcomes in the form of ideas or products, they will 
be expected to be ‘original or, at the very least, uncommon’ (Finke et al, 1992: 
37). In supporting this, Lubart (1999: 339) stated that ‘novel work’ must have 
something to do with producing exceptional outcomes, which are ‘unexpected or 
surprising’, and completely unique.   
 
Ward et al (1995), however, argues that novelty was not exclusively referring to 
something which is utterly different from existing artefacts or ideas. Creativity 
emerged from something that already existed being given new breath of ideas. 
They implied that creative outcomes ‘are never completely novel’, but ‘they are 
always a marriage of old and new’ (ibid: 10). They further emphasized that ‘the 
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ways in which creative ideas resemble old ideas are just as important as the ways 
in which they differ’ (ibid: 10).  This view was supported by Thomson and 
Lordan (1999: 18) who took a less prescriptive view by emphasizing that the 
amalgamation of existing ideas which form unusual outcomes can also be 
considered as novelty.  
 
Most authors have considered novelty as one of the important elements in 
defining creativity (Amabile, 1988; Cropley, 2001). However, many share the 
view that novelty alone is not enough for an outstanding product to be accepted as 
creative unless accompanied by appropriateness to the task (Stokes, 1999; Warr 
and O’Neill, 2005; Weisberg, 1993). This obligation was also indicated by 
Sternberg and O’Hara’s (1999: 255) who were of the opinion that: 
‘Creativity is often defined as the process of bringing into being something novel 
and useful’. 
 
According to Mandler when discussing about novelty in creativity:  
‘A particular act may be novel for all of humanity, for a specific social-cultural 
unit, or for an individual. Along that continuum, anything new for all humanity is 
also novel for all levels below it, whereas a novel act for an individual may not be 
novel for each of the higher levels, a creation that is new only at a lower level 
may, or can be essentially uninteresting; “reinventing the wheel” has become the 
cliché to describe that disinterest’ (Mandler, 1995: 10).  
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However, Cropley emphasised that ‘the novelty involves observable behaviours 
or other concrete products, is probably novel only for the producer (and perhaps 
adoring parents or enthusiastic teachers) and is based on concrete, physical 
properties of real objects.’ (2001: 89).  
 
 
In similar view, Weisberg (1993: 4) suggested that appraisal of novelty for 
creative outcomes should not necessarily be only based on public views, but that 
the outcome should at least be novel in the eyes of the person who created it. This 
perception is most useful in assessing ‘everyday creativity’ (e.g. Ripple, 1989) 
such as the education context where children, students, and novices cannot be 
expected to produce something novel in its fullest sense on every occasion.  
 
Hence, the National Advisory Committee on Creative and Cultural Education 
(NACCE) suggested three levels of ‘originality’ or novelty as a benchmark in 
assessing creativity in classroom activities. They were: 
a) Individual 
A person’s work may be original in relation to their own previous work and 
output. 
b) Relative 
It may be original in relation to their peer group. 
c) Historic 
The work may be original in terms of anyone’s previous output in a particular 
field: that is, it may be uniquely original.     
(NACCE, 1999: 30) 
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2.11.2 Appropriateness 
 
 
A novel outcome will not be accepted as creative if it is not accompanied by 
appropriateness in terms of use or purpose. Appropriateness can be defined as 
‘suitable; right and proper’ (Hornby, 2000:72), and in the context of creativity 
research, it refers to a characteristic or behaviour which shifts the status of 
uncommon and surprising products from being only unique, to being regarded as 
creative (Gilchrist, 1972; Brown, 1987; Ward, 1999, Warr & O’Neill, 2005).  
 
Some researchers use the term ‘usefulness’ (Aguilar-Alonso, 1996; Bostrom & 
Nagasundram, 1998; Thomson, 1999; Shalley, 2004; Sosa & Gero, 2005),  Finke 
et al (1992) used ‘practicality’ or ‘sensibility’,  whilst Balchin (2005:39) defined 
it as ‘operability’ which not only allowed creative products to be recognised, but 
also, enabled creative people to be identified. 
  
Creative people are always involved with identifying problems and problem-
solving activities. During problem identification and the exploration of potential 
solutions, the criteria for solutions are distinguished. These criteria are part of the 
strategy for assessing and measuring how effective solutions are in solving the 
problems identified. Creativity would be seen as justified if the outcome was  
shown to conform to the criteria distinguished (Warr and O'Neill 2005).  Lubart 
(1999: 339) agreed, describing appropriateness as an act to ‘satisfy the problem 
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constraints, useful, or fulfils a need’.  And for Gilchrist (1972: 14) satisfaction and 
conformity should either refer to an individual’s (creative person’s) contentment 
or to domain justification (e.g. society, association, and group). Prior to this, 
Jackson and Messick (1965: 313) had clearly defined appropriateness as: 
‘To be appropriate a product must fit its context. It must ‘make sense’ in light of 
the demands of the situation and the desires of the producer.’ 
 
 
2.11.3 Motivation 
 
 
Creative people are motivated by challenging tasks, and excited by the 
opportunity to use their ability to solve problems in a novel way. They have a 
tendency to go further than their existing potentials. This is also known as ‘self-
actualization’, a condition which indicates the need of individuals ‘to sustain and 
enhance life in anticipation of their full potential’ (Conti and Amabile, 1999: 
251).  Motivation in creativity can be classified into two categories (Collins and 
Amabile, 1999: 299): 
a) Intrinsic Motivation  
b) Extrinsic Motivation 
 
Intrinsic motivation can be defined as ‘the motivation to engage in an activity 
primarily for its own sake, because the individual perceives the activity as 
interesting, involving, satisfying, or personally challenging; it is marked by a 
focus on challenge and the enjoyment by the work itself’ (Collins and Amabile, 
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1999: 299). Intrinsic motivation provides creative individuals with the ability to 
focus on the issues in their work, and consider them in great depth. Creative 
people will always be prepared to face any hitches in their search for a creative 
outcomes within, or maybe even outside their domain.  
 
Extrinsic motivation has been defined by Crutchfield as follows: 
‘In extrinsic motivation the purpose is not simply the solutions of the problem or 
the achievement of the creative products per se; these are merely instrumental to 
further goals of the individual. He seeks to solve problems or to create because of 
the external rewards that this will bring him. (1973:70). 
 
Extrinsic motivation is based on pursuing external factors such as reward, 
organisational requirements, competition, social prestige etc. However, some 
authors have suggested that intrinsic motivation is a contributing factor to 
creativity, while extrinsic motivation might possibly give the opposite effect (e.g. 
Amabile, 1983: 195).  
 
Motivation leads to creative individuals having less fear of making mistakes 
especially when exploring new unexplored areas and willingness to take risks 
(Amabile, 1999; Cropley, 1967: 43; Balchin, 2005: 33; Thurston and Runco, 
1999: 731).  
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This enables them to think and act ‘independently’ (Amabile, 1983: 201; Cropley, 
2001: 11; Balchin, 2005: 33), although the consequences might challenge social 
norms (e.g. ideas, rules, cultures) and hence sometimes leads to disputes. This is 
supported by De Bono (1994: 128) who suggested that to be creative, individuals 
need to have attitudes which demonstrate their ‘willingness to be provocative and 
not easily swayed by social norms or beliefs’. 
 
2.11.4 Fluency 
 
 
Fluency can be defined as the ability to ‘perform an action smoothly, accurately, 
and with ease’ (Hornby, 2000: 697). In the context of creative processes, fluency 
has to do with the ability to facilitate the generation of a number or quantity of 
ideas (Crutchfield, 1973; Lee, 2005). A creative individual should have the ability 
to generate more than one idea that is suited to the tasks.  
 
In the early research, it was hypothesised that fluency of thinking and ideational 
fluency would be useful in facilitating a creative individual in producing 
appropriate ideas in a restricted period of time (Gilchrist. 1972). To encourage the 
smooth and diverse flow of ideas, their spontaneous capturing and externalising 
should be facilitated (e.g. brainstorming).  
 
Hence, the concept of fluency should not be limited to the amount of different 
useful ideas being produced, but the smoothness whereby a creative person 
elaborates from an idea should also be considered as an indicator of fluency. 
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Davis (1999) suggested that being open-minded is one ‘attitude’ that needs to be 
displayed by creative people and reported that satisfaction with only one idea 
without letting your mind explore other possibilities is a hindrance to creativity.  
 
To generate creative ideas, it is necessary to look at the problems from different 
angles, and suggest solutions from various perspectives. Sinott (1970: 109) agreed 
as ‘it is much more common for a new idea to arise almost spontaneously in the 
mind, often seemingly out of nothing and at a time when a person may be 
thinking of something quite different’. 
 
 
2.11.5 Flexibility 
 
 
The ability to view a problem as a whole and not in a limited perspective is 
known as flexibility. Thurston and Runco (1999: 729) explain the feature of 
flexibility in creativity as ‘a capacity for change’ which involves a way of 
interpreting, and using prevailing information, or approaching the comprehension 
of tasks, or changes in the plan for undertaking the task. They also elaborate that 
flexibility might influence an individual’s way of thinking, so the task objectives 
could be interpreted differently.  
 
Flexibility of thought will allow individuals to explore possible solutions to 
defined problems in numerous ways (Gilchrist, 1972: 5).  This will then lead to 
the emergence of ideas that may affect not only the intended problems but also 
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other uses or functions. This flexibility of ideas might be represented by a single 
concept that might be extended to multi dimension conceptual categories in terms 
of use or functions (Finke et.al, 1992: 39).  
 
2.11.6 Sensitivity 
 
 
One aspect that is also important in creative people is sensitivity which involves 
their acute consciousness of what they sense around them which appears to be 
imperfect, and be responsive to this deficiency. It is the ability ‘to see problems’ 
or having ‘sensitivity to problems’ (Amabile, 1983: 201). Creative people are not 
easily satisfied with the status quo. They have a tendency to question themselves 
and judge that things are not what they expected. They tend to see 
inappropriateness in things, and start to think creatively from their dissatisfaction. 
This leads them to discover the core of hidden problems which are invisible to 
other people. It is an ability to put together the preliminary problems which 
requires solution (Gilchrist, 1972: 5). The clear understanding of the real 
problems allows creative individuals to search with an array of approaches that 
may lead to possibly unique and apt solutions. They explore the solution to the 
problems not only for their own interests and satisfaction, but also with societal 
needs in mind. The outcomes of the creative acts will be instilled with aesthetic 
aspects to attract public acceptance for their works (Balchin, 2005: 39) 
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2.11.7 Insightfulness 
 
 
Insightfulness can be defined as ‘the number of different knowledge domains the 
product contacts’ (Finke, et al, 1992: 40). The inter-relation of information 
between different areas might spark unpredictable answers or solutions to the 
identified problems. The outcomes of an insight by a creative person may have 
sensible inferences of use that lie outside of the framework in which it was 
initially visualised.  
 
Sternberg and Davidson (1999) have suggested their own framework for defining 
insightfulness as a sudden vision of strategy for a long unsolved solution that 
comes from previous hard work. It involved the emergence of a new uncommon 
solution from the fusion of new ‘know how’ with preceding knowledge to unfold 
ambiguous problems. Insight is not something that appears from nowhere or 
which comes to the creative mind without any logical explanation. It is reported 
as occurring as a result of intense thought or action on the task, when the solution 
did not come into sight instantly, but through the process of time.  
 
An insight can occur at any moment within creative people, whilst intuition plays 
a great role in creating an imaginary boundary for the divergent thinking process. 
It can also be seen as the phenomena of cognitive unconsciousness in creativity 
which prevents burden to the conscious mind during the processes of integrating 
various pieces of information (Weisberg, 1993: 42).  
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Policastro (1999: 89) defined intuition as information which influences individual 
consciousness of thought that leads to a potentially sensible decision. The 
intuition will lead to a possible outcome by combining new information and prior 
knowledge in a selective and reasonable manner. Based on this definition, 
intuition is seen to precede insight. It is the reconstruction process of the implicit 
form of knowledge to an integrated and explicit one.  
 
 
2.12 Exploring Creative Behaviours in Conventional Design Tools 
 
This section attempts to explore conventional design tools (e.g. 2D sketching, 3D 
sketch modelling) and behaviours possibly displayed by designer when using them. 
This would provide an understanding of what types of behaviours designers would 
exhibit when dealing with these tools which facilitate creativity (e.g. behaviours) 
 
The abstract ideas, that exist loosely and unstructured in the designer’s mind, need 
to be externalized by transforming them to an understandable form for reflection 
and communication.  This can be achieved through modelling such as 2D and 3D 
sketch modelling and CAD modelling. 2D Sketching and 3D sketch modelling 
have been long recognised as creative designing tools, but the role that CAD plays 
remains contested.  
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There is a considerable body of published work concerning the roles of 2D 
modelling such as sketching in supporting designing (e.g. Yang and Cham, 2007; 
Kavakli et al, 1998; Rodgers et al, 2000 etc). 2D and 3D sketch modelling play 
vital roles in initiating and developing design ideas (Verstijnen et al, 1998: 520). 
Several researchers have reported modes of behaviour that they have observed 
when researching such modelling activities.   
 
2.13 Two Dimensional (2D) Sketching  
 
Designers use sketching to deal with early phases of loose and unstructured initial 
design ideas. Through sketching, the interaction between a designer’s cognitive 
thinking and the physical world takes place. Cognitive thinking, otherwise known 
as ‘cognition’ by Archer (1992: 5), refers to mental activity such as perception, 
interpretation, analysis, memory, understanding etc.   
 
The vigorous involvement of sketching in the initial ideas development stage mean 
that it plays a vital role in creative processes (Verstijnen et al, 1998: 520). More 
concisely, Yang and Cham (2007: 482) emphasize the role of sketching in 
facilitating the generation and representation of novel ideas in the early stage of 
designing.  This is also supported by Baskinger (2008: 28) who suggested that 
drawings and sketches would be a very powerful and persuasive tool in representing 
design ideas.  
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Designers use drawing as a vehicle to communicate their ideas from the imaginary 
state to the observable form. It is an effective method to convey new design 
thoughts and details innovatively (Pedgley, 2009). From his design experiences, 
Pedgley (2009) recognised five roles of drawing in facilitating designing including: 
a) Explaining things to colleagues 
b) Mementos of ideas coming from existing products 
c) Restating design ideas and archiving information 
d) Recording ideas and decisions taken at meetings 
e) Generating and developing product designs 
 
From a number of authors, it has been suggested that sketches have been widely 
used because of these reasons. They are used as: 
• a medium for thinking and expressing design ideas (Yang and Cham, 2007; 
Cross, 1998; McGown and Green, 1997; Tovey, 1989)  
• a way of supporting the idea generation and creative discovery (Kavakli et 
al, 1998; Rodgers, 2000)  
• a medium to capture, explore, and perform ‘reflective dialogue’ (Yang and 
Cham, 2007; Sedivy and Johnson, 1999; Cross. 1998; Tovey, 1989) 
• a medium to store design ideas for revisiting purpose (Van der Lugt, 2005) 
 
Sketching enables designers to visualise ideas from their imagination which makes 
it possible for them to be manipulated, modified, communicated, and used to 
stimulate the development of new ideas by the designer himself or someone else. 
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Further, Sedivy and Johnson (1999: 43) believed that the explicit representation of 
ideas by sketching activity would additionally give better understanding of the 
problem resolution.  
 
This was also suggested by Suwa and Tversky (1997: 385) who stated that 
sketching as part of external representation methods would not only be useful for 
‘memory aids but also to facilitate and constrain inference, problem-solving and 
understanding’ design ideas. Several researchers have also indicated modes of 
behaviour that are characteristic of designers whilst involved with sketching activity 
as discussed below. 
 
2.14 2D Sketching Behaviours 
 
Rodgers et al (2000) reported from Goel that freehand sketches play a great role in 
the creative, explorative and open-ended phase of problem solving. Through 
sketching, designers are spontaneously brainstorming and capturing loose fragments 
of their initial ideas.  When any of the fragments of ideas start making sense and 
become more structured, sketching allows the designer to initiate a movement from 
one idea to slightly different ideas before final ideas are distinguished.  
 
Verstijnen et al (1998a: 522) suggested that cognitive thinking would facilitate 
initial ideas generation through ‘mental imagery’ operation which could lead to 
creative discovery. In ‘mental imagery’, the relevant information related to the 
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design problem, potential solutions, and others exist in the form of loose and 
unstructured images. It is a process of producing and experiencing images in the 
designer’s mind (Arieti, 1976). It existed in the form of echoes, copies, or 
reconstructions of the designer’s previous experiences, perceptions, and knowledge. 
However, the act or mode of behaviours which are demonstrated by the designer 
during sketching is the focus of this section. 
 
2.14.1 Combining and Re-structuring 
 
In discussing aspects of imagery processes which link to designing particularly 
sketching activity, Verstijnen et al, (1998a, b) distinguished two types of process 
which were named as ‘combining’ and ‘restructuring’. Combining, also known as 
Figural Combination, referred to phenomena where ‘known components are 
joined to form a possibly novel whole’ (Verstijnen et al, 1998b: 180). It is 
happening when the designer mentally makes the effort to put together 
information (e.g. ideas, components, forms) to produce an object from these 
combinations. The amalgamation is taking place in designer’s mind without 
altering the initial structure or interpretation of each component. In certain 
circumstances, it is possible for the discovery of novel objects to be established in 
image form subsequent to the combining process. 
 
Restructuring, however, has different characteristics compared to combining. 
Verstijnen et al (1998b: 179) defined the restructuring process as ‘the 
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decomposition of the components into incidental parts, not previously known to 
exist in the configuration’ (ibid: 179). The accompanying parts which were 
established as a consequence of the restructuring act were proposed to be 
significantly different from any representation of the figure (e.g. symbolic 
representation, segmented visual image). From previous research they found that 
it was difficult to restructure initial conception within mental imagery (Verstijnen 
et al, 1998a: 524). Thus, externalization such as sketching has been expected to be 
used to facilitate the restructuring process and perform design synthesis. 
 
The presence of a novel part was frequently detected if designers externalizing 
their mental image in designing through sketching had performed restructuring 
activity better (Verstijnen et al, 1998a, b). This implies that restructuring might 
have links with the establishment of a novel aspect in designing. 
 
2.14.2 Lateral and Vertical Transformation 
 
Goel (2000) has studied the mode of designing behaviour displayed by the 
designer during designing activity. He has distinguished two types of designing 
behaviour by analysing the transformations movement between successive 
drawings. The transformation typology was known as Lateral transformation and 
Vertical transformation. During sketching, when the designer produced drawings 
that show a slight difference from the preceding ideas, it is identified as lateral 
transformation. Goel (2000: 12) has clearly defined lateral transformation as one 
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where movement is from one idea to a slightly different idea rather than a more 
detailed version of the same idea. While vertical transformation was referred to an 
evolution of a design idea that moves from one to a more developed and detailed 
sketching from the same idea.  
 
In initial design, ideas were in fragments, and each fragment was further explored 
and transformed into comprehensive proposal or solution for assessment (Goel, 
2000). Lateral and vertical transformations were anticipated to be involved 
throughout the course. It is also suggested by Rodgers et al (2000: 457) research 
findings that vertical transformation demonstrated convergence thinking 
behaviour, while lateral transformation demonstrated divergence thinking. This 
implies that vertical transformation occurred to potentially promising design ideas 
and might take place when there will be no further major modification of an idea.  
 
Lateral transformation most significantly occurred during the exploration of initial 
ideas. This was supported by Goel (2000: 12) who stated: 
‘Preliminary design is a classical case of creative, ill-structured problem solving. 
It is a phase where alternatives are generated and explored. This generation and 
exploration of alternatives is facilitated by the abstract of nature information 
being considered, a low degree of commitment to generated ideas, the coarseness 
of detail, and a large number of lateral transformations’. 
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2.14.3 Part by Part and Non- Part by Part Drawing 
 
Previous research by Kavakli et al (1998) and later by Tseng et al (2002) has 
investigated other forms of design behaviour distinguished by the character of 
drawing being produced. They suggest that designers demonstrated two different 
modes of behaviour when sketching, which respectively produced two types of 
drawing which are known as ‘Part by part’ and ‘Non-part by part’.  Designers 
who produced part by part drawing have a tendency to draw a part of the design 
product completely before they initiate others (Tseng et al, 2002: 57). From the 
result findings, Kavakli et al (2002: 500) reported that part by part drawings are 
realised when they come from recalled or imagined objects.  
 
However, it is different for ‘non-part by part’ drawing, where the designer tends 
to draw an element of a part and then starts to move on to draw another part 
before it is even completed (Tseng et al, 2002: 57). This is an indication of 
designers’ behaviour when they are involved with resolving problems which are 
facilitated by external resources e.g. prior sketches. Kavakli et al (1998: 509) 
supported this by suggesting that when internal resources alone are unable to 
facilitate designer thoughts in designing, non-part by part drawing will be 
obvious.  
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2.14.4 Reflective and Experimental Modes 
 
The research discussed so far has been involved with the drawing characteristics 
in studying designers’ behaviour while undertaking sketch activity. However, 
Tano et al (2003) has focused on studying designers’ behaviour through their 
movements while designing. They categorized the designing phase into three 
steps which are: 
• the Sketch – draw sketches by pen and paper, 
• the Rendering – draw rough colourful sketches by pastels, and 
• the Painting – a photo realistic drawing  (ibid: 313) 
 
The steps were studied and observed using design tools which respectively suits 
the nature of activity of each step which are Sketch, Rendering, and CG/VR. The 
study aim was to investigate the effect of information systems to designer 
cognitive modes of behaviour during designing e.g. sketching, drawing.  
 
Designers were observed and a combination of fast and slow movements when 
undertaking sketching distinguished. These movements corresponded respectively 
to the experiment and reflective modes (ibid: 314). The experiment mode is 
related to ‘experimental thought’ e.g. brainstorming and spontaneous reaction to 
demonstrate the emergence of ideas. While in reflective mode, designers tend to 
slow down the sketch movement due to the rationalization involved at that 
moment such as making comparisons, thinking, decision-making etc. From the 
results, they found that by using a Sketch the designer has the ability to freely 
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move between the reflective and experimental modes. Most of the designing 
activity involved reflective mode, and partially experiment modes which is a good 
way to produce good design (ibid: 314).   
 
Sketching is profoundly recognized as a designing tool which is very useful in 
stimulating creativity (Tano et al, 2003; Verstijnen et al, 1998a, b; Sedivy and 
Johnson, 1999). It might be overstated to say that sketching is the key method for 
designing. However, in the initial ideas development, sketching provided a quick 
and uncomplicated representation medium for them to be evaluated and further 
developed. The relationship between sketching and creativity was also 
emphasized by Garner (1989) who suggested that it encouraged creative 
exploration and might stimulate creative ideas. This would imply that the act or 
behaviours (see Table 2-3) which are demonstrated during sketching is the 
representation of creative behaviours. 
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Table 2-3: Exhibited behaviours when engaged with 2D modelling design 
activities 
 
Reported 
behaviour 
categories 
References Examples of the authors’ description of exhibited 
behaviours 
Combining Verstijnen et al (1998b) • Combined components into creative object without 
altering 
• Manipulation of components: 
o size variation, 
o position,  
o orientation 
Restructuring Verstijnen et al (1998b) • Change or alter the structure of the original 
components such as: 
• Size differences between components 
• Embedding in other components 
• Modification into different form 
• Substraction 
 
Lateral 
transformation 
Goel (2001), Rodgers et 
al (2000),  McGown et al 
(1998),  Prats and Earl 
(2006) 
 
• Obvious change of one idea to another different 
idea. 
• Different form of solutions displayed          
• Widening the problem space  
Vertical 
transformation 
Goel (2001), Rodgers et 
al (2000), McGown et al 
(1998), Prats and Earl 
(2006) 
 
• Elaboration of existing idea into more detailed 
version. 
• No modification of ideas, but clarification of 
neater lines and addition of dimension detail   
• More detailed or refined version of the same idea  
Part by part 
drawing 
Tseng et al, (2002) • Drawing a part completely 
Non part by 
part drawing 
Tseng et al, (2002) • Incomplete drawing of a part  
Reflective Tano et al (2003) • Display slow sketch movement (e.g. Thinking, 
making comparison, decision making) 
Experimental  Tano et al (2003) • Display fast sketch movement (e.g. concept 
generation) 
 
 
 
2.15 Three Dimensional (3D) Physical Modelling 
 
According to Smith (2001: 9) 3D modelling is referring to a physical model that 
represents an aspect of the 3D form. It is involved in developing tangible 
presentations of design product as part of designing activity. Apart from that, 
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Bairstow et al (1999: 24) described 3D modelling as an easy approach to the initial 
work for developing conceptual ideas, especially when involved with complex 
forms. They suggest that modelling enables designers to realise the design ideas 
which possibly are difficult to visualise and draw because of their complexity. 
Smith et al (2001: 132) from their research suggested: 
‘It seems clear that the designer gained from the physical nature of sketch 
modelling. It is as though the material itself provided them with a source of ideas. 
This is probably not just because the modelling material behaves more like the 
material that will eventually be used. It might also be that the 3D sketch model is 
more decisively ‘out there’ than the drawn sketch. We might say that the idea is 
more clearly realised, more accessible to the processes of judgement and change’. 
 
3D modelling gives the designer the opportunity to externalize and deal with almost 
‘accurate’ objects which are ‘alive’ and real, for further exploration of design ideas. 
Nakakoji and Yamamoto (2003) emphasize that the externalized representation of 
ideas which transform from imagery state to physical form will be different from 
what is seen in the designer’s mind. However, a physical model established from 
the designer’s mind would enable the assessment and modification of current ideas 
through looking and feel of its shape (Bairstow et al, 1999: 30). 3D modelling 
discussed in this context referred to physical iconic models (e.g. Smith, 2001) such 
as card, foam, clay, wooden 3D models etc. 
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2.15.1 Behaviours Reported when using Card or Paper Modelling 
 
The ability to visualise ideas in the mind is crucial for designers in the initial 
design stage. Making the ideas tangible and visible is a potent way to further 
develop the ideas. Bairstow et al (1999: 24) suggest that materials such as card, 
paper would facilitate the exploratory process of the design ideas quickly. Hence, 
this would provide an effective tool for the designer to evaluate certain criterion 
of the design instantly. Paper and card are easy to get and cheap to buy. They are 
also not difficult to manipulate in making models for product design. In other 
words, ‘By using very simple techniques such as cutting, scoring and folding you 
can easily explore both curved and rectangular forms. A few additional materials 
like string and wire will add further variety and allow you to extend the range of 
your initial idea development’ (ibid: 27).  
 
Welch and Lim (2000) have conducted a study about the way novice designers 
(students) would undertake designing acts in seeking design solutions. The aim of 
this research was to come out with evidence and suggestions that could be used to 
improve the teaching approach employed in Design and Technology. In one of the 
design activities, the students were assigned to design the tallest possible tower 
using a piece of paper entitled ‘Paper Tower’. This would enable researchers to 
observe designer attitudes towards 3D modelling. Obviously, some predictable 
weaknesses from ordinary inexperienced designers were observed such as: 
• unable to fully understand the design problem that affected the type of 
problem solution generated, 
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• unable to foresee potential problems which might arise from the solution, 
• inability to generate more than one potential solution for the design 
problem. 
 
However, the significant results from the study were the implications of 
modelling usage in designing to designer behaviour and ability in generating 
design solutions. In this context, Welch and Lim (2000) have observed behaviours 
such as: 
• having better understanding of the problem, 
• being stimulated in the generations of solutions, 
• being able to see what a design would look like, 
• carrying out design testing, 
• continuously incorporating modifications and improvements into a solution. 
 
They described these activities as ‘Model-test-refine-test’ iteration. 3D modelling 
using e.g. paper have developed students’ understanding of problems through 
solutions exploration. It has also been observed that the emergences, and ongoing 
developments of new ideas were encouraged whilst model making takes place. 
The visible and ‘touchable’ design ideas would allow students to continuously 
assess and improve their design solutions to the optimum. 
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2.15.2 Behaviours Reported When using Clay (Plasticine) Modelling 
 
According to Molteni (1989: 54), traditionally clay modelling is involved with 
adding and subtracting act performed by hands and fingers which turn an idea into 
something physically visible by manipulating its material behaviour. The hands 
and fingers have a role as connector between the designer’s inner mind and the 
external world. The ‘sense of touch’ is seen as an essential element in the content 
of any clay work (Rawson, 1971). This is clearly explained by Molteni (1989: 54) 
referred to in slightly different terminology: 
‘The great tactile sensitivity allows the hand to evaluate, weigh, measure and 
ascertain the state of the substance that it is touching’  
 
When undertaking clay modelling, designers have to coordinate their imaginary 
thinking or ideas and hands into the act of making. This is supported by Molteni 
(1989: 60) who stated: 
‘The important thing is…to direct the coordination of hand and brain, gesture and 
desire, action and awareness of what must be done’. 
 
Clay is a good way to facilitate the designer’s visualization of their ideas or 
abstract concepts into a visible and tangible form. It is not the only good part of 
clay modelling, but, working with clay also provides stimulus to designer for 
undertaking novel work (ibid: 65). The link between the designer’s inner mind 
and the external world could be established through clay modelling. Its plastic 
characteristic provides opportunity for designers to produce various types of 
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shapes that become a medium in externalising ideas. Clay gives the designer 
freedom and flexibility to shape anything that makes the idea visible and tangible 
to others. 
 
Designing through clay involves making forms in actual space. In this modelling 
process, the designer has to translate the in-mind conceptual ideas and transform 
them into physical forms. The clear vision and details of the ideas such as its 
shape, size, texture and material are vital for the modelling purpose. Speight 
(1983: 188) implies that clay modellers have to use their visual and tactile 
imagination when undertaking clay modelling. This is vital to enable the physical 
form of the ideas to be established in as ‘accurate’ and ‘realistic’ manner as 
appeared in mind. Externalizing which is involved in clay modelling activity 
would facilitate the creative process and enhance the designer’s creativity 
(Nakakoji & Yamamoto, 2003). 
 
Based on the literature, a number of behaviours which are displayed whilst 
designers engage with the modelling activity were distinguished. To make it 
easier to be understood, the behaviours were tabulated as shown in Table 2-4. The 
types of activity and the behaviour exhibited during the course were listed. 
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Table 2-4: Exhibited behaviour when engaged with 3D modelling activities 
 
Reported 
behaviour 
categories 
References Examples of the authors’ description of exhibited 
behaviours 
Continuous 
modification 
and 
improvements  
Welch & Lim (2000) 
 
• Continuously incorporating modification and 
improvements into a solution   
 
Sense of touch  Welch & Lim (2000), 
Molteni (1989),  
Rawson (1971), 
Bairstow et al, (2000), 
(Speight, 1983) 
 
• Evaluate  
• To pick things up and play with them  
• Compose for making   
• Seeing what a design looks like  
• Able to feel the form  
Adding and 
subtracting act  
Molteni (1989), Bairstow 
et al (2000) 
 
• ….draw, cut, make indentation, add, 
raise…[clay]  
 
 
 
Although these behaviours are not directly linked to creativity in the same way 
that the creative behaviours reported by cognitive psychologists are, 2D and 3D 
modelling are widely recognised as creative processes by design researchers and 
consequently some relationship may be inferred.  However the primary discussion 
in this thesis focuses on the Creative Behaviours Model directly derived from 
literature relating to creativity. 
 
2.16 Chapter Summary 
 
In this Chapter the author has reviewed the definitions of creativity from various 
authors, and rather than taking part in continuous debating agenda of creativity 
definition, the author chose to step on ‘the giant shoulder’ by using these 
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definitions in the research. From the literature, the behaviours were grouped under 
seven categories of creative behaviours which are novelty, appropriateness, 
motivation, fluency, flexibility, sensitivity, and insightfulness.  
 
From the literature, compilation of behaviours reported from 2D sketching and 3D 
sketch modelling undertaken were established in form of 2D sketching behaviours 
framework and 3D sketch modelling framework. Chapter 3 discusses on the 
research methodology for this study. 
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3 Chapter Three: Research Methodology 
  
3.1 Chapter Overview 
 
This section provides an explanation of the research methods of the study, which 
consist of interviews, protocol analysis, design diaries in the three case studies, and 
a questionnaire survey (online and paper).  It discusses reasons why such methods 
were employed in this research.  
 
3.2 Research Strategy 
The main focus in this research is to acquire data and evidence that could shed light 
on the link between CAD and creativity through creative behaviours. For an 
empirical study, the links could either be observed by the researcher, if there was 
some external evidence of their existence, or reported by the participants. The 
seven categories of creative behaviours as shown in Figure 3-1 were used as a 
framework to observe and capture such behaviours that were previously reported 
by cognitive psychologists.  
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Figure 3-1 Creative Behaviours Framework 
 
However, Barlex notes the necessity to provide ‘objective criteria’ that can be 
utilized to identify creativity aspects [creative behaviours] (2002: 12). Although 
his suggestion was intended to facilitate creativity assessment in educational 
settings (e.g. classrooms, studios, workshops) however, this would also be useful 
to this research. Hence, to explain the meaning of the seven terms chosen, each of 
the creative behaviours was assigned three descriptors as shown in Figure 3-2.  
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Figure 3-2 Creative Behaviours and their descriptors 
 
The meaning of each descriptor was explained in Table 3-1. The descriptor was 
meant to provide context for both the researcher and participants in terms of 
identifying creative behaviours. Rather than having a general category of creative 
behaviours, the descriptor would make the model more structured and feasible to 
facilitate the observation and identification. 
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Table 3-1: Creative Behaviours descriptors 
 
Creative 
behaviour 
categories  
Creative behaviour 
descriptors assigned 
Descriptor’s description 
Novelty Uncommon Ability to seek unusual  idea(s) for solutions 
Unexpected Ability to come up with surprising idea(s)  
Original Ability to come up with unique idea(s) 
Appropriateness Useful Ability to produce practical design idea(s) or 
solution(s) 
Sensible Ability to suggest or make reasonable decision 
related to idea(s) or solution(s) that might have 
good chance to success 
Functional Ability to propose idea(s) or solution(s) that it is 
possible to operate 
Motivation Enthusiastic Showing excitement or interest with the activity 
Determined Firmness in doing things to achieve satisfactory 
idea(s) or solution(s); feel confidence 
Risk-taking Not afraid to try new idea(s) and willing to cope 
with the consequences; have a go 
Fluency Spontaneity Ability to come up with sudden idea(s) or 
solution(s) without logical planning 
Open to new ideas Receptive to new idea(s) and not only stick to one 
idea; ready to elaborate or make changes whenever 
possible 
Fluency of ideas Ability to generate ideas to fulfil certain 
requirements in some degree of time 
Flexibility Exploring 
possibilities 
Use a variety of approaches through which 
problems may be solved; playing with ideas  
Continuous reflection continuously evaluate and consider previous or 
present ideas or solutions 
Associate remote 
ideas 
Ability to combine disparate information to give 
meaningful idea(s) 
Sensitivity Understand problem Ability to see the problem  
Display curiosity Desire to ask or speculate about things 
Seek perfection The act of perfecting previous or present ideas; not 
easily satisfied with present idea(s) 
insightfulness Organizing 
information 
Ability to put together old and new information to 
gain new idea(s) 
Intuitive decision Ability to come to a decision without support from 
logical reasoning; make speculation or assumption 
Influence by 
inspiration 
Reaction which is stimulated by instinct or intuition 
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In the literature review, the 4P’s (person, product, process, and press) have been 
recognized as important aspects in researching creativity. This research intended to 
distinguish the possible links between the use of CAD and creativity by exploring 
the behaviours of creative people. To capture the emergence of such behaviours in 
designing, the Creative Behaviours Framework was used in the establishment of 
the research instruments, and the data analysis methods.  
 
An exploration of the creative products aspect was also attempted by trying to link 
the creative criteria from the design outcomes. Thus, a personal designing exercise 
was undertaken with the assumption that there is more likelihood for the link to be 
established as the data would be based on the researcher’s own designing. Although 
this was not necessarily the case, the researcher has more potential to track back the 
creativity characteristics with the use of CAD from his own experience and data 
recorded (e.g. protocol analysis, design diaries) compared to attempting to do the 
same from other designers’ recorded data. The aspects of process and press were 
not part of the main interest of this research except in that any software (press) or 
process could be used and data might incidentally emerge.  
 
3.2.1 Qualitative and Quantitative in this Context 
 
Researching within design activity would involve an attempt to interpret and 
describe a designer’s thinking, acts and behaviours when using CAD from 
implicit forms to a more explicit and understandable structure. Qualitative 
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approaches were considered for this research since Fischer described qualitative 
research as ‘a reflective, interpretive, descriptive, and usually reflexive effort to 
describe and understand actual instances of human action and experience from the 
perspective of the participants [designers]…… through a particular situation 
[designing in CAD]’ (2006: xvi). 
 
While Berg notes that ‘qualitative research properly seeks answers to questions by 
examining various…..[design activity] settings and the individuals who….. [are 
involved in] these settings’ (1989: 6). In addition, the researcher is also allowed to 
‘explore the human elements of a given topic, where specific methods are used to 
examine how individuals see and experience [designing in CAD e.g. creativity, 
creative behaviours]…….’ (Given, 2008: xxix) 
 
In explaining the nature of qualitative research, Malterud (2001: 483) stated that 
‘qualitative research methods involve the systematic collection, organisation, and 
interpretation of textual material derived from talk or observation’. In the wider 
context, Rowan and Huston notes that it is ‘designed to observe social interaction 
and understand the individual perspective, provides insight into what people’s 
experiences are, why they do, what they do…’ (1997: 1442).   
 
According to Angrosino (2007) those involved in the qualitative research tend to 
explore and analyse data captured from: the people experiences, the ‘interactions 
and communications’ by the subjects within the observation settings, and the 
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related documents (e.g. diaries, audio and/or video recordings). This is supported 
by Mack et al (2009: 1) who stated that qualitative research has the ‘ability to 
provide complex textual descriptions of how people experience a given research 
issue. It provides information about the “human” side of an issue ‘. They also 
suggested that ‘qualitative research is especially effective in obtaining….specific 
information about the ….opinions, behaviours …of particular populations [e.g. 
CADs’ users]’ (ibid: 1).  
 
In the last stage of this study, a questionnaire survey was also undertaken to 
gather data from larger samples. Since the qualitative approaches, according to 
Morgan, lack potential for generalisation (2008: 798), the intention of 
implementing this quantitative approach is to possibly generalise the findings. 
This has been well explained by Patton who stated: 
‘The advantage of a quantitative approach is that it's possible to measure the 
reactions of a great many people to a limited set of questions, thus facilitating 
comparison and statistical aggregation of the data. This gives a broad, 
generalisable set of findings presented succinctly and parsimoniously. By 
contrast, qualitative methods typically produce a wealth of detailed information 
about a much smaller number of people and cases. This increases the depth of 
understanding of the cases and situations studied but reduces generalisability’ 
(2002: 14) 
 
The use of a quantitative method corresponding to qualitative techniques would 
establish a substantial body of evidence resulting to the triangulation of data (Ke, 
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2008). Hence, the following sections discuss the research methods undertaken and 
the rationale behind them. 
 
3.3 Research Methods 
 
This section will be focused on describing the research methods used in this 
research, and the reason why they were selected to be undertaken.  
 
3.4 Case Studies  
 
Since creativity is a very complicated subject, a case study approach was 
considered appropriate as it ‘represents a disciplined mode of inquiry that can be 
organized around issues’ (Smith and Strahan, 2004: 360). By definition, Blatter 
notes that ‘a case study is a research approach in which one or a few instances of 
phenomena are studied in depth’ (2008: 68). Case studies could provide 
descriptions of what CAD users, in particular industrial designer students do and 
say when using CAD during the act of designing.  
 
When exploring new research areas, Flybvjerg suggested that qualitative 
approaches, such as case studies, are useful ‘in the preliminary stages of an 
investigation to generate hypotheses’ (ibid: 219). The information acquired from 
the case studies will contribute to the new understanding of the relationship 
between creativity, especially creative behaviours and the use of CAD in designing. 
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3.5 Interviews 
 
In this study, participants were required to be involved in at least two phases of 
interview sessions, identified as preliminary (pre)-interview, and post-interview. 
The pre-interviews were undertaken before the participants’ project commenced, 
and the post interview after the project completed. Interviews were undertaken in 
each case study organised in this study.  
 
According to Brinkmann ‘interviewing is a conversational practice where 
knowledge is produced through the interaction between an interviewer and an 
interviewee or a group of interviewees’ (2008: 469). Similarly, Angrosino (2007: 
39) described interview as ‘a process of directing a conversation so as to collect 
information’ from a participant. It is ‘useful for getting the story [information] 
behind a participant’s experiences’ (McNamara, 2008), ‘opinions, feelings, and 
knowledge’ (Patton, 2002: 4). This would provide rich data that probably could not 
be acquired from other methods. 
 
The researcher could use the interview sessions to ‘pursue in-depth information 
around a topic’ to get a better perspective of certain issues (Patton, 2002). In the 
interviews, participants were expected to provide ‘meaningful, knowable, and able 
to made explicit’ data for the research (National Science Foundation, 2009). 
Interviews gave the researcher rich information that was helpful to the research 
which usually existed in non-structured forms.  
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3.5.1 Preliminary (pre) Interviews 
 
 
Before the participants engaged in their design projects, it was vital to have an 
overview of what they planned and anticipated in these projects.  The pre-
interviews were intended to provide information about the participants’ 
background (e.g. CAD skills, perception of CAD roles in their designing 
activities) and how they intended to pursue their projects. The information would 
facilitate the researcher’s understanding about the participants and their projects, 
and support the preparation of the data collection activities.  These were 
scheduled with the participants based on their projection of how they were going 
to undertake their design projects. 
 
The interviews were undertaken face to face between the researcher and the 
participant. The researcher posed questions with a pre-determined set of questions 
as guidelines to conduct the sessions. According to Morgan and Guevara, this is 
known as the question based approach where ‘the expected content of the 
interview is outlined in terms of a series of questions the interviewer intends to 
ask’ (2008: 469).  
 
Brinkmann notes that this type of interview format would provide space for the 
participant to give ‘more spontaneous descriptions and narratives’ (2008: 470). 
Still, the researcher ‘has the freedom to pursue the questions in a different order 
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and allocate more time to some questions than to others depending on what is 
most appropriate for discussing…….with each individual participant’ (Morgan 
and Guevara, 2008: 469).  
 
These interviews were intended to seek the participant’s perspective related to the 
used of CAD in their projects such as why they were going to use CAD; are there 
any other design tools that they are going to use in addition to CAD in the project; 
what they hoped to achieve from the use of CAD, etc. The listed questions were 
shown in Figure 3-3. According to Morgan and Guevara the prepared questions 
would allow the researcher to: 
a) ‘probe and follow-up questions that can elaborate on the basic set of 
questions’, and  
b) provide guidance whether ‘a further probe or follow-up question can either 
extend the discussion of the current question or move the conversation toward 
the next question’. (2008: 469) 
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Figure 3-3: Pre-interviews open ended questions 
 
 
The participants’ responses were recorded, and transcribed. The interview helped 
the researcher to profile the participants’ projects, and gave initial information to 
the extent to which CAD software was to be involved in their project. In Case 
study 2, the researcher has switched role as interviewee, to check any ambiguity 
in the listed questions, and to improvise them if necessary. Participants in Case 
study 3 were interviewed using the improvised set as shown in Figure 3-4.  
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Figure 3-4: Improvised pre-interview questions 
 
 
  
3.5.2 Post-interviews 
 
The post-interview is a venue for the researcher to clarify any incomplete and 
ambiguous data which may occur in the process of data collection, in particular 
design diaries. Angrosino (2007: 39) notes that the interview is also ‘intended to 
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probe for meaning, to explore nuances, to capture the grey areas’. Hence, in order 
to explore such matters, interviews subsequent to the data collection activity were 
undertaken. 
 
According to Pedgley (1999: 118) post-interviews conducted following the 
completion of the design diaries aimed to: 
a) explain the use of jargon  or apparent strange or multiple use of vocabulary 
in entries; 
b) elaborate on entries that were unintelligible to the researcher; 
c) elaborate on episodes of designing that were of principal importance to the 
research (especially where the diary had captured insufficient evidence); 
 
The post-interviews were planned to be undertaken in Case study 1, however, due 
to the lack of responses from the participants, and time constraints, they were 
unable to be executed. Only one of the participants returned the completed design 
diaries for analysis, but could not be reached for post-interview due to her 
completion of the course in Loughborough University. In Case study 2, the post-
interview was not relevant or necessary to be undertaken as the participant was 
the researcher himself.  
 
As for Case study 3, both participants participated in the post-interview session. 
The questions posed in the post-interviews were prepared based on a case-by-case 
situation developed to clarify prior data collected from the participants. An 
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example of the post-interview questions is shown in Figure 3-5. The interviews 
were arranged after the participants submitted their whole completed design 
diaries, and when initial analysis had been undertaken of the diaries. 
 
Figure 3-5: Example of post-interviews questions (excerpt from 
MP01 post interview session) 
 
  
  
  
3.6 Protocol Analysis Incorporating Video Recording 
 
As previously discussed, the cognitive ability of human beings has and always will 
be utilised in design processes as they require one to be creatively involved with 
synthesising, and problem solving activity (Cross et al, 1996: 1). The intricacy of 
this ‘design’ task has generated ‘stress on the rigour of the analysis of design 
processes, ‘objective’ observation and direct generalizability of the findings’ (Dorst 
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& Dijkhuis, 1995: 262). They implied that to grasp in-depth understanding about 
this matter, ‘logical analysis and contemplation of design’ are necessary (ibid: 262). 
To consider an appropriate research approach, in this context, would involve 
seeking a method that allows useful data to be captured while designers were 
engaged with CAD for designing. 
 
The enthusiasm to capture and accurately describe design activity ‘in the way 
designers experience it (Dorst & Dijkhuis, 1995: 264) has seen an increase in the 
number of research projects using protocol analysis as the research methodology 
(e.g. Gero and McNeil, 1998; Suwa et al, 1998, Suwa and Tversky, 1997). On other 
occasions, Dorst (1995: 139) notes that ‘the need for more detailed knowledge of 
design has put protocol analysis in the limelight as one of the ways to get close to 
the designer’s thought processes (cognitive, problem solving, etc)’. Designers 
illustrate their design thinking through modelling (e.g. 2D sketching, 3D sketch 
modelling, CAD modelling) which established design outcomes as a result of such 
interactions. This was clearly stated by Roberts (1999: 36): 
‘A model [e.g. 2D sketching, 3D sketch modelling, CAD modelling] - represents 
cognitive modelling as active processes and functions which are within, related to, 
and derived from the design act.’ 
 
According to Hayes (1986: 352) protocol analysis is a method ‘to justify the use of 
verbal reports as data, especially as data regarding thinking’ as appear in designing 
(e.g. 2D sketching, 3D sketch modelling, CAD modelling). In a more 
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straightforward statement, it is an approach that puts ‘think-aloud’ (e.g.Young, 
2005; Ke, 2008) as a method to externalize one’s (e.g. designer) actual cognitive 
thinking. The designers were encouraged to share their design thinking as verbal 
descriptions while undertaking their designing acts. These would provide context to 
the acts they exhibited, and to the outcomes (e.g. sketches, physical models, CAD 
images) which emerged as a result of those actions. Shahriman (2008: 269) notes 
that protocol analysis is ‘a method of bringing out into the open some of the 
cognitive processes of designers’. The principle of this approach is to encourage 
people to speak out their thinking and feeling as they perform their activity.  
 
The use of a video recorder to record the designing events in CAD was to allow 
access to the data for future reassessment or re-evaluation by the researcher 
whenever necessary. Similar types of data gathering approach known as 
Conversational Analysis (CA) was also suggested by Sosa (1999) as an alternative 
to various research approaches used in studying creativity (e.g. laboratory 
experiments, retrospective reports, protocol analysis). It emphasized a data 
gathering approach through ‘observation, recording, and interpretation of designers 
at work’ in real time and with non-artificial situations (ibid: 182). This approach is 
suggested when in studying creativity in design which he sees as involved with ‘the 
terribly mundane, communal, typical and recurrent activity’ (ibid). In this study, a 
combination of suggested approaches is applied where a number of CAD designing 
episodes were video recorded, concurrent verbalisation was encouraged, and the 
events were a real setting based on part of participants’ design project activities. 
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In this study, every participant was required to arrange a session in which 
approximately 20 minutes of their CAD activity was to be video recorded while 
they were encouraged to verbalise their thoughts. The video recorder was set up so 
that it provided a view of the computer or laptop screen. The ‘zoom in’ and ‘zoom 
out’ features were used whenever necessary to ensure the on-screen activity was 
clearly recorded. The 20 minutes recording was presumed sufficient to provide 
useful data for analysis. Accordingly, Trimingham (2007: 146) suggested that ‘the 
data collected during a 20 minute concurrent verbalisation and protocol analysis 
was more than sufficient to allow insight into a designer’s decision-making 
[author’s research interest]’. There are two types of raw data from the protocol 
analysis which are ‘verbal’ and ‘visual transcripts’ (Davies, 1999: 103). The data 
could be in the form of audio recorded verbalisation only (e.g. Ke, 2008), or could 
also be in the form of audio visual form (video recording) as in this study.   
 
Participants were asked to suggest a session which they thought would mainly 
involve designing activity (e.g. ideas generation, decision-making, design probing, 
design evaluation). The reason was to avoid the selected session being involved 
with design documentation rather than true designing activity. In case studies 2 and 
3, protocol analysis was not only carried out in at least one of the participants’ 
CAD activities, but also in a session of 2D sketching, and 3D sketch modelling.  
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In addition, on-screen CAD video recordings were also undertaken by the 
researcher in Case study 2, and by the participants’ of Case study 3 which allowed 
them to provide the video data themselves. The aim was to provide the data in less 
obtrusive surroundings to the participants as they would choose the sessions that 
were going to be recorded. The researcher and the participants were provided a user 
license of CAMTASIA Studio, on-screen activity recording software. This software 
can be downloaded straightaway from the software provider website into their own 
personal computers or laptops where CAD software was accessible to them. The 
software has a recording feature that enables the on-screen CAD activity to be 
captured easily by the participants themselves. Subsequent to the recording, 
explanatory descriptions were needed to facilitate the data analysis. Three types of 
explanatory approach were undertaken which were: 
o Video transcript – Case study 2 (the researcher) 
o Guided explanation – Case study 3 (MP01) 
o Retrospective verbalisation – Case study 3 (MP03) 
 
The protocol analysis approach was also meant to complement the design diaries 
method which was also employed in the study. From his previous experience, 
Pedgley (1999: 290) claimed that the design diary approach had some limitations 
such as it might not be a real time recording method, and it could provide 
discrepancies of information between early and later entries. In this case, protocol 
analysis was undertaken to get real time data sources for the CAD activity analysis. 
The intentions were to identify a method to observe and identify any creative 
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behaviour occurrences during the use of CAD in designing (RQ2), and to attempt 
to establish potential links between them (RQ3). The implementation of this 
approach would hopefully shed light on whether the protocol analysis would enable 
the creative behaviours to be distinguished by the frameworks during CAD use 
(RQ1), and when 2D sketching and 3D sketch modelling activities were undertaken 
(RQ4). 
 
Despite its potential to provide ‘close’ descriptions of design activity which 
designers are immersed in (Dorst & Dijkhuis, 1995), it also causes concern that this 
approach ‘may affect the design process in unpredictable ways’ such as behaviour 
alteration, and possibly will provide inaccurate design behaviour descriptions 
(Davies, 1999: 115). Accordingly, Cross et al (1999: 2) identified three 
disadvantages that must be taken into consideration which are: 
• the side-effects of the verbalization, such that it actually changes the 
subject’s behaviour and their cognitive performance, 
• what the subjects report may well be incomplete accounts of what their 
cognitive activity actually is, 
• the subjects may, quite unintentionally, give irrelevant accounts, reporting 
parallel but independent thoughts to those that are actually being employed 
in the task 
 
Nonetheless, the researcher agreed with Young (2005: 31) who was convinced 
that despite its limitation, this approach has its own strengths such as the ability to 
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‘enhance observational data’, ‘uncover usually covert cognitive process’, and 
‘eliminate assumptions’ in the data analysis.  
 
3.7 Observations 
 
According to Angrosino (2007: 54) observation is ‘the act of noting a phenomenon, 
often with instruments, and recording it for scientific purposes’. In this context, the 
CAD designing by users was the focused event and the video recorder was being 
used as the recorder instrument to capture such activities and to attempt to identify 
creativity from it. Explicitly, McKechnie described observation as a research 
method that ‘involves collecting impression [of the designer]………using all of 
one’s senses, especially looking and listening, in a systematic and purposeful way 
to learn about a phenomenon of interest’ (2008: 573). While McQueen and 
Knussen (2002: 205) added that: 
‘It [observation] can be used to establish what actually happens in various settings 
to generate hypotheses and theories, to illuminate findings or examine situations 
more closely, and to evaluate the impact of interventions’  
 
Initially, observation was considered as one of the methods to be employed in this 
research and was trialled in Case study 1. It was vital to explore the capability of 
observations to generate useful data for the research study. The initial study had 
attempted to undertake two observation approaches in parallel, namely direct 
observation and video observation in order to compare their effectiveness.  
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In direct observation, the researcher will observe with minimum interruption and 
they will not be participating in the activity (Kawulich, 2005). This gave the 
researcher the opportunity to study the designing activity while designers were 
engaged with CAD designing and to record any significant event which emerged. 
From the data, the researcher would attempt to identify any behaviour that might 
link to creativity. The observation was guided using the observation checklist form 
as shown in Figure 3-6.  
 
Figure 3-6: Observation checklist form 
 
 
The CAD design event was categorised into seven codes as shown in Table 3-2 to 
allow the researcher to record the significant activity. However, the constraint of 
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this approach was the inability of the researcher to make comprehensive concurrent 
analysis of the on-screen activity during the observation session. This could mean 
the researcher overlooking important events which could affect the research 
findings. 
Table 3-2 CAD event activity coding 
 
Code Activity 
E Exploring 
C Constructing 
R Reflection 
N Non-CAD activity 
M Modifying 
L Locate tool/command 
O Other source references 
 
 
Video recording enabled the researcher to capture important events that might have 
been more difficult to observe in real time. Video recorded data facilitated the 
micro analysis of each selected event (Paterson, Bottorf, and Hewat, 2003: 5). This 
approach enabled the researcher to take notes, and analyse the video-recorded data 
at a steady pace, due to its capability to execute ‘frame-by-frame’ video review. 
These made the analysis process more effective and the probability of capturing 
significant events was increased. The ‘reverse’ and ‘forward’ functions enabled the 
researcher go to specific episodes for further analysis or for data validation.   
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These two approaches were undertaken to check their ability to identify creative 
behaviours by capturing the occurrences of their descriptors. Hence, they were 
aimed to support data for RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3. It is also important for the 
researcher to understand the pros and cons of this type of approach. Thus, the 
advantages and disadvantages of this method are shown in Table 3-3. 
 
Table 3-3: The advantages and disadvantages of observations 
 
Advantages 
Provide direct information about behaviour of individuals and groups 
Permit evaluator to enter into and understand situation/context 
Provide opportunities for identifying unanticipated outcomes 
Exist in natural, unstructured, and flexible setting 
Disadvantages 
May affect behaviour of participants 
Investigator has little control over situation 
Selective perception of observer may distort data 
(Excerpts from National Science Foundation, United States of America Website) 
 
Experience from the initial study made the researcher realise the difficulty in 
undertaking a direct observation approach for this particular research, especially 
when dealing with on-screen CAD observation. The on-screen CAD activities were 
quite complicated to observe and understand if not supported with additional 
sources of information (e.g. verbalisation, video recording). Based on this situation, 
direct observation has been left out from the list of methods that were going to be 
used in the next study. Video recording seems to overlap with the protocol analysis 
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approach, where both of them have the same principle in capturing data via video 
recording. The difference is only that in the video observations participants were 
not required to constantly verbalise their actions. Their commentaries were based 
on questions that were posed to them by the researcher. Thus, video observation 
like direct observation was also left out from the later study. 
 
3.8 Design Diary 
Since designing often takes an uncertain period of time before arriving at its 
attainment, a longitudinal data collection method such as a design diary appears to 
be appropriate. Frequent diary entries were vital to avoid difficulties in recalling 
past experiences which could be important to the study. Smith-Sullivan notes that 
‘diaries track participants’ daily activities and objective experiences’ (2008: 213). 
In this context, diaries would help the researcher to keep track, and gather as much 
information as possible from every CAD session participants anticipated 
throughout their design projects. 
 
The design diaries also allowed the researcher to have hindsight about the 
designers’ experiences each time they used CAD in designing. This is supported by 
McKernan (1996: 86) who suggested that keeping a diary ‘forces one to reflect, 
describe and evaluate daily encounters’. Besides that, it can avoid or reduce the 
researcher from getting misleading information if solely relying on data from 
limited and ‘simple snap shots of behaviour’ (Wiseman et al, 2005: 395).  
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In undertaking this type of data gathering strategy, Pedgley (1999: 296) notes that a 
design diary study should consist of:  
i) pre diary administration 
ii) implementation of the design diary 
iii) post diary interviews and data analysis   
 
The researcher adopted Pedgley’s generic approach to design diaries in this 
research as it has evidently proved effective. Thus, this method was undertaken in 
three case studies and aimed to provide supporting data for RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3.  
 
In terms of its format, diaries could be of open-format or structured. Corti (1993), 
notes that open-format diaries provide flexibility to the participants ‘to record 
activities and events in their own words’. However, for structured diaries 
participants’ responses are restricted only to pre-categorised items. Participants in 
this study were provided with a combination of structure and open-format diaries as 
shown in Figure 3-7. It is a self-administered diary where the participants were 
required to fill in the diary entry by the end of every CAD session.  
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Figure 3-7: Design diary format 
 
Participants were given a briefing on how to administer the diary, and supplied 
with a sheet of guidelines on how to complete the diary entry as shown in Figure 3-
8. The design diary sheets were given to the participants before they commenced 
the design project. 
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Design Diary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-8: Design diary entry outlines 
 
 
Entry Outlines 
 
1. Participant’s Code 
• The code which assign to you. 
 
2. Time 
• The time you start the designing activity using CAD/CAM and the time you stop or f
 
3. Aim(s) 
• What will you use CAD/CAM for? 
• How will it help the designing? 
• What is/are your aim(s) for this particular CAD/CAM session? 
 
4. Types of software 
• The type of design software you are using (e.g:ProE, AutoCAD etc) 
 
5. 2D/3D 
• You are going to use 2D or 3D in that particular session. If you use both of them alte
session, please circle both of them. 
 
6. Description 
• Please circle information which related during that particular session. 
 
7. Further Description 
•  If you have anything which you believe useful to the research. Please do not hesitate
them in this section. 
      (Please Refer Prompts Overleaf) 
 
8.  Reflection 
• Your view/perception about CAD/CAM related with your design task after each sess
the related item(s) 
• How well did CAD activity help you meet your aim(s)? 
 
We are warmly appreciated for your precious time and effort.  
 
Thank you very much 
 
Aede Hatib Mustaamal 
Research Student 
Department of Design and Technology 
Loughborough University 
Loughborough 
Leicestershire LE11 3TU 
 
Room         :  Matthew Arnold Building, ZZ006 
Telephone  : 01509 228302 
Email          : A.H.MustaAmal @lboro.ac.uk 
 
 
Private & Confidential © 2007 inished. 
rnately within the 
 to further describe 
ion. Please circle 
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In using this method, Crosbie (2006: 8) however raised concern regarding the level 
of details and accuracy with the responses given by participants. Based on her 
experience, she identified some problems when using self-administered diaries 
such as: 
a) diaries were partially completed, 
b) less attention to details, 
 
According to Wiseman et al (2005: 395) these problems might be the result of 
‘fatigue’ symptoms where participants become less motivated to give detail, and 
complete responses. In dealing with such problems, post-interviews were 
conducted to clarify ambiguous or incomplete entries. This was also suggested by 
Crosbie (2006: 9) who stated that ‘the most profitable way of employing self-
administered activity diaries is some form of diary/interview method where the 
diary keeping period is followed by an interview asking detailed questions about 
the diary entries’. 
 
3.9 Case Studies Research Methods Summary 
 
In general the data gathering methods which employed in the case studies were 
shown in Figure 3-9.  
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Figure 3-9 Case Studies Data Gathering Methods Summary Diagram 
 
 
 
3.10 Case Studies Summary 
 
In this study, three phases of case studies have been undertaken which involved the 
Design and Technology Department, Loughborough University postgraduates, and 
undergraduates including the researcher, himself. The brief information of these 
case studies including their objectives were shown in Table 3-4.  
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Table 3-4: Case studies and its objectives in the research programme 
 
Case Study Objectives 
1 
 
• To distinguish potential links between CAD and creativity 
• To identify potential data collection methods. 
• To gain insights into ways observing and distinguishing 
creativity characteristics whilst users are engaged with CAD. 
 
2 
 
• To replicate selected methods used in the initial study for 
reliability check. 
• To observe 2D sketching, and 3D physical modelling behaviours 
through the ‘lens’ of the Creative Behaviours Framework, and to 
establish comparative analysis possible association between 
them. 
• To look for creative behaviours linked to the products creative 
criteria. 
 
3 • To replicate methods used in the prior study as evidence of 
reliability and validity. 
• To further establish possible associations between creative 
behaviours observed when using CAD with the creative 
characteristics of the products. 
 
 
 
3.11 Research Samples – CAD Users: Industrial Design Students 
 
In this study, samples were invited and recruited from among industrial designers 
who use CAD as part of their designing tools. In addition, they must also have good 
fundamental CAD background to avoid misleading findings influenced by their 
lack of CAD skill. In this context, samples were aimed at Design and Technology 
Department Loughborough University post-graduates, and undergraduate students. 
Candidates were invited to be involved through informal research presentation, and 
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recruited on a voluntarily basis as participants. Students who agreed to become 
participants were requested to fill in a consent form (Appendix: 1) 
 
This kind of sample recruitment is known as purposive sampling. Participants were 
carefully recruited to make sure the data collected was relevant (Palys, 2008). In 
selecting suitable samples, Berg (1989: 32) notes that ‘researchers use their special 
knowledge or expertise about some groups to select subjects who represent this 
population’. The participants were invited and recruited based on these factors: 
a) has CAD background, 
b) has intention to use CAD in the project, 
 
The number of participants depended on how many students were willing to be 
involved. However, a large sample size is not the main issue for the validity of the 
data and findings from case study based approaches. This was emphasized by 
Flyvbjerg that, ‘the advantage of large samples is breadth, whereas their problem is 
one of depth. For the case study, the situation is the reverse.’ (2006: 241).  
 
Accordingly, Morgan notes that ‘qualitative research emphasizes inductive theory 
building, subjective understanding, and detailed, holistic data, and these goals are 
often best met through intense investigations of small, systematically selected 
samples’ (2008: 797). Further, he added that the most important thing is not how 
many samples were involved, but ‘how well they serve the purposes of a specific 
study’ (ibid: 797). 
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3.12 Questionnaire Survey  
 
As stated before, this study attempted to incorporate qualitative with quantitative 
approaches. This, according to Silverman (2001: 35) would enable researchers ‘to 
test and to revise their generalizations, removing nagging doubts about the 
accuracy of their impressions about the data’. Findings from the case studies which 
might be considered as isolated data could possibly be generalized through 
quantitative data (e.g. questionnaire survey). For those researchers who use 
qualitative data, Riley (1990: 131) notes that ‘additional quantitative data that bears 
out your interpretation of your ‘soft’ study is very convincing’. In this context, the 
researcher has the opportunity to assess the significance of findings that were 
predetermined from the case studies to a wider proportion of CAD users.  
 
Hence, the questionnaire survey has been considered to be implemented in the final 
stage of this study. Allison et al (1996: 69) notes that as a research tool, 
questionnaires have advantages in terms of ‘accuracy, access to dispersed 
respondents and wide coverage in terms of topics and respondents’.  In addition, a 
questionnaire ‘allows greater uniformity in the way the questions are asked and 
thus ensures greater comparability in the responses’ (Mouly, 1978: 189). However, 
Mouly (1978) also cautioned to those who use them to be aware of their drawbacks 
(e.g. non-return rates, inadequate answers, misunderstood questions). This was 
especially when the researcher attempted to obtain responses not only from CAD 
users in the UK (Design and Technology of Loughborough University 
undergraduates, postgraduates, and members of staff) but also in Malaysia 
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(academics staff and students). Hence, two similar questionnaires were established 
to provide feedback through online-based and paper-based responses. The UK 
based respondents were chosen to provides larger sample in comparing the data 
established from the case studies which were from the same population. While data 
from Malaysian respondents were gathered for comparison.  
 
In terms of the questionnaire formatting, Krosnick (1999) has discussed the pros 
and cons of using open-ended and closed-ended questionnaires. He notes that ‘a 
closed-ended question can only be used effectively if its answer choices are 
comprehensive, and this is difficult to assure’ (ibid: 544). For an open-ended 
questionnaire, one of its shortcomings is lack of viability when respondents are 
unable to explain themselves clearly, although the intentions of its use are to 
provide ‘greater flexibility’ as it ‘allows the respondent more leeway in stating his 
position’ (Mouly, 1978: 192). This was supported by Krosnick, although he also 
notes that ‘open-ended questions seem to be more viable research tools than had 
seemed to be the case’ (1999: 544).  
 
In the context of this study, the researcher agreed with Mouly (1978: 192) who 
stated that ‘as most of the problems to be covered in the social sciences are varied 
and complex, a combination of the two is generally better than the exclusive use of 
one’. Hence, the questionnaire was designed mainly in the form of closed-ended 
questions, while open-ended questions were also included to acquire respondents 
own points of view by further elaborating their responses. 
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The questionnaire consists of four sections which are: 
a) demographic information,  
to acquire information about respondents and his/her CAD background (e.g. 
age, designation, CAD skill, use, and know how) 
b) their CAD experiences,  
to understand respondents’ perception about CAD, and how it facilitates their 
design and creative acts. 
c) our research findings, 
to present some of the findings from the case studies, and to seek their feedback 
(e.g. is it possible that they came across similar experiences) from their own 
perspective. 
d) creative behaviours model in wider applications, 
to explore the possibility for the Creative Behaviour Model to be applied in 
other settings (e.g. classroom activity) 
 
From 56 questions, 53 of them were multiple choices, and 48 were using five-point 
Likert scale. This scale was suggested as it ‘frequently elicits more valid responses, 
and is less frustrating to the respondent’ (Mouly, 1978: 192). The Likert scale was 
not in the usual arrangement in the order of five equal intervals in the middle as 
‘neutral’ or in this study ‘DK’ or ‘Don’t Know’, but, it has been isolated to the 
right end of the row as shown in Figure 3-10. In the pilot run questionnaire one of 
the respondents commented that this strategy has made her more committed to give 
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response between 1 and 4 (Strongly disagree to strongly agree) rather than just 
choose the midpoint (neutral or don’t know) when she came across a question for 
which she was in an uncertain position. 
 
 
Figure 3-10: Five point Likert scale 
  
Since the intention of this questionnaire was to provide a wider coverage of CAD 
user in especially in the UK and Malaysia, an online questionnaire survey was used 
to obtain quick feedback from Malaysian respondents. According to Wright (2005) 
using internet facilities is a ‘fruitful area for conducting survey research’. He 
outlined the advantages, and the disadvantages of using online survey as shown in 
Table 3-5. 
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Table 3-5: The advantages and disadvantages of using online survey 
 
Advantages Disadvantages 
• access to individuals in distant 
locations,  
• the ability to reach difficult contact 
participants, 
• the convenience of having 
automated data collection, which 
reduces researcher time and effort 
• uncertainty over the validity of the 
data and sampling issues, and 
•  concerns surrounding the design, 
implementation, and evaluation of an 
online survey 
 
(ibid: excerpt from Wright 2005) 
 
 
The questionnaire approach was sought to acquire data in supporting RQ1, RQ2, 
RQ3, and RQ5 as outlined in Chapter 1. 
 
3.12.1 Triangulation 
 
According to Rothbauer (2008: 892) the used of multiple research methods for 
‘data collection and data analysis’ which aim to get the answer to the same 
research questions is known as triangulation (2008: 892).  He further elaborated 
that triangulation is appropriate ‘to render a fuller picture of research phenomena 
as well as to verify and validate the consistency and integrity of research findings’ 
(Rothbauer, 2008: 894). 
 
In this context, more than one research tool was used to provide information on 
CAD and creativity from different points of view. Hence, a few methods such as 
interviews, observations, protocol analysis, design diaries, and questionnaire were 
used in this study. Berg (1989) notes that much research generally used three 
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methods to allow triangulation to be executed, and for this study, the researcher 
used five data gathering techniques for this purpose. This was shown in Table 3-6. 
 
Research 
Question 
(RQ) 
Interviews Observations 
(CS1) 
Protocol 
analysis 
(CS:1,2,3) 
Design 
diaries 
(CS:1,2,3) 
Questionnaire 
Pre 
(CS:1,2,3) 
Post 
(CS:3) 
RQ1 * * * * * * 
RQ2 * * * * * * 
RQ3 * * * * * * 
RQ4    * *  
RQ5      * 
#CS = case study (1, 2, 3) 
Table 3-6 Triangulating data from different research methods for 
each research question  
 
The process of the triangulation can be divided into two stages named as ‘macro’ 
and ‘micro’ triangulations. The macro triangulation consists of three elements 
which are: 
a) literature reviews  
b) case studies  
c) questionnaire 
 
The macro triangulation aimed to provide evidence to the Creative Behaviours 
Framework validity as shown in Figure 3-11. The Creative Behaviours Framework 
established from literature reviews were published in journal and conferences to 
acquire feedback and comments from referees, and conference delegates. Case 
studies from small samples were also undertaken to generate data and establish 
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evidence on the creative behaviours suggested from the literature reviews. 
Questionnaires aimed to provide responses from larger samples and to confirm data 
findings from case studies. 
 
Figure 3-11: Macro triangulation  
 
 
The micro triangulation in these three case studies used more than one data 
gathering approaches as shown in Figure 3-12. The creative behaviours in the 
framework were explored through the research methods and then comparisons were 
undertaken between the methods in the case studies. The verification of findings by 
carrying out multi methods in a number of case studies would increase the validity 
of the research (Miller, 2008). In addition, he stated that the reliability of research 
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indicated through its ‘ dependability, consistency, and/or repeatability of a project’s 
data collection, interpretation, and/or analysis’ (ibid: 753). 
 
Figure 3-12: Micro triangulation  
 
3.13 Chapter Summary 
 
In brief, this section has summarised the research methods applied in the study, and 
the rationale for the chosen methods. The Creative Behaviours Framework is being 
used as a bridge between ‘CAD’ and ‘creativity’ in order to provide empirical data 
that can support analysis and discussion. 
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4 Chapter Four: Case Study One – Initial Study 
  
 
4.1 Chapter Overview 
 
This chapter discusses the initial study undertaken to explore the possible link 
between CAD and creativity. The research methods used in this study were 
designed, developed, and tested to try their ability to provide useful data for the 
research intent. Data analysis methods, and data findings are also discussed in this 
chapter. 
 
4.2 Aim and Objectives 
 
None of the literature reviewed previously in Chapter Two clearly suggest the 
evidence of the link between CAD and creativity. As having an effective 
instrument is essential to perceive the potential connections, an initial study was 
carried out with aims to explore and develop such instruments. It was also crucial 
to identify methods that enabled the researcher to develop an appropriate research 
instrument to collect significant data. Hence, the objectives of this case study were 
to distinguish potential links between CAD and creativity; to identify potential data 
collection methods; and to gain insights into ways of observing and distinguishing 
creativity behaviours whilst users are engaged with CAD. 
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4.3 Postgraduates’ Design Projects 
 
This study was initially conducted with four post-graduate students of the Design and 
Technology Department, Loughborough University, but later only three continued 
until the completion of all data collection activities. Three were Design and 
Technology Masters Programme students, and one was a PhD student.  
 
The projects were based on their master’s design project or research project as shown 
in Table 4-1. The data collection activities were only focused on the segments which 
involved the participants with use of CAD in designing.  
 
Table 4-1: Participants’ project 
 
Participant Project 
P01 ‘Lap board for notebook/laptop’ 
P02 ‘Portable lighting with GPS tracer’ 
P03 ‘Multi-purpose bag’ 
P04 ‘Brace’ 
 
 
 
Since this was an exploratory study, a few data gathering approaches such as 
interviews, protocol analysis, observation, and design diaries were explored as 
shown in Table 4-2.  
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Table 4-2: Data gathering activities 
 
Method Pre-
interviews 
(CAD design activity) Post-
interviews 
Participant Observations Protocol 
Analysis 
Design 
Diaries Direct Video 
P01 *      
P02 * * * *   
P03 * * * * *  
P04 * * * *   
 
Three participants were involved in the protocol analysis in one of the CAD 
sessions they engaged in. All of the participants had the flexibility to choose a 
CAD session which they considered as dealing with designing activity. The 
sessions were arranged when and where the participants decided, and when CAD 
videoing was to be undertaken. The reason was to provide as non-obtrusive 
environment as possible by allowing them to work in their chosen settings. On-
screen CAD activities were the main focus of data recorded for later analysis as 
shown in Figure 4-1.  
 
 
Figure 4-1: CAD activity by a participant 
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Participants were told to verbalise what they were doing for later analysis. 
However, only one participant confidently and consistently spoke out what he was 
doing without any problem. The other two participants seemed reluctant, and had 
difficulty explaining their actions concurrently despite continuous encouragement 
by the researcher.  
4.4 Results 
 
This section will present the data acquired from Case study 1: 
4.4.1 Pre-interview 
 
As stated in Chapter Two, the pre-interviews were intended to provide 
information about the participants’ background and how they were going to 
complete their projects, especially with information that related to the use of 
CAD. The interviews had been recorded using a TEViON 512 Mb digital voice 
recorder and later transcribed. Four participants had been involved in the 
interviews and their responses were transcribed (full transcriptions can be referred 
in Annex 1).  The participants in Case study 1 and 2 used English as a second 
language and the verbalisations from the interviews and protocol analysis entries 
in the design diaries and interview responses have been presented  in the form that 
the data was gathered. Similarly for Case study 3, but these two participants used 
English as a first language. Each transcription consists of the participants’ code, 
gender, and the interview texts as shown in Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-2: Pre-interview transcription format (Excerpt from P03 Pre- 
interview) 
  
In analyzing the transcriptions, the researcher was grouping the statements by the 
respondents that showed as repeating ideas into coding themes. The Division of 
Instructional Innovation and Assessment, University of Texas suggested that 
coding enables one ‘to organize large amounts of text and discover patterns that 
would be difficult to detect by just listening to a tape or reading a transcript’.   
From the pre-interview transcriptions, eight codes had been distinguished which 
are shown in Table 4-3: 
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Table 4-3: Pre-interviews thematic codes 
 
Abreviation Referring to  
DST 
 
design strategy anticipated 
TOC 
 
type of CAD proposed to be used 
 
CFE CAD feature expectation 
 
CAE 
 
Participants’ CAD experience 
 
RUC 
 
reason to use CAD 
 
CFT where CAD fits 
 
ODT other design tools planning to use 
 
RUO reason to use other tools 
 
 
Based on these codes, a thematic table for the pre-interview data was developed 
an example of the analysis is shown in Annex 2. The examples of participants’ 
quotation based on the thematic codes established were as follow: 
 
a) DST – design strategy anticipated 
Respondents’ statement on how they plan to undertake their design projects. 
‘P01:...if I sketch…first form, I will make CAD model of it and may 
be….create some view, some sketches, and so on , and….it’s variation of 
things.’ 
 
‘P03: Okay, at first I will do some sketches but just for me to have a general 
idea what I want to do. And then. I’m using Rhino [CAD software], for draft 
the modelling. It’s like a … I don’t care about size ….. I don’t care about if 
the surface perfect. I just want to get general shape , and then If I decide to 
use the shape, I’ll model it again and to make it  really good.  
 
 
b) TOC – type of CAD proposed to be used 
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The statements about the type of CAD software which participants intend to 
use in the design activity. 
‘P03:  I think for the first several weeks I will use Rhino’ 
 
‘P02: I will definitely use ProE as my tool for designing and then, may be I’m 
using the Alias for rendering, and Photoshop for presentation and rendering 
as well’  
                   
 
 
c) CFE – CAD feature expectation 
Respondent’s expectation of what they anticipated to obtain from the tools 
provided by the CAD software. 
‘P04: The expectation is term of first of all…wherever is….on the visual….on  
the actual … in the initial design stage that allow me to understand how 
things is going to fit together….’ 
 
‘P01: I’m going to use Rhino……which is surface modeller because it’s 
not…you not to had many constraint, so I can just change and doing things in 
more quickly and more fluently’  
 
 
d) CAE – Participants’ CAD experience 
Background information about respondent’s level of knowledge in CAD such 
as source of training, types of CAD software familiar with etc. 
‘P01: I’ve received…training in my previous course, in Mechanical 
Engineering, and some on this course, err….on the masters course.’ 
 
‘P04: Yeah, I mean I’ve been trained formally using Unix Graphic when I 
used to work in an engineering company. And during the undergraduate 
degree study, I‘ve use Solid Work, I taught myself Solid Work. And I taught 
myself Pro Engineer, and the few other. And almost every software I taught 
myself….. only being formally trained Uni-Graphic’ 
 
e) RUC – reason to use CAD 
Respondent’s views about CAD capabilities which become the reason to use 
them in the design activity. 
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‘P01: ...for the first stage it will easier for visualize and showing it to other 
people to get feedback, to get it more accurate visualization of it because I 
can’t sketch that good. But for manufacturing process it will allow me to see 
will this really worked in the real life. I will be able to analyze it’ 
 
P04: And it’s  about being firm  about the initial idea… the initial designing 
of the product. In terms of like visualization, its allow me to give the people 
……. a looking at the project and understanding what’s going to look like 
when it’s finish ....’ 
 
f) CFT – where CAD fits 
Respondent’s own perception about when they think CAD would be helpful in 
their design work. 
‘P03: I think I will introduce computer [CAD] even like in the beginning of 
my designing [stage]…..’ 
 
‘P04: And basically, I’m using CAD from the start to finish’ 
 
 
g) ODT – other design tools planning to use 
 
Statements which point out other design tools that respondent believed helpful 
in the design activity aside from CAD. 
‘P01: I might doing some quick prototype… like basic prototype… some blue 
foam’  
 
 
‘P03: Umm...the rapid prototyping is one of it ……and the blue foam.’ 
 
 
h) RUO – reason to use other 
Respondent’s rationale about why they also used other tools in the design 
activity besides the CAD. 
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‘P01: Just to evaluate the ergonomics .So, you just you can feel and evaluate 
the idea…and get understand the form’ 
 
‘P04: Because I need check, it’s actually going to work in term of the fact 
when something is picture out its feel about right. I mean…I made it in a CAD 
and I don’t know if it’s going to work…and making the prototype to check.’  
 
 
4.4.2 Observation 
 
As stated before, the observation data was provided from two types of data 
collection methods which were: 
a) Direct observation 
b) video observation 
 
4.4.3 Direct Observation 
 
During the direct observation sessions, the participants’ activities were observed 
and important information was written down by the researcher as shown in Table 
4-4.  Simultaneously, the sessions were also recorded using a video recorder for 
video observation analyses.  
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Table 4-4: Direct observation data analysis (excerpt from P02 )  
Observation Data Analysis 
(Direct observation) 
 
  Participant: P02 
  Date: 6/9/2007 
  Time: 
  Location: Participant’s resident 
  Software: Pro Engineering 
 
Time Scene Description/Transcripts Creativity 
characteristics 
Rationale/Justification 
10:21 View the product design image 
- intent to modify clip 
[14] ; [18]  
10:24 Try to assemble the clip [8]  
 Delete the clip part [8]  
10:25 Make another attempt to assemble [8] ; [7]  
10:30 Search for the strategy how to do it 
- try to identify relevant surface for 
assemble which can lead to ‘fully 
constraint’ 
[19]  
 Still unable to achieve ‘fully 
constraint’ 
[8] ; [7]  
10:40 Achieve ‘fully constraint’   
 Removed the ‘lense’ from the 
assembly –will not part of RP 
  
 
 
From direct observation data findings as shown in Table 4-5, 49 Creative 
Behaviours occurrences were identified and recorded. Eleven descriptors were 
recognised to have occurred at least once during the CAD sessions.  
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Table 4-5: Frequency of Creative Behaviours descriptors occurrences 
from direct observations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4.4 Video Observation 
 
For the video observations, design sessions were recorded using the same 
approach that been used in protocol analysis. The videos data were reviewed and 
the outcomes were shown in Table 4-6. Refer to Annex 3 for a full version of 
video observation data analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Creative behaviour 
descriptor P02 P03 P04 Total 
sensible  2 4 6 
enthusiastic 2 1  3 
determined 4 2 2 8 
risk-taking  3 4 7 
open to new ideas  1 1 2 
exploring possibilities  3  3 
continuous reflection 1 2 1 4 
display curiosity  1  1 
seek perfection 1 4 5 10 
organizing information  1  1 
   Total 45 
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Table 4-6: Video observation data analysis (excerpt from)-P02 
 
Observation Data Analysis 
(Video observation) 
Participant: P02        Page: 1/2 
Date: 6/9/2007 
Time:  
Location:  
Software: Pro Engineering Version  
 
Time Scene Description/Transcripts Creative 
Behaviours 
descriptor 
Rationale/Justification 
0:01 – 
1:25 
(25 s) 
 
Modifying ‘clip’ design  – changing 
some dimensions  
[5] ; [18]; [14] 
 
[20] 
[5] –  ‘complete’ or ‘reliable’ 
design needed to enable the 
assembly process. 
[18] – the graphic enable the 
designer to continuously evaluate 
[14] their design and encourage 
for seeking perfection. 
[20] - ((is the software encourage 
the designer to intuitively making 
certain decision e.g: what to 
change by changing certain 
dimension )) 
1:27 – 
2:04 
(37 s) 
Viewing the ‘clip’ model from 
different angles 
[14] ; [18] [14] – check and virtually 
evaluating the ‘clip’ design. [18] 
– see for possible improvement 
or need to be improved. 
((Generate enthusiastic [7] to the 
designer making sensible [5] part 
)). 
 
 
The data analysis of video observation was able to identify 96 creative behaviours 
descriptor occurrences as shown in Table 4-7. Ten descriptors occurred at least 
once during CAD activity.  
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Table 4-7 : Frequency of Creative Behaviours descriptors occurrences 
from video observation 
 
Creative Behaviour 
descriptor P02 P03 P04 Total  
sensible 1 1 6 8 
enthusiastic  1 1 2 
determined 1 6  7 
risk-taking 2 2 3 7 
open to new ideas  3  7 
exploring possibilities 2 3 4 7 
continuous reflection 5 5 5 15 
understand problem   3 3 
associate remote ideas  1  1 
display curiosity  1 2 3 
seek perfection 2 11 5 18 
Organizing information   4 4 
intuitive decision  2 1 3 
Total 85 
 
4.4.5 Protocol Analysis 
 
Protocol analyses were conducted with the aim of attaining in-depth information 
as to whether the use of CAD would encourage designers’ creative behaviours. It 
was also desirable that the findings would insights which would lead to the 
development of research instruments to identify the relationship between CAD 
usage in designing and creative behaviours  
 
The video analyses were carried out using WIN Amp software which was freely 
downloaded from the internet. The video clip reviewing was done several times 
based on two phases as follow: 
a) Macro phase 
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The researcher scanned the video clip in order to identify any significant events 
that required further analysis. Note-taking was carried out using a designated form 
as shown in Figure 4-3.  An example of a full protocol analysis can be found in 
Annex 4. 
 
Figure 4-3 Macro phase analysis (excerpt from protocol data analysis of P04) 
 
b) Micro phase 
Based on the macro phase analysis, in-depth reviews were carried out to 
detect any creative behaviours that occurred while using CAD. Segments 
of scenes were formed into video-clips and saved as files using Arcsoft 
Video Impression 2 software. A maximum of 20 slides and video clips 
were developed from every protocol analysis session for further analysis. 
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The result of the analysis were shown using Microsoft Power Point in the 
format as shown in Figure 4-4. An example of a PowerPoint to present the 
protocol analysis findings can be found in Annex 5. 
 
 
Figure 4-4: PowerPoint presentation of protocol analysis result (excerpt from P04) 
 
From the protocol analyses, 122 creative behaviours occurrences were identified. 
Twelve descriptors have been identified a having frequent occurrences with at 
least one occurrence as shown in Table 4-8. 
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Table 4-8 Frequency of Creative Behaviours descriptor occurrences from 
protocol analysis 
 
Creative Behaviours 
descriptor P02 P03 P04 Total 
sensible 9 8 6 23 
functional 0 1 0 1 
determined 2 1 0 3 
risk-taking 5 7 3 15 
fluency of ideas 3 0 2 5 
exploring possibilities 4 6 4 14 
continuous reflection 10 8 5 23 
Understand problem 0 0 3 3 
display curiosity 0 2 2 4 
seek perfection 5 8 5 18 
organizing information 4 2 4 10 
intuitive decision 0 2 1 3 
Total 122 
 
 
4.4.6 Design Diaries 
 
The design diaries enabled the researcher to obtain information from the 
participants’ CAD design activities throughout the design project phase.  
 
Of the three participants who were involved, only one was able to hand over a 
completed diary. The design diaries were analyzed by recording the responses and 
written data into ‘Design diary analysis’ as shown in Figure 4-5. (See Annex 6 for 
an example of a full design diary data analysis). 
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Figure 4-5 The design diaries analysis (excerpt from P03) 
 
The design diary could be analysed quantitatively, and/or qualitatively as the 
format was a combination of closed and open-ended structure (refer Chapter 3). 
However, the participant gave very limited responses to the open-ended entries; 
consequently the reported data analysis would be mainly presented in quantitative 
format. In-depth data probing through post-interview was not able to be 
undertaken as the participant had already completed her course, and could no 
longer be contacted. 
 
The data provided was based on eleven CAD sessions recorded by the participant 
throughout the design project.  Some of the data findings from the design diary 
were presented as follow: 
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a) CAD design related activity engaged 
This item was intended to provide information types of CAD design related 
activity the participant had undertaken in each CAD session.  The frequency 
of each activity involved in the design project was shown in Table 4-9.  
 
Table 4-9: Frequency of design related CAD activity engaged by participant 
(P03) 
 
Activity Frequency 
Ideation 1 
Detailing 1 
Basic form 1 
Assembly 8 
Part drawing 2 
Working drawing 0 
 
Figure 4-6 shows the percentage of CAD activity engaged in by the 
participant. The data clearly demonstrated that assembly was the most 
frequent activity embarked on by the participant when using CAD in the 
design project. The participant used CAD mostly for assembly tasks 
accounting for 61% of overall usage; followed by part drawing development 
at 15%. CAD was used evenly for design work which related to ideation, 
detailing, and creating basic form at 8% for each of them. However, there was 
no evidence of CAD being used for developing working drawings in this 
design project. 
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Figure 4-6: Percentage of design related CAD activity engaged in by  
participant (P03) 
 
b) CAD activity description 
This section attempted to encourage the participant to further describe the 
CAD activity in a structured way. Table 4-10 shows the frequency of CAD 
activity description which was executed by the participant in the project.  
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Table 4-10: Frequency of CAD activity described undertaken 
 
 
CAD activity description Frequency 
Feature creation 1 
Scale 2 
Editing 5 
Geometric Shape 3 
Texture 3 
Rendering 10 
Assembly drawing 7 
Fitting 3 
Detailing 7 
Dimension 2 
FEA 0 
 
 
Further analysis was carried out and the data were presented in percentages as 
shown in Figure 4-7. Rendering was recorded as the most frequent activity 
from all the CAD sessions involved with 23% of the overall activities 
recorded. This was followed by assembly drawing development (7%), and 
design detailing (7%). However, there was a small percentage of feature 
creation tasks involved with only 2%, but none at all for Finite Element 
Analysis (FEA).  
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Figure 4-7: Percentage of types of CAD activity engaged in by 
participant (P03) 
 
 
c) creative behaviours occurrences 
 
In the design diaries method, the participant was encouraged to self observe 
and identify the creative behaviours based on descriptors listed in the sheet. 
The participant was also encouraged to record other descriptors of creative 
behaviour detected during the CAD sessions. The descriptors identified would 
then cluster under each group of creative behaviour. The findings were later 
tabulated as shown in Table 4-11. In total, 46 occurrences of creative 
behaviours were documented. 
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Table 4-11: The frequency of Creative Behaviours occurrences 
 
 
Creative Behaviour Frequency  
Novelty 
0 
Appropriateness 
11 
Motivation 
11 
Fluency 
5 
Flexibility 
2 
Sensitivity 
11 
Insightfulness 
6 
Total 
46 
 
From Figure 4-8, it was indicated that appropriateness and motivation were 
equally the highest percentage of creative behaviours identified by the 
participant when using CAD. Then it was followed by sensitivity with 24% of 
occurrences. No occurrences of novelty and its descriptors were reported. 
 
Figure 4-8: The percentage of Creative Behaviours occurrences 
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d) CAD usage reflection  
At the end of each design diary page, the participant was required to give 
feedback about the CAD design session that had been carried out. The 
participant could provide her responses descriptively and by selecting the 
relevant options listed. The participant’s feelings about the use of CAD in the 
design work can be presented by the percentages that shown in Figure 4-9. 
 
 
Figure 4-9: Participant’s feedback of CAD usage in the design activity 
 
The participant felt that CAD is a useful tool in facilitating her design 
work which is obviously demonstrated from the responses given. The 
findings show that CAD made the design work easy (17%), enjoyable 
(17%), and quick (17%). This is shown by her feedback in the reflection 
section such as ‘very well in terms of speed & result’ which referred to 
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CAD modelling for parts and developed basic shape. The participant also 
feels that the ‘render’ facility in CAD is helpful in making design 
decisions. On the other hand, the participant also displays her 
apprehension when using CAD as illustrated in Figure 4-10. 
 
 
Figure 4-10: Participant’s apprehension when using CAD in 
designing 
.  
   
   
 
4.5 Chapter Summary 
 
This section reported the data analysis method and findings for Case study 1.  Table 
4-12 is a summary of data analysis methods executed in the case study.  
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Table 4-12: Data Analysis Methods Summary 
 
Data 
collection 
method 
Analysis method Sample 
Interviews Transcribed, and 
grouped repeated 
ideas into coding 
themes. 
 
 
  
Protocol 
Analysis 
Video clips were 
analysed and 
presented in 
PowerPoint format. 
 
 
  
Observations CAD design 
activities were 
observed and video 
recorded. Video 
data were analysed 
to complement the 
direct observations 
analysis. (e.g: 
Paterson et al, 
2003) 
 
Design 
Diaries 
Data were analysed 
by identifying the 
frequency for each 
creative behaviour 
responded  by the 
participant. 
 
 
 
All the data findings acquired in the case study was presented in Table 4-13.   
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Table 4-13: Result data summary from Case study 1 
 
Creative 
behaviours 
Creative 
behaviours 
descriptors 
Protocol 
Analysis 
Video 
Observation 
Direct 
Observation 
 
Design 
Diaries Total 
Novelty 
uncommon 0 0 0 0 0 
unexpected 0 0 0 0 0 
original 0 0 0 0 0 
Appropriateness 
useful 0 0 0 4 4 
sensible 23 8 6 0 37 
functional 1 0 0 7 8 
Motivation 
enthusiastic 1 2 3 3 9 
determined 3 7 8 6 24 
risk-taking 15 7 7 2 31 
Fluency 
spontaneity 0  0 0 0 0 
open to new ideas 2 3 2 2 9 
fluency of ideas 5 2 0 3 10 
Flexibility 
exploring 
possibilities 14 9 3 1 27 
continuous 
reflection 23 15 4 0 42 
associate remote 
ideas 0 1 0 1 2 
Sensitivity 
understand 
problem 3 3 0 3 9 
display curiosity 4 3 1 3 11 
seek perfection 18 18 10 5 51 
Insightfulness 
organizing 
information 10 4 1 2 17 
intuitive decision 0 3 0 0 3 
influence by 
inspiration 0 0 0 4 4 
 Total 122 85 45 46 298 
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5 Chapter Five: Case Study Two – Personal Designing 
Exercise 
 
5.1 Chapter Overview 
 
This chapter reported the personal designing exercise executed by the researcher in 
an attempt to seek any link between creative behaviours and the product’s creative 
characteristics. Similar methods were applied and any necessary improvement or 
changes made was also discussed. In addition, the Creative Behaviours Framework 
robustness was assessed by using it in identifying such behaviours in 2D sketching 
and 3D sketch modelling activities. The results were also presented in this chapter. 
 
5.2 Aim and Objectives 
 
This case study was initiated by the researcher as a consequence to the results 
findings in the initial study where the characteristic of novelty was unable to be 
identified. Understanding the complexity in studying the design process as 
discussed in the interim conclusion (refer Chapter Two), the researcher attempted 
to seek the link between creative behaviours to the product characteristics by going 
through the design process himself.  
 
Subsequent to a key question arising from a conference presentation’s feedback, 
the  2D sketching and 3D sketch modelling were also included in the data gathering 
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activities.  The rationale was to explore whether the creative behaviours 
characteristics observed in CAD activities could also identified in 2D sketching and 
3D sketch modelling through the ‘lens’ of the Creative Behaviours Framework. 
Thus, the objectives of the case study were to: 
•   look for creative behaviours which linked to a products’ creative characteristics, 
•   replicate selected methods used in the initial study for a reliability check, 
•   observe 2D sketching and 3D sketch modelling behaviours through the ‘lens of 
the Creative Behaviours Framework’. 
•    compare the Creative Behaviours Framework with previous descriptions of 2D 
sketches and 3D sketch modelling identified from the literature review. 
 
5.3 Personal Designing Exercise 
 
The personal designing research was inspired from Pedgley’s PhD practice led-
research which reported on a case study of acoustic polymer guitar design. Pedgley 
(2007: 463) described practice-led research as ‘a mode of enquiry in which design 
practice is used to create an evidence base for something demonstrated or found 
out’. In an attempt to explore CAD’s relationship with creative behaviours and 
creative characteristics of a product recognised, this type of approach seemed 
plausible. By undertaking his own design exercise, the researcher would potentially 
discover the unstated knowledge in the designing process that is possibly difficult 
to apprehend by observing others’ design acts. The practice led-research, according 
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to Pedgley, allows researchers to ‘elicit and communicate new knowledge and 
theory originating from their own design practices’ (2007: 466). 
  
Subsequent to a discussion with Prof. Eddie Norman, a design project related to 
developing an alternative music therapy instrument was considered. Music is a vital 
element in ‘the therapeutic process and the music is the means of interaction 
through which the therapeutic relationship develops’ (Norman, unpublished). An 
informal discussion was also arranged with Liz Norman, a professional music 
therapist (www.soundconnection.org.uk) to get a better understanding of any 
underlying issues in this area. A few issues were highlighted associated with the 
equipment and instruments available to music therapists (e.g. storage, 
transportation, set-up time consuming, multi-sensory). These aspects were 
considered in developing a conceptual design of the alternative music therapy 
instrument in this case study. 
 
Similar data gathering approaches such as protocol analysis and design diaries were 
used. A pre-interview session was carried out to confirm themes that emerged in 
the prior case study findings and to suggest further improvement of this method 
where needed. In this session, Prof. Eddie Norman took the role of interviewer with 
the researcher as interviewee.  
 
An adjustment to the method was made in terms of the way to record the CAD 
designing session where CAMTASIA, an on-screen video recording instrument 
 was used.  This would allow one-man operation of the data capturing process 
without the need for other person to carry out the video recording of the CAD 
session. The data gathering activities involved are shown in Table 5-1.  
 
Table 5-1: Data gathering activities in Case study 2 
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this study, the researcher has played the role of designer, and at the same time 
ording the data for the analysis. Protocol analysis was undertaken for a session 
2D sketching, 3D sketch modelling, and also CAD activity. Similar procedures 
re used to video record the 2D sketching, and 3D sketch modelling. The 
era was aimed at the working area, and set for recording before the activities 
gan.  
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Figure 5-1: 3D modelling by researcher 
 
 
However, this is not the case for on-screen CAD recording, where the camera 
cannot automatically zoom in and zoom out to suit the computer screen view. 
Hence, CAMTASIA was used to accommodate this matter. The CAD session was 
on-screen recorded without verbalisation and was retrospectively transcribed to put 
the video in context, and for analysis purposes. Design diary entries were also filled 
in each time CAD was used to record the emergence of creative behaviours. The 
video data were analysed using Transana, a type of qualitative analysis software for 
video and audio data.  
 
5.4 Results 
Data findings were presented as follows. 
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5.4.1 Pre-Interviews 
 
The audio recorded data was transcribed using Transana before being analysed (see 
Annex 7 for an example of the transcription). The analysis was based on the eight 
themes established from prior case study, while at the same time seeking other 
themes that might emerge. The findings are shown as follow: 
 
a) DST – design strategy anticipated 
 ‘...maybe I’ll start a little bit using sketching’ 
 
‘ And maybe, I’ll keep going back and forth between sketch and CAD.’ 
 
 
b) TOC – type of CAD proposed to be used 
 ‘Basically in this stage I’m going to use ProE but for example during the 
process of designing if I find out that I need other type of software so I might 
consider to use them. But, in this stage I’m going to use … predominantly 
ProE’ 
                   
 
 
c) CFE – CAD feature expectation 
 
‘ProE, because this is 3D designing software, maybe it…I believe that it is 
much easier for me to visualize and to see how it looks whether ... it suits 
…my intention’ 
 
 
d) CAE – Participants’ CAD experience 
‘...for ProE I don’t have any formal training. But previously I’ve used 
AutoCAD and basically …the nature of the software is the same. But, 
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although, in term of the features is quite different, but I think I can manage in 
using ProE.’ 
 
e) RUC – reason to use CAD 
 
‘Basically, I hope that by using the software I could easily or could visualize 
much easier the part of the design that I’m trying to establish and which is 
some time is quite difficult to visualize when you do it in 2D form.’ 
 
‘.....I hope I could established the 3D graphical model which is I hope it is as 
realistic as I can because it is very important in terms of ... whether it is 
reliable or not for production later on.’ 
 
‘...and one other thing is in terms of aesthetic value’ 
 
‘I’m trying to use more CAD in terms ....of evaluating or analyzing the 
design.’ 
 
f) CFT – where CAD fits 
‘...the beginning of the design process which is I don’t have any structured 
ideas … what it is the form ... the shape ... what is the type of product I’m 
going to design. So, maybe I’ll start a little bit using sketching but when I 
seen…. I could visualize the form even if it is semi structured, so I’ll try to use 
CAD for the evaluation. And maybe, I’ll keep go back and forth between 
sketch and CAD’ 
 
 
g) ODT – other design tools planning to use 
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‘I think it depends on … what type of product that …I’m going to design’ 
 
‘…from blue foam, clay, and so on’ 
 
 
h) RUO – reason to use other 
 
‘….if for example, in certain circumstances that I need to develop 3D 
modelling which is from blue foam, clay, and so on. So I’m going to use that 
type of modelling technique.’ 
 
 
5.4.2 Protocol Analysis – 2D Sketching 
 
In the early stage of the design process, the researcher used sketching in the 
seeking and exploration of initial ideas. Figure 5-2 shows the sketching session 
that was video recorded for data capture process.  
 
 
Figure 5-2: Sketching activity by the researcher 
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The video file was then embedded into the Transana database for transcribing. 
The software has features that enable audio and video data to be transcribed 
concurrently while observing and/or listening the recording as shown in Figure   
5-3. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-3: Transcribing in Transana Software 
 
  
Time codes can be put into the text of the transcript that can be very useful for 
synchronizing a transcript with the audio and video especially with a longer 
recording. This is very useful in facilitating the data analysis and links findings 
with the exact time these occurred in the video clips. An example of the 
transcription is shown in Figure 5-4. 
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inTranscription: Sketching session 
Project: Musical Instrument 
Date/Time:3/9/2008 
Venue: Pilkington Library 
 
¤<6240> (0:00:06.2) Now what I'm going to do is (ehem..) err..I try to make 
another shape of the musical instrument for the...for the design. As, I've try to 
design before, but it seems like the shape is what we called a fixation of a guitar. So 
now I'm trying to develop a shape that is hopefully will err…. divert from the guitar 
shape. And try to use different element rather than string as the ...to…to produce  
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Figure 5-4: 2D Sketching video session transcriptions (excerpt from 
R01-Personal Designing Exercise 
part from the Transana software introduced as the analysis tool, the researcher 
sed a similar approach to that embarked on during the initial study (Case study 
). The video data were analysed to identify 2D sketching behaviours previously 
entified in the literature review (see Chapter Two), and later observed through 
e ‘lens’ of the Creative Behaviours Framework using the descriptors’ indicator.   
he examples of behaviours identified from the 2D sketching data analysis are 
isplayed in Table 5-3. From the act exhibited, the researcher tried to capture the 
ignificant events in the 2D sketching behaviours’ description. When any 
articular behaviour was observed, the category and its description were recorded. 
he transcription was also referred to seek possible texts that might provide 
rther support of the finding. In the example, the subject was observed from the 
ideo clip to initiate idea generation by taking a guitar concept and shape as the 
itial design shape to start the exploration. The subject was interpreted to display 
the sound [making clear the aim of this session] 
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experimental behaviour where he was involved in the process of concept 
generation. 
 
Table 5-3: Example of behaviours identified excerpt from the 2D Sketching data 
analysis. 
Time 
(Start~End) 
2D Sketching 
Behaviours  
(description) 
Observation Verbalisation 
(Text) 
(0:02:00.5) 
~ 
(0:03:51.8) 
Experimental  
• Concept generation 
Initiating the thinking 
with guitar shape 
‘Okay. So, basically 
I'll try 
to[develop]...we'll 
see the guitar 
shape…we use the 
guitar shape[as the 
starting point]’ 
[sketching the guitar 
shape] 
 
Restructuring  
• Subtraction, 
• Embedding in other 
components 
 
 
 
 
• take out the 
headstock from 
the original 
sketching 
• adopt in the 
'touch-pad' 
concept on laptop 
to this instrument 
‘So now I'm try to 
develop a shape that 
is hopefully will 
err… divert from the 
guitar shape’ 
 
‘I think err...I'm 
going to use the 
concept of the touch 
pad that be used by 
mouse or laptop’ 
 
In the analysis, eight behaviours have been identified from the 2D sketching 
session as shown in Table 5-4. 
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Table 5-4: 2D sketching behaviours identified in the sketching session in the 
personal designing exercise 
 
2D Sketching Behaviours Occurrences 
Restructuring 2 
Vertical Transformation 3 
Reflective 2 
Experimental 1 
Total 8 
 
Subsequent to the 2D sketching behaviours analysis, the same events were later 
re-analysed using the Creative Behaviours Framework. A similar analysis 
approach was undertaken and the example of the data analysis findings is shown 
in Table 5-5.  
 
 
Table 5-5: Example of Creative Behaviours identified excerpt from the 2D 
sketching data analysis  
 
Time 
(Start~End) 
Creative Behaviours 
(descriptor)  
Observation Verbalisation (Text) 
(0:02:00.5) 
~ 
(0:03:51.8) 
Novelty  
• Uncommon  
using touch pad is 
uncommon in 
knowledge of 
designer 
‘It will have the concept 
like a guitar but the 
difference is, it's not 
going to use any 
string...it's not going to 
use any string but it's 
going to be using the 
touchpad’ 
Flexibility 
• Assoc. Remote 
Ideas 
use the [concept of] 
touch pad on 
computer to this 
instrument 
‘I'm going to use the 
concept of the touch pad 
that be used by mouse or 
laptop to move the 
pointer of the 
cursor....and basically 
the sound will be 
controlled by... may be 
some sort of the button 
and you just have to 
scratched or to move 
your hand around this 
surface’ 
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The analysis has identified seven creative behaviours descriptors as shown in 
Table 5-6. These findings indicated that three creative behaviours were 
recognized including appropriateness, flexibility, and insightfulness. The 
flexibility behaviours were the most frequent. 
 
Table 5-6: Creative Behaviours identified in the 3D sketch modelling session 
in the personal designing exercise 
 
Creative Behaviours Creative Behaviours Descriptor Occurrences 
Novelty uncommon 1 
Appropriateness sensible 1 
Flexibility 
exploring possibilities 2 
continuous reflection 2 
associate remote ideas 1 
Insightfulness organizing information 1 
 Total 8 
 
 
 
5.4.3 Protocol Analysis – 3D Sketch Modelling 
 
Similar data capture and data analysis were undertaken on the 3D modelling 
engaged in by the researcher. In the initial stage of developing the shape of the 
musical instrument, plasticine, a clay type modelling material has was used. The 
session was the early stage of designing to generate possible musical instrument 
shapes that could be ergonomically held by the user. Plasticine was used because 
of its characteristics which are moldable and flexible in forming shapes.  
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Subsequent to the video transcribing, the analysis was undertaken to observe the 
3D sketch modelling activity in an attempt to identify any significant behaviour as 
listed and discussed in the literature review chapter. The example of the 3D sketch 
modelling behaviours that were identified in the session is shown in Table 5-7.  
 
Table 5-7: Example of behaviours identified from the excerpt of the 3D sketch 
modelling data analysis  
 
Time 
(Start~End) 
3D Sketch Modelling 
Behaviours  
(description) 
Observation Verbalisation 
(Text) 
(0:05:58.1) 
~ 
(0:06:15.1) 
SOT  
• Feel 
• See 
demo the 
'instrument'/incomplete 
model and try to see 
and feel when holding 
it 
I need to get some 
idea..to err..to 
start  create the 
shape that..err tht 
going to be 
comfortably..and 
practically you 
know..err..for the 
user. 
 
 
(0:09:52.3) 
~ 
(0:10:27.6) 
CMAI 
• con't improvement 
trying to make the 
shape feel and look 
better 
‘I just need to 
make it a little 
bit nice.’ 
 
 
Seven 3D sketch modelling behaviours were identified as shown in Table 5-8 
from the ‘Continuous modifications and improvements’ and the ‘Sense of Touch’. 
However, none from the ‘Adding and subtracting act’ behaviour were observed. 
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Table 5-8: 3D sketch modelling behaviours identified in the physical 
modelling session 
 
3D Sketch Modelling Behaviours Occurrences 
Adding and Substracting Act (ADSA) 0 
Continuous Modifications and Improvements 
(CMAI) 3 
Sense of Touch (SOT) 4 
Total 7 
 
The video data was then re-analysed to observe and identify any creative 
behaviours that emerged during the 3D sketch modelling activity. Table 5-9 
presents an example of such findings. 
 
Table 5-9: Example of Creative Behaviours identified excerpt from the 3D sketch 
modelling data analysis  
 
Time 
(Start~End) 
Creative Behaviours  
(descriptor) 
Observation Verbalisation 
(Text) 
(0:05:58.1) 
~ 
(0:06:15.1) 
Appropriate  
• Useful 
 
demo the 
'instrument'/incomplete 
model and try to see 
and feel when holding 
it 
‘..the instrument 
should be 
err..comfortably 
hold and at the 
same time we can 
err..scratch to..to 
what...to make the 
sounding’ 
Flexibility 
• Con't reflection 
 -as above- ‘… it should have 
some sort like a..a 
slope or something 
to...so it can easily 
err….hold’ 
(0:09:52.3) 
~ 
(0:10:27.6) 
Sensitivity  
• Seek perfection 
trying to make the 
shape feel and look 
better 
‘A little bit more 
[curve]..because 
it's quite difficult 
..err..if you can't 
see it..you can't 
feel it.’ 
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In total, fifteen occurrences of descriptors were recorded and these indicated the 
emergence of six creative behaviours in the 3D sketch modelling session as 
shown in Table 5-10. 
 
Table 5-10: Creative Behaviours identified in the 3D sketch modelling 
session in the personal designing exercise 
 
Creative Behaviours Creative Behaviours Descriptor 3D Sketch Modelling 
Appropriateness 
sensible 1 
functional 1 
Motivation 
enthusiastic 2 
determined 3 
Fluency fluency of ideas 1 
Flexibility continuous reflection 3 
Sensitivity seek perfection 3 
Insightfulness influence by inspiration 1 
 Total 15 
 
5.5 Relative Findings Analysis Betweens 2D Sketching and 3D Sketch Modelling 
With Creative Behaviours Framework 
 
In this section, the researcher attempted to explore possible relationships between 
behaviours identified through 2D sketching and 3D sketch modelling with those 
that recognized when using the Creative Behaviours Framework. The links would 
hopefully provide substantial evidence that the Creative Behaviours Framework is 
capable and efficient in identifying creative behaviours in design activity. As a 
consequence, the findings from the CAD observations hopefully could be 
associated with creativity as the 2D sketching and 3D sketch modelling are widely 
accepted as a creative tool.  
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Data obtained from the 2D sketching behaviours framework and Creative 
Behaviours Framework were re-analysed to seek any relationship between them. 
The analysis shows that at least a number of behaviours from both frameworks 
exhibit links between them. The examples of the data can be seen in Table 5-11. 
 
Table 5-11: Observed behaviours relationship between 2D 
sketching and Creative Behaviours Framework 
 
 
Start  
End time 
(Hrs:mins:secs) 
2D Sketching 
Behaviours 
framework 
Creative Behaviours 
Framework  
 
(0:02:00.5) 
~ 
(0:03:51.8) 
 
Restructuring 
(Embedding in other 
components) 
#adopt in the 'touch-
pad' concept on laptop 
to this instrument 
Flexibility (Assoc. 
Remote Ideas) 
#use the touch pad on 
computer to this 
instrument 
(0:09:00.3) 
~ 
(0:11:04.2) 
VT (refined version) 
#the shape slightly 
change; 
Exploring possibilities 
#playing around with 
the existing ideas 
 
Similar attempts were undertaken between 3D sketching behaviours and Creative 
Behaviours. The same trend of findings was shown as displayed in Table 5-12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Table 5-12: Observed behaviours relationship between 3D sketch 
and Creative Behaviours Framework 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.5.1 Protocol
 
It is also
check th
behaviou
researche
  
Start from 
End time 
(Hrs:mins:secs) 
3D  Sketch Modelling 
Behaviours framework 
Creative Behaviours 
Framework 
 
(0:04:59.7) 
~ 
(0:05:41.7) 
 
Sense Of Touch (making 
form) 
#suggesting the shape 
based on the way 
probably user will hold 
the instrument 
Fluency (spontaneity) 
#no particular 
sketches or model 
(0:05:58.1) 
~ 
(0:06:15.1) 
 
Sense Of Touch (feel; 
see) 
#demo the 
'instrument'/incomplete 
model and try to see and 
feel when holding it 
Appropriate (Useful) 
# need some sort of 
curve surfaces in 
order the instrument 
to be able hold or 
comfortable grip by 
user whilst playing 
the instrument 
Flexibility (Con't 
reflection) 
#see and feel the 
bottom shape  
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 Analysis – CAD 
 the interest of the researcher from this personal designing exercise to 
e reliability of the data collection approach in capturing any creative 
rs emerging whilst CAD use in designing. A CAD session by the 
r (Figure 5-5) was on-screen recorded using CAMTASIA.  
 
  
Figure 5-5: A CAD activity session 
 
Subsequently, a video transcription was established to explain the video content 
prior to the analysis as shown in Figure 5-6.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#This 
I was 
there 
verbal
#In thi
switch
¤<0>(
musica
¤<836
Extrus
curve 
and as
'verify'
model 
confirm
Establ
¤<236
on theis not a verbal transcriptions of CAD design as when the event take place, 
in the research room ZZ006 Matthew Arnold Building. Besides, myself, 
were others individual from the Commercialization studio staff as 
isation will disturbed others# 
s event, I was tried to develop feature buttons for volume control and power 
 for the musical instrument# 
0:00:00.0)I continue my previous work to develop the features button for the 
l instrument. 
24>(0:01:23.6)I tried to create curve surface for the button using 
ion/protrusion feature. ¤<92759>(0:01:32.8)I sketch the the curve line  to get the 
surface. ¤<103583>(0:01:43.6)Through the extrusion 'simulation', I could view 
sessed the possible subsequent outcome. ¤<150364>(0:02:30.4) I think I need to 
 the output if I proceed with the action ¤<151839>(0:02:31.8)and review the 
to see how it's look like. ¤<161824>(0:02:41.8)I feel it's okay and decided to 
 the action. 
ishing 'High' and 'Low' symbol: 
603>(0:03:56.6)Now, I intend to established the 'High' and 'Low' volume symbol  
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Figure 5-6: CAD activity video transcription excerpt  
 buttons. I spontaneously sketch the triangle shape on both buttons without 
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The video transcription was a substitute approach to the concurrent verbalisation 
that was unable to be executed because the session was undertaken in a shared 
working space. The researcher felt uncomfortable verbalising his CAD act in this 
situation as this might disturb others who were also in the room at that time. 
 
The video data and the video transcription were analysed and some of the 
examples of the findings are shown in Table 5-13.  
 
Table 5-13: Example of Creative Behaviours identified excerpt from a CAD 
activity data analysis  
 
Time 
(Start~End) 
Creative Behaviours  
(descriptor) 
Video Transcription (Text) 
(0:11:02.3) 
~ 
(0:12:14.9) 
Flexibility 
(Con't reflection) 
'From the model tree-track back the 
development of LED light bulb. To see 
whether any modification can be done to 
the heights and if it will make it look 
nicer’ 
Sensitivity 
(Seek perfection) 
 
‘I modified the height of the object, might 
change the height of the LED light bulbs 
and make the appearance much better' 
Risk Taking 'Just make assumption of the suitable 
height. Have a-go, why not. 
Determined 'I still can make further changes if 
needed.' 
 
 
 
From the analysis, twenty nine descriptor occurrences were captured which 
indicated the emergence of six creative behaviours as shown in Table 5-14. None 
of descriptors identified had any link with novelty behaviour.  
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Table 5-14: Creative Behaviours identified in a CAD activity in Personal 
Designing Exercise 
 
Creative Behaviours Creative Behaviours 
Descriptor CAD 
Novelty  0 
Appropriateness sensible 2 
Motivation 
determined 3 
risk-taking 4 
Fluency Spontaneity 3 
Flexibility exploring possibilities 4 
continuous reflection 7 
Sensitivity seek perfection 4 
Insightfulness 
intuitive decision 1 
influence by inspiration 1 
 Total 29 
 
 
5.5.2 Design Diaries 
 
As in the prior case study, the researcher was also completing the design diary 
sheet every time he engaged in CAD activity. By filling in the diaries himself, the 
researcher would acquire a better understanding of how this method could provide 
significant information on the design project, especially when related to CAD 
usage. The researcher could also use this opportunity to identify any problems 
with the design diary format and make necessary improvements for the next case 
study.  
The data provided was based on thirteen CAD sessions recorded throughout the 
design project.  Some of the data findings from the design diaries are presented as 
follows: 
 
a) CAD design related activity engaged 
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This item was intended to provide information of CAD design related activity 
undertaken by the participant in each CAD session.  The frequency of each 
activity involved in the design project is shown in Table 5-15.  
 
Table 5-15: Frequency of design related CAD activity engaged in 
by the researcher 
 
Activity Frequency 
Ideation 9 
Detailing 4 
Basic form 11 
Assembly 0 
Part drawing 0 
Working drawing 0 
 
Figure 5-7 shows the percentage of CAD activity engaged in by the 
participant. The data clearly demonstrated that basic form was the most 
frequent activity embarked on by the researcher when using CAD in the 
design project. CAD was mostly used for basic form in 46% of the overall 
usage, followed by ideation, 37%, and for design detailing, 17%. However, 
there was no record of CAD being used for developing working drawing, part 
drawing, and assembly in this design project. This was due to the design 
activities were involved until to a conceptual design of the music instrument 
in the form of 3D CAD image. Hence, those activities were not involved in 
this particular design project. 
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Figure 5-7: Percentage of design related CAD activity engaged in by 
participant (P03) 
 
 
b) CAD activity description 
In this section, there were some changes and additional activity descriptions to 
provide more specific selection to the designer. This is shown in Table 5-16. 
 
Table 5-16: Altered and added description of activity in the design diary 
 
Originally Altered to Added 
Detailing Elaborating - 
Fitting Assembly & Fit - 
- - Simulation/Test 
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Table 5-17 shows the frequency of CAD activity descriptions which were 
executed by the researcher in the project.  
Table 5-17: Frequency of CAD activity undertaken 
 
 
CAD activity description Frequency 
Feature creation 9 
Geometric Shape 2 
Scale 0 
Editing 2 
Dimensioning 0 
Texture 0 
Rendering 1 
Elaborating 2 
Assembly & Fit 0 
Assembly drawing 0 
FEA 0 
Simulation/Test 0 
 
 
Further analysis was carried out and the data were presented as percentages as 
shown in Figure 5-8. Feature creation was recorded as the most frequent 
activity engaged in from all the CAD sessions involved, which cover 23% of 
the overall activities recorded. This was followed by editing (13%) and 
elaborating (13%). The data also showed that 13% of CAD activity was used 
by the researcher to develop geometric shapes in the design process and 6% 
for rendering the final design product.   
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Figure 5-8: Percentage of types of CAD activity engaged in by the researcher 
 
 
c) Creative Behaviours occurrences 
 
This section presents the creative behaviours recorded by the researcher. The 
findings are tabulated as shown in Table 5-18. In total, 46 occurrences of 
creative behaviours were documented in the diaries. 
 
Table 5-18: The frequency of Creative Behaviours occurrences 
 
Creative Behaviours Frequency  
Novelty 2 
Appropriateness 2 
Motivation 19 
Fluency 8 
Flexibility 12 
Sensitivity 1 
Insightfulness 2 
Total 46 
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From Figure 5-9, it was indicated that motivation (41%) was the highest 
percentage of creative behaviours identified by the researcher when using 
CAD. This was followed by flexibility with 26% and fluency with 18% of 
occurrences. Interestingly, there was 5% of novelty which had not been 
distinguished in the prior case study.  
 
 
Figure 5-9: The percentage of Creative Behaviours occurrences 
 
 
The researcher has distinguished the emergence of the novelty behaviour in 
two of CAD sessions as follow: 
§ Unexpected musical instrument form  
‘suggest unexpected form-elaboration from sketching’ (28th November 
2008 diary entry) as shown in Figure 5-10. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-10: Unexpected basic form in a CAD session 
 
 
§ Unexpected ‘speaker holes pattern’ (1st December 2008 diary entry) as 
shown in Figure 5-11. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-11: S
 
 
d) CAD usage reflectio
 
At the end of the de
his feelings in usin
feedback presented 
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peaker holes pattern 
n  
sign diary sheets, the
g the CAD for the
as percentages is sho 
(first design edition) 
 researcher provided reflection about 
 particular session. The researcher’s 
wn in Figure 5-12. 
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Figure 5-12: Participant’s feedback of the CAD usage in the design activity 
  
The findings demonstrated higher percentages to the positive aspects (enjoy, 
confidence, satisfied, easy, and quick) compared to the negative aspects 
(annoying, concern, dissatisfied, difficult, and slow). Overall, the researcher’s 
reflections were almost consistent with the feedback from P03, a participant 
from Case study 1. Both findings demonstrated higher percentages in these 
items: enjoy, quick, and easy. 
 
   
5.6 Seeking Possible Links between Creative Product Characteristics and 
Creative Behaviours 
 
One of the case study objectives was to establish possible links between the use of 
CAD and the emergence of product’s creative characteristics. This was attempted 
by seeking respondents’ feedback (e.g. music therapist, industrial designer, and 
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engineer) based on a conceptual product design in the form of a 3D CAD image as 
shown in Figure 5-13.  
 
 
                Figure 5-13: 3D CAD image of the music instrument design 
 
Colours and materials were added for rendering purposes. The rendering process 
was undertaken using ALIAS Image Studio software and one of the images was 
chosen to be used in the product descriptions sheet as shown in Figure 5.14. 
       
 
 Figure 5-14: 3D CAD image rendered using ALIAS Image Studio 
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Four respondents had agreed to give feedback and sent back their responses. Each 
respondent was given a set of product description and feedback form to be filled 
(see Appendix 2 – Example of a respondent feedback). The product description 
consists of written information and images about the product as shown in Figure 5-
15. 
 
Figure 5-15: Product design description 
        
    
Based on their own perspective, each respondent was required to highlight any 
innovative aspect of the design concept presented. The responses were filled in on 
the feedback form attached as shown in Figure 5-16. 
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Figure 5-16: Feedback form 
 
 
In identifying the creative characteristics of the product design, the researcher not 
only based this on respondents’ feedback but also suggested his own criteria. 
From the feedback, the researcher searched for evidence that could provide links 
between the use of CAD and the product’s creative aspects. Three of the creative 
aspects had been found to have such links as shown in Table 5-19. Subsequently, 
from the diaries’ entries, all the creative behaviours which were identified and 
reported in the related sessions were established. 
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Table 5-19: Creative characteristics of product and its link with the Creative 
Behaviours 
 
Product’s creative 
characteristic 
Link to CAD activity Creative Behaviours 
reported 
#’Interchangeable function 
for left and right handed 
person’ (R00) 
#’The left and right handed 
button is also innovative’ 
(R03) 
Design diary entry: 
#15/12/08-‘Create ‘L’ and 
‘R’ musical instrument 
function’ 
‘Straight away sketch and 
extrude the form ideation . 
See the visual and try a few 
other forms’  
Motivation 
Fluency 
Flexibility 
Insightfulness 
#.’…creating a handheld 
device as a music therapy is 
quite innovative (assuming 
that creating music at any 
time is indeed providing 
therapeutic effect)’ (R02) 
#’an alternative methods 
given to provide better hand 
held music instrument 
design to be chosen here’ 
(R03) 
Design diary entry: 
1#14/10/08- Musical 
instrument shape 
‘exploring possible form for 
the musical instrument. Try to 
get new shape’ 
Reflection: ‘Basically, I’ve 
manage to develop the initial 
shape. Whether it’s going to 
be sensible or not, we’ll see.’ 
 
Appropriateness 
Motivation 
Fluency 
Flexibility 
Insightfulness 
 
Design diary entry: 
2#1/12/08- Developing new  
shape for the music 
instrument 
Try to create a new form of 
musical instrument shape . 
Make some attempt with 
sketching and 
extrusion/protrusion to have 
some visualization. 
Reflection: ‘At last! I ‘have a 
go’ to a shape for further 
development’ 
Motivation 
Fluency 
Flexibility 
#’People used to play piano, 
the idea keep the 
linking’(R04) 
 
Design diary entry: 
#2/12/08-Look into more 
detail to the ‘touch pad’ and 
button 
 
Fluency 
Flexibility 
Motivation 
 Notes: R – respondent 
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5.7 Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter was mainly reporting Case study 2, a personal designing exercise 
conducted by the researcher himself. The findings have been presented in a similar 
format as the initial study to provide better understanding that the selected methods 
undertaken were reliable for this research.  
 
Based on the data presented, it can be seen that the Creative Behaviours 
Framework can feasibly be used to observe and identify creative behaviours not 
only in CAD activities but also in other design approaches particularly in 2D 
sketching, and 3D sketch modelling (e.g. plasticine modelling). The summary of 
the results is shown in Table 5-20.  In total, 97 creative behaviour descriptors were 
identified in this case study, and 75 occurrences were captured in CAD activities. 
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   Table 5-20: Results summary from Creative Behaviours Framework analysis 
 
Creative 
Behaviours 
Creative 
Behaviours 
Descriptor 
2D 
Sketching 
3D Sketch 
modelling 
CAD Total 
Protocol 
Design 
Diaries 
Novelty uncommon 0   0 0   0 0 
  unexpected  0  0  0 2 2 
  original  0  0  0  0 0 
Appropriateness useful  0  0  0 1 1 
  sensible 1 1 2 1 5 
  functional  0 1  0  0 1 
Motivation enthusiastic  0 2  0 4 6 
  determined  0 3 3 8 14 
  risk-taking  0  0 4 7 11 
Fluency Spontaneity  0  0 3 3 6 
  open to new ideas  0  0  0 5 5 
  fluency of ideas  0 1  0  0 1 
Flexibility 
exploring 
possibilities 2  0 4 8 14 
  
continuous 
reflection 2 3 0 4 16 
  
associate remote 
ideas 1  0  0  0 1 
Sensitivity understand problem  0  0  0  0 0 
  display curiosity  0  0  0  0 0 
  seek perfection  0 3 4 1 8 
Insightfulness 
organizing 
information 1  0  0  0 1 
  intuitive decision  0  0 1 2 3 
  
influence by 
inspiration  0 1 1  0 2 
  Total 7 15 29 46 97 
 
 
Comparative analysis to seek association between behaviours identified through 2D 
sketching and 3D sketch modelling frameworks with the Creative Behaviours 
Framework were also presented.  
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This chapter also reported the attempt to establish the link between creative 
behaviours and the product’s creative characteristics. In summary, the steps and the 
links can be displayed as shown in Figure 5-17. 
 
Figure 5-17: Linking creative behaviours and the products’ creative characteristics 
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6 Chapter Six: Case Study Three – Undergraduate 
Finalist Design Projects 
 
6.1 Chapter Overview 
This chapter reports the case study with undergraduate finalists who were 
undertaking their final year design project. The finalised methods that were applied 
in Case studies 1 and two were replicated in this study and the findings are 
presented. 
 
 
6.2 Aim and objectives 
 
This case study was undertaken to provide evidence of the reliability and validity of 
methods used in the study. The research methods are reported and data findings are 
also presented. Further attempts to discover possible associations between creative 
behaviours observed when using CAD and the creative characteristics of the design 
outputs were also executed. 
 
 
6.3 Undergraduate Finalists Design Projects 
 
In this case study, three final year undergraduate students gave their consent to be 
the research participants. They were assigned alphanumeric pseudonyms (e.g. 
MP01 for Main Participant 01). However, only two participants remained involved 
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until the completion of their design projects. These two undergraduate participants 
were undertaking projects related to a self-administered vaccination pack for 
people in remote areas and a new concept for a musical instrument. The project 
information is shown in Table 6-1. 
Table 6-1: Participants’ project information 
 
Participant Project 
MP01 ‘Self administered vaccination pack’ 
MP02 ‘Heart rate monitor’ 
MP03 ‘Alternative music instrument’ 
 
 
The data collection activities included interviews, protocol analysis, and design 
diaries. The details are shown in Table 6-2. 
 
Table 6-2: Data gathering activities 
 
Data collection 
method 
Activity Equipment/tool 
Interviews Pre-design; post-design Digital audio recorder 
Protocol analysis 2D sketching; 3D sketch 
modelling 
Digital Video Recorder 
CAD  Digital video recorder 
and CAMTASIA on-
screen video recorder 
Design diaries CAD  Design diaries sheets 
 
 
In this study, protocol analysis was undertaken to gather data when participants 
were engaged with 2D sketching, 3D sketch modelling, and CAD activities. After 
pre-arranging the design activities to be video recorded, the researcher arranged 
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the venue for sessions to take place. Participants were requested and reminded to 
undertake the designing activities for about 20 minutes. During the designing 
tasks, participants were encouraged to keep verbalising their thoughts and actions 
concurrently. The researcher would prompt a question every time participants 
were silent, to encourage them to keep verbalising. However these give concerns 
to some researchers as an obtrusive approach, and might provide inaccurate 
interpretation of events. 
 
Consequently, in order to provide multiple sources of data, participants were 
requested to produce their own CAD video recording without the researcher 
present. Accordingly, each participant was provided with CAMTASIA on-screen 
video recording software with a user license to be installed in their own computer. 
Participants were requested to at least produce a video recording of their own 
CAD activity using the software. Both participants were unable to provide 
concurrent verbalization whilst recording the CAD activities, and consequently 
the researcher required them to undertake retrospective verbalisation or interview 
to clarify the video events. MP01 preferred to undertake retrospective interview, 
while MP03 provided an audio verbalisation of the on-screen recorded video. 
Participants were also provided with design diary sheets and required to fill in the 
diary entries at the end of their CAD sessions. 
 
6.4 Results 
This section will present data findings from the case study. 
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6.4.1 Pre-interview 
 
Three pre-interviews were undertaken and audio recorded for analysis. The 
analysis was based on eight codes established from the Case study 1 initial 
findings. The emergence of new themes would be included and assigned under 
new codes.  From the analysis, two new codes (CDB – CAD drawback, and RCD 
– reason for CAD drawback) were assigned in addition to the prior eight codes as 
shown in Table 6-3. 
 
                 Table 6-3: Pre-interviews thematic codes 
 
Abreviation Referring to  
DST 
 
design strategy anticipated 
TOC 
 
type of CAD proposed to be used 
 
CFE CAD feature expectation 
 
CAE 
 
Participants’ CAD experience 
 
RUC 
 
reason to use CAD 
 
CFT where CAD fits 
 
ODT other design tools planning to use 
 
RUO reason to use other tools 
 
CDB CAD drawback 
 
RCD Reason for CAD drawback 
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Examples of participants’ quotation based on the thematic codes are as follow: 
 
a) DST – design strategy anticipated 
‘So usually at that point [photoshop] just as an extension of the sketch I've 
done....then I use ProEngineer as...an extension ... confirming the process 
before I made it in a 3D model...’ (MP03). 
 
 
b) TOC – type of CAD proposed to be used 
‘I mean ProEngineer mainly for modelling...and maybe...ALIAS for 
rendering’ (MP03) 
 
‘…ProE’ (MP01) 
                   
 
 
c) CFE – CAD feature expectation 
‘…this [design] has more solid geometry and the testing hopefully I can use to 
test [whether] the mechanism works...[through] simulation or something’ 
(MP01) 
 
‘...well you see it is useful to me in that using ProEngineer I can make a 
model which first and  foremost lets me…visualize my idea…my concept in 
3D.’ (MP03) 
 
d) CAE – Participants’ CAD experience 
‘Every year I've got in... a course... I’ve done ProE and coming on this year 
so...that's the only training I had but obviously the lessons are enough…’ 
(MP01) 
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‘All those softwares...Photoshop Ilustrator...ProEngineer...ALIAS...we have 
been given in the support in all these on over the years’ (MP03) 
 
e) RUC – reason to use CAD 
‘…probably going to do rapid manufacture.... the part...the device...so the 
whole thing has to be modelled in 3D CAD to produce it.’ (MP01) 
 
‘I'll just need to show the accuracy for the manufacture…That's it I think...and 
also for rendering as well’ (MP03) 
 
f) CFT – where CAD fits 
‘Yes, probably all of it [design stages]’ (MP01) 
 
 
‘…using computer software…after I had an initial idea in my head and then 
I've made a sketch of that... [CAD modelling] sort of confirms that.’ (MP03) 
 
g) ODT – other design tools planning to use 
 
‘ I've done a few mock up too like foam’ (MP01) 
 
‘I want to basically use this as a template and then put on some MDF in order 
to then mark out the 2D points and cut around with a bandsaw and get it 
[physical model]...nicely’ (MP03) 
 
 
h) RUO – reason to use other 
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‘I like a physical model...so that's why I did the modelling of my syringe 
already’ (MP01) 
 
i) CDB – CAD drawback 
‘Hard to get one it to look like...it can compromise the design...so the product 
dosen't look like you imagine it would look in the first place.’ (MP01) 
 
j) RCD – Reason to CAD drawback 
‘...possibly my skill from not knowing how to create it in the first place’ 
(MP01) 
 
6.4.2 Protocol Analysis – 2D Sketching 
 
An appointment was made with each participant before a video session of 2D 
sketching activity was executed. A room was booked to provide conducive 
working space for participants to undertake their sketching activity while being 
video recorded by the researcher.  
 
The analysis approach executed in the Case study 2 was replicated in this study. 
The video data were analysed using Transana and the examples of behaviours 
identified from the 2D sketching data analysis is displayed in Table 6-4.  
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Table 6-4: Examples of behaviours identified excerpt from the 2D sketching data 
analysis of MP01 and MP03 
 
Time 
(Start~End) 
2D Sketching 
behaviours  
(description) 
Observation Verbalisation 
(Text) 
(0:07:41.2) 
 ~ 
(0:08:23.1) 
Reflective (thinking);   ‘I do a sort of small 
sketches like you 
can see here…just 
repeating the same 
thing over and over 
to help kind of...It 
kind of fixes it into 
your mind...or you 
do it a lot of times 
so you keep re-
thinking it’(MP03) 
(0:08:00.9) 
~ 
(0:08:20.3) 
Vertical Transformation 
(Elaboration of ideas) 
trying to make more 
organic shape  
‘make it... a little bit 
more interesting 
than a syringe body 
as it at the moment... 
put some styling to 
that’ (MP01) 
 
 
From the analysis, 64 occurrences of 2D sketching behaviours were identified in 
the sketching session undertaken by MP01 and 29 occurrences by MP03. 7 out of 
8 behaviours listed in the 2D sketching behaviours framework were recognised in 
this study. These are presented in Table 6-5. 
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Table 6-5: 2D sketching behaviour occurrences 
 
2D Sketching 
Behaviours 
Occurrences Total 
MP01 MP03 
Combining   1 1 
Restructuring 9   9 
Lateral Transformation 14 1 15 
Vertical Transformation 15 13 28 
Part by Part Dwg     0 
Non Part by Part Dwg 6   6 
Reflective 7 11 18 
Experimental 13 3 16 
Total 64 29 93 
 
 
Subsequent to the 2D sketching behaviours analysis, the same events were later 
re-analysed in the perspective of the Creative Behaviours Framework. The 
example of the data analysis findings is shown in Table 6-6. 
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Table 6-6: Example of creative behaviours identified excerpt from the 2D 
sketching data analysis of MP01 and MP03 
 
Time 
(Start~End) 
2D Sketching 
behaviours  
(description) 
Observation Verbalisation 
(Text) 
(0:07:41.2) 
 ~ 
(0:08:23.1) 
Continuous reflection Re-sketch the same 
idea 
‘I do a sort of small 
sketches like you 
can see here..just 
repeating the same 
thing over and over 
to helps kind of..It 
kind of fix it into 
your mind…or you 
do it a lot of time so 
keep re-thinking 
it’(MP03) 
Determined Firmness in doing 
things  
(0:08:00.9) 
~ 
(0:08:20.3) 
Open to new ideas  ‘make it... a little bit 
more interesting 
than a syringe body 
as it at the moment... 
put a styling of that’ 
(MP01) 
Exploring possibilities trying to make more 
organic shape   
'don't want to make 
just ...a boring 
medical device. I 
want to make it a 
litlle bit nicer' 
(MP01) 
Spontaneity spontaneous free 
sketching to make the 
shape more 
interesting and stylish 
-none- 
 
 
 
In total, 83 occurrences of creative behaviours were recorded where 52 were 
captured in a 2D sketching session undertaken by MP01 and 31 were identified in 
a session by MP03. From seven categories of Creative Behaviours, six emerged in 
these sessions except the novelty behaviour category as shown in Table 6-7. 
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Table 6-7: Creative behaviours identified in the 2D sketching sessions 
undertaken by MP01 and MP03 
 
Creative 
Behaviour 
Creative Behaviour 
Descriptor 
2D sketching Total 
MP01 
  
MP03 
  
Novelty  0 0 0 
Appropriateness useful 2  0 2 
sensible 2 3 5 
functional  0 1 1 
Motivation determined 3 5 8 
risk-taking 2 1 3 
Fluency Spontaneity 6 1 7 
open to new ideas 12  0 12 
fluency of ideas 1  0 1 
Flexibility exploring possibilities 11 3 14 
continuous reflection 5 9 14 
Sensitivity understand problem 2 2 4 
display curiosity 3 3 6 
seek perfection 1  0 1 
Insightfulness organizing 
information 1 1 2 
intuitive decision 1 2 3 
Total 52 31 83 
 
 
6.4.3 Protocol Analysis – 3D Sketch Modelling 
 
Data gathering in 3D sketch modelling involved clay modelling using plasticene 
by MP01 to develop a potential shape for the self administered immunisation 
pack. MP03 built a physical model of the initial idea for a musical instrument 
using wood in one of his workshop activities that was recorded for data capturing. 
Participants were requested to verbalise their activities, however, since MP03’s 
modelling session was in a workshop with noisy surroundings, retrospective 
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verbalisation was an option. MP03 was given a copy of the video data and asked 
to verbalise it for analysis. Based on the video data and an audio file of MP03 
retrospective verbalisation, the analysis was undertaken. 
 
The examples of the 3D sketch modelling behaviours that were identified in those 
sessions are shown in Table 6-8.  
 
Table 6-8: Example of behaviours identified excerpt from the 3D sketch 
modelling data analysis of MP01 and MP03 
 
Time 
(Start~End) 
3D Sketch Modelling 
Behaviours  
(description) 
Observation Verbalisation 
(Text) 
(0:01:05.6) 
~ 
(0:02:10.9) 
Adding and subtracting act 
(ADSA): Shape, cut out 
  
Start making the 
syringe casing shape-
triangular shape 
‘I'm trying to 
make a triangular 
shape’(MP01) 
(0:01:35.2) 
~ 
(0:01:49.5) 
Sense of touch (SOT): See seeing what a design 
look like 
'Back from the 
bandsaw, cut two 
edges, one of 
them...you see if it 
fits around the 
centre... ‘(MP03) 
 
 
 
From the analysis, 40 occurrences of 3D sketch modelling behaviours were 
identified where 25 were from the MP01 session and 15 from the MP03 session. 
All of three behaviours listed in the framework emerged and were identified in 
these sessions as shown in Table 6-9. 
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Table 6-9: 3D sketch modelling behaviours identified in one of physical 
modelling sessions undertaken by MP01 and MP03 
 
3D Sketch Modelling Behaviours 
 
Occurrences Total 
MP01 MP03 
Adding and Subtracting Act (ADSA) 12 7 19 
Continuous Modifications and Improvements 
(CMAI) 5 2 7 
Sense of Touch (SOT) 8 6 14 
Total 25 15 40 
 
 
The video data was then re-analysed to observe and identify any creative 
behaviours that emerged during the 3D sketch modelling activity. Table 6-7 
presents an example of such findings. 
 
Table 6-10: Example of Creative Behaviours identified excerpt from the 3D 
sketch modelling data analysis  
 
Time 
(Start~End) 
Creative Behaviours  
(description) 
Observation Verbalisation 
(Text) 
(0:01:05.6) 
~ 
(0:02:10.9) 
 Open to new ideas Triangle shape as a 
design alternative 
 'I'm trying to make 
a triangular shape’ 
(MP01) 
Exploring possibilities allow other approach 
which problems may 
be solved 
‘...to try something 
different from 
cylindrical'(MP01) 
(0:01:35.2) 
~ 
(0:01:49.5) 
Continuous reflection  - 'Back from the band 
saw, cut two edges, 
one of them...you 
see if it fits around 
the centre...centre 
peg a bit easier...but 
a fact of comparing 
second one 
there...you can see... 
it's just slot in 
alongside....’(MP03) 
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When the same videos were analysed from the perspective of the Creative 
Behaviours Framework, 32 occurrences have been captured, with 19 identified 
from the MP01 and 13 recognised from the MP03. This is shown in Table 6-11 
where six creative behaviours emerged in these sessions except novelty 
behaviour. 
 
Table 6-11: Creative Behaviours identified in the 3D sketch modelling 
sessions undertaken by MP01 and MP03 
 
Creative 
Behaviours 
Design Activity 3D Sketch 
Modelling 
Total 
Participant MP01 MP03 
Descriptor       
Novelty  0 0 0 
Appropriateness useful  0 1 1 
 functional  0 1 1 
Motivation enthusiastic 1  0 1 
determined 1  0 1 
risk-taking 3 2 5 
Fluency Spontaneity 3  0 3 
open to new ideas 1 1 2 
Flexibility exploring possibilities 3 1 4 
continuous reflection 3 5 8 
Sensitivity seek perfection 3 1 4 
Insightfulness organizing information     0 
intuitive decision 1 1 2 
 Total 19 13 32 
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6.5 Relative Findings Analysis between 2D Sketching and 3D Sketch Modelling 
With Creative Behaviours Framework 
 
Data were re-analysed to seek potential relationships between 2D Sketching 
Behaviours framework and Creative Behaviours Framework observed in 2D 
sketching activities. Some example excerpts from the MP01 and MP03 data 
findings are shown in Table 6-12.  Besides presenting findings based on the 
researcher observations and interpretations, supporting evidences from participants’ 
verbalisation were also provided if there were any. 
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Table 6-12: Observed behaviours relationship between 2D 
sketching and Creative Behaviours Framework – MP01 and 
MP03 
     
 
 
 
 
A similar procedure was undertaken on 3D sketch modelling data and examples 
of the findings are shown in Table 6-13.  
 
 
 
 
 Table 6-13: Observed behaviours relationship between 3D sketch modelling 
and Creative Behaviours Framework 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participant Start  
End time 
(Hrs:mins:secs) 
3D Sketch 
Modelling 
Behaviours 
framework 
Creative 
Behaviours 
Framework  
(CAD) 
Verbalisation 
MP01 
(0:01:05.6) 
~ 
(0:03:32.5) 
Adding and 
substraction:Shape
, Cut out-#start 
making the syringe 
casing shape-
triangular shape 
Open to new ideas 
# 'I'm trying to 
make a triangular 
shape'- as design 
alternative 
 
 Exploring 
Possibilities 
#...to try something 
different from 
cylindrical'- allow 
other approach 
which problems 
may be solved 
 
(0:14:19.5) 
~ 
(0:15:52.3) 
 
Sense of touch: 
See, Evaluate 
Continuous 
Reflection 
 'Only that one 
doesn't look very 
interesting' 
MP03 
(0:01:27.8) 
~ 
(0:03:18.4) 
 
Adding and 
substraction:draw 
Risk-taking 
# make a marking 
to cut the material 
(tube)- have a go 
'just going to see 
what happened if I 
remove a bit of 
material.' 
 Intuitive decision 
# make a guess to 
how much need to 
be cut -  
'It's quite ...loose 
obviously at the 
moment is nothing 
really marked out 
accurately...kind of 
just basically trying 
to get whole thing 
moving and 
working' 
(0:00:06.3) 
~ 
(0:00:16.9) 
Sense of touch 
:Evaluate 
#seeing what a 
design look like. 
Continuous 
Reflection 
'I've just come back 
cutting up one of 
them at the band 
saw....I've only 
have cut...a one half 
of one of them...I'm 
just going to line up 
that edge with this 
second one there' 
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6.6 Protocol Analysis – CAD 
 
CAD data gathering activities were undertaken by pre-arrangement with 
participants who were allocated a suitable time for that purpose. At the same time 
they were also requested to record at least one of their CAD activities using 
CAMTASIA.  
 
Then, the video data and the video transcriptions were analysed and some of the 
examples of the findings are shown in Table 6-15. The data were presented based 
on time of event and creative behaviours identified including the observation and 
verbalisation text if any.  
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Table 6-14: Example of Creative Behaviours identified excerpt from CAD data 
analysis  
 
Participant Time 
(Start~End) 
Creative Behaviours  
(description) 
Observation Verbalisation 
(Text) 
MP01 
 
(0:23:28.3) 
~ 
(0:26:01.1) 
Motivation 
(Determined) 
 
Look confidence  
Motivation  
(Risk-taking) 
Have a go with the 
slot creation 
'I don't have any 
measurement 
yet...Just to test 
the thing’  
Flexibility  
(Continuous reflection) 
Preview the current 
output 
'It here...like an 
indent for a finger 
as well as the 
button. It's the 
idea..obviously 
sizes needed 
finding’ 
(0:25:10.3) 
~ 
(0:26:01.1) 
Insightfulness 
(Organising 
information) 
preview the current 
CAD model, and 
plasticene model 
image 
 
MP03 
(0:04:55.9) 
~ 
(0:07:08.1) 
Fluency (Spontaneity)  haven’t planned like 
this before 
‘Which I haven't 
planned to 
do…it's just…I 
kind need that 
one...’ 
Appropriateness 
(Sensible)   
  
Motivation  
(Risk taking) 
have a go-to find the 
best dimension and 
position 
'..this is the 
best..kind of place 
to put them both 
when I look at...' 
Flexibility  
(Exploring 
Possibilities) 
playing with ideas-
play around with the 
dimension to see 
what it looks like 
 
 
 
 
In total, 110 Creative Behaviours occurrences were identified and the detail is 
shown in Table 6-15. 
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Table 6-15: Creative Behaviours identified in MP01 and MP03 CAD 
activities 
 
Creative 
Behaviours 
Design Activity CAD Total 
Participant MP01 MP03 
Descriptor CADvid CADcam CADvid CADcam 
Novelty  0 0 0 0 0 
Appropriateness useful 1 0  1 0  2 
sensible 0  2 1  0 3 
functional 1  0  0  0 1 
Motivation enthusiastic  0  0  0 1 1 
determined 3 2 2  0 7 
risk-taking 5 3 5 3 16 
Fluency Spontaneity  0 2 1 1 4 
open to new ideas 3 1 2 1 7 
fluency of ideas  0  0  0 1 1 
Flexibility exploring possibilities 4 3 5 3 15 
continuous reflection 7 7 11 2 27 
associate remote ideas  0 1  0  0 1 
Sensitivity understand problem  0  0 1  0 1 
display curiosity  0  0 1  0 1 
seek perfection 4 6 5 3 18 
Insightfulness organizing information 2  0  0  0 2 
intuitive decision 3  0  0  0 3 
 Total 33 27 35 15 110 
 
6.6.1 Design Diaries 
 
Each participant was given a set of design diary sheets to be completed until the 
end of their projects. The completed design diaries were submitted to the 
researcher for analysis. Post-interviews were undertaken to confirm and validate 
data established from design diaries analysis. In this section, data findings from 
design diaries are presented. The data were based on 12 CAD sessions by MP01, 
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and 23 sessions by MP03. These data were presented based on individual 
participant and followed by clustered figures as shown: 
 
a) CAD design related activity engaged 
In this section an activity item, ‘assembly’ has been substituted with 
‘simulation/test’ to provide an option for participants to choose if they were 
carrying out any activity under this category. The category would supply 
better information and link with any item in the ‘description’ section.  
 
The types of CAD design related activity undertaken by participants in each 
CAD session are shown in Table 6-16 and Table 6-17.  
 
Table 6-16: Frequency of design related CAD activity engaged in by MP01 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Activity Frequency 
Ideation 3 
Basic form 7 
Part drawing 1 
Detailing 9 
Simulation/Test 0 
Working Drawing 1 
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Table 6-17: Frequency of design related CAD activity engaged in by MP03 
   
Activity Frequency 
Ideation 3 
Basic form 7 
Part drawing 4 
Detailing 2 
Simulation/Test 1 
Working Drawing 0 
 
 
Figure 6-1 displays the percentage of CAD activity engaged in by MP01. The 
data indicated that CAD predominantly has been used to develop design ideas 
where 43% of MP01 CAD usage involved ‘detailing’ items. Next were ‘basic 
form’ creation, 33% and ‘ideation’ at 14%. However, ‘part drawing’ and 
‘working drawing’ involved only 5% each from the overall CAD usage by 
MP01. No record shows ‘simulation’ or ‘test’ such as Finite Element Analysis 
during any of the MP01’s CAD activity. 
  
Figure 6-1: Percentage of design related CAD activity engaged in by MP01 
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A different scenario had been displayed by MP03 based on the data as shown 
in Figure 6-2. Unlike MP01, this participant reported that 41% of his CAD 
activities in the project related to ‘basic form’ creation activities, and only 
12% involved ‘detailing’. MP03 used CAD a little bit more for ideas 
generation with 18% on ‘ideation’. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6-2: Percentage of design related CAD activity engaged in 
by MP03 
 
 
When both data were clustered (Figure 6-3), the trend indicated that ‘basic 
form’ was the most frequent reason for CAD use with 37% throughout the 
design projects. It can also be seen that participants used CAD in 
developing their product’s design with 29% involved design ‘detailing’, 
and even in the ideas generating phase with 16% in ‘ideation’. 
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Figure 6-3: Percentage of design related CAD activity engaged in 
by participants when data clustered 
 
 
b) CAD activity description 
In this section Finite Element Analysis ‘FEA’ and ‘simulation/test’ were 
combined under a category known as ‘analysis’. The changes would prevent 
confusion to participants as these two categories show redundancy of meaning 
and could be misleading. Table 6-18 shows the frequency of CAD activity 
which executed by MP01, and Table 6-19 by MP03.  
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Table 6-18: Frequency of CAD activity described undertaken by MP01 
 
 
CAD activity description Frequency 
Feature creation 7 
Edit 7 
Render 0 
Assembly drawing 2 
Geometric shape 6 
Dimensioning 6 
Elaborating 0 
Analysis 1 
Scale 3 
Text 0 
Assembly and Fitting 9 
 
Table 6-19: Frequency of CAD activity described undertaken by MP03 
 
CAD activity description Frequency 
Feature creation 
1 
Edit 
1 
Render 
7 
Assembly drawing 
2 
Geometric shape 
15 
Dimensioning 
4 
Elaborating 
0 
Analysis 
0 
Scale 
0 
Text 
0 
Assembly and Fitting 
5 
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From Figure 6-4, it can be seen that ‘assembly and fitting’ was the highest 
proportion of acts undertaken by MP01 when using CAD with 22%. It was 
followed by ‘feature creation’, 17%, design editing, 17%, creating ‘geometric 
shape’, 15% and ‘dimensioning’ design drawing covering 15% from overall 
CAD activities involved. Other activities reported were between 7% and 2% 
and are ‘scale’, established ‘assembly drawing’, and doing design ‘analysis’. 
 
 
Figure 6-4: Percentage of types of CAD activity engaged in by MP01 
 
 
         
Referring to Figure 6-5, it was significantly shown that MP01 used CAD to 
create ‘geometric shape’ for his music instrument design. It covers 43% from 
overall CAD usage that he engaged with. Interestingly, MP01 reported using 
CAD to render his design model by 20% which was the second most frequent 
activity after ‘geometric shape’. 
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Figure 6-5: Percentage of types of CAD activity engaged in by MP03 
 
            
 Following is Figure 6-5 where data was clustered from MP01 and MP03. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6-6: Percentage of design related CAD activity engaged in 
by participants when data clustered 
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c) Creative Behaviours occurrences 
 
This section presented the creative behaviour occurrences recorded by 
participants, MP01 and MP03. The findings were tabulated as shown in Table 
6-20 and Table 6-21.  
 
In 23 CAD sessions MP01 has identified 50 creative behaviour occurrences. 
Novelty behaviour was recorded in one of the sessions. 
  
Table 6-20: The frequency of creative behaviours occurrences by 
MP01 
 
 
Creative Behaviours Frequency  
Novelty 
1 
Appropriateness 
13 
Motivation 
3 
Fluency 
7 
Flexibility 
9 
Sensitivity 
10 
Insightfulness 
7 
Total 
50 
 
 
While MP03 has undertaken 23 CAD sessions, nearly double compared to 
MP01. From all those sessions, 75 emergences of creative behaviours were 
reported with 10 of them under novelty category.  
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Table 6-21: The frequency of creative behaviours occurrences by 
MP03 
 
 
Creative behaviour Frequency  
Novelty 
10 
Appropriateness 
12 
Motivation 
16 
Fluency 
10 
Flexibility 
8 
Sensitivity 
9 
Insightfulness 
10 
Total 
75 
 
 
The design diaries of MP01 indicated that ‘appropriateness’ was the most 
significant from all seven creative behaviours categories. Data findings in 
Figure 6-7 shows that 26% of the creative behaviours identified were 
‘appropriateness’, followed by ‘sensitivity’ 20%. The lowest percentage of all 
was novelty with only 2%, of occurrences. However, this provides further 
evidence of a link between the novelty category of behaviour and CAD usage 
in designing. In describing this occurrence, MP01’s related diary entry stated: 
‘New ideas were generated for mechanism for mechanics and reduction of 
parts-dual use parts’ (MP01- Diary entry dated 23 December 2008) 
 
This was later emphasized by the participant in the post-interview which 
affirmed: 
‘it change...what...my original idea was because CAD highlighted that you 
could do it easier...it was an improvement of the design...that was 
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unexpected [novelty descriptor] because I thought I had...mechanism 
design and then found it...that an easy way to do it.’ (MP01, post-
interview) 
 
 
             Figure 6-7: The percentage of creative behaviours occurrences by MP01 
 
 
        
The pie chart in Figure 6-8 showed that CAD promotes participant MP03’s 
motivation in undertaking his design work. It covers 21% of creative 
behaviours. The data also suggested the possible link between CAD usage and 
participants’ consideration of ‘appropriateness’.  Interestingly, MP03 reported 
a high percentage of novelty occurrences with 14% which was far higher than 
identified by MP01. 
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Figure 6-8: The percentage of creative behaviours occurrences by 
MP03 
 
 
Subsequently, data from both participants were clustered and presented in 
Figure 6-9. It shows that the highest percentage category was 
‘appropriateness’ with 20% and the lowest was ‘novelty’ with 9% of overall 
occurrences. 
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Figure 6-9: The percentage of creative behaviours occurrences by 
MP01 and MP03 
 
 
 
d) CAD usage reflection  
Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11 display reflections of participants’ feelings about 
using CAD in their design projects. Feedback was presented by percentage as 
follow. 
 
MP01 has shown mixed feelings about her CAD use in the design project. The 
participant in general feels ‘satisfied’ every time using CAD with 9% 
feedback. She felt ‘confidence’ (14%) when using CAD and believed it made 
her design work a lot more ‘easy’ (23%). However, she thought that CAD 
made her progress ‘slow’ (23%) and sometimes felt ‘annoying’ (11%). 
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Figure 6-10: MP01 feedback of the CAD usage in the design activity 
                 
Overall, MP03 also felt ‘satisfied’ (27%) when using CAD in his 
designing. 19% of his feedback showed that CAD made his designing 
activities ‘easy’ (19%), although he believed it made his design progress 
‘slow’ (18%). The participant enjoyed most of his CAD designing 
sessions and there was no feedback indicating that he felt it ‘annoying’ 
(0%) in any of the sessions. However, he has a balanced feeling between 
‘confidence’ (7%) and ‘concerned’ (7%) when using CAD in this project. 
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Figure 6-11: MP03 feedback of the CAD usage in the design activity 
 
When data were clustered, the following pie chart was established as 
shown in Figure 6-12.  The data clearly illustrates that participants felt 
‘satisfied’ (20%) when using CAD in their projects and reported that CAD 
made their designing task ‘easy’ (20%). They had similar views that CAD 
made their designing work ‘slow’ (20%), although, the data indicated that 
participants felt ‘confidence’ (10%) and ‘enjoy’ (3%) their CAD sessions. 
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Figure 6-12: MP03 feedback of the CAD usage in the design activity 
 
6.7 Seeking Possible Links between Creative Product Characteristics and 
Creative Behaviours 
 
The attempt to seek such links began after the completion of the participants’ 
design projects and submission of their design diaries. In providing the creative 
product characteristics, their project advisors were contacted to obtain their 
feedback. The advisors were reached face to face or through emails, and feedback 
forms were sent through email. The feedback form required the advisors to suggest 
any innovative aspect of the product design from their perspectives. An example of 
the feedback form is shown in Figure 6-13. 
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       Figure 6-13: Feedback form for MP03’s design project  
 
 
  
From the feedback, the researcher went through all the data obtained such as 
video data, design diaries, including transcriptions of verbalisation and post-
interviews to seek any indication that could lead to the establishment of links 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is most appreciated if you could give some feedback about any innovative aspect of this product design: 
 
Product Aspect Innovative Aspect (if any) Comment 
Form 
 
 
 
  
Colour 
 
 
 
  
Material 
 
 
 
  
Functional 
 
 
 
  
Other (if any) 
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between product design creative characteristics observed and the use of CAD. The 
analysis established evidences that could link the creative aspects identified to the 
use of CAD in designing.  The findings will be presented based on each project as 
follows. 
 
6.7.1 ‘Self Vaccination Administration Device’ 
 
Subsequent to the email sent to the MP01’s final project advisor, the feedback 
form has been filled in and returned to the researcher. The advisor has highlighted 
three innovative aspects in the context of its form, colour selection, and 
functionality from the product design. Based on the aspects, the researcher 
attempted to track back its link with the CAD usage during designing from all the 
data previously obtained and the findings are shown in Table 6-22. 
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Table 6-22: MP01 product’s creative characteristics and its links with 
the creative behaviours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, the researcher was unable to find from the established data any 
indication that could provide a link between the ‘colour selection’ with the 
participant’s CAD activities. 
 
Creative 
Characteristics 
 
Link to CAD activity Creative Behaviours 
reported 
‘Allow single handed uses’ 
• Enabled self 
vaccination 
CAMTASIA On-screen videoing 
(0:06:57.7)'...I have two handles...I 
managed to design it in the end to 
only have one handle...in the one 
slider...but at one point I had two 
or more handles...to activate the 
whole device' (0:08:13.1)  
Sensitivity 
Motivation 
Flexibility 
Appropriateness  
 
Bright Yellow 
• High visibility/bio-
hazard 
No link could be distinguished  
Moulded springs and clips 
to enable single use 
• All featured designed 
into moulding for low 
cost simplicity 
Design Diary entry (23/12/08) 
#Creating mechanism for vaccine 
device 
# New ideas were generated for 
mechanism for mechanics & 
reduction of parts- dual use parts. 
Fitting together & supports created 
& refined. 
 
This then supported by the post-
interview for the design diary 
entry: 
 
‘…it change...what...my original 
idea was because CAD highlighted 
that you could do it easier...it was 
an improvement of the 
design...that was unexpected  
because I thought I 
had...mechanism design and then 
found it...that an easy way to do 
it.’ 
(MP01-Post-interview) 
 
 
Novelty 
Appropriateness 
Flexibility 
Sensitivity 
Insightfulness 
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6.7.2 ‘Alternative Music Instrument’ 
 
The feedback from MP03’s advisor indicated five creative characteristics from the 
‘alternative music instrument’ designed. A similar approach as in the ‘self 
vaccination administration device’ was executed to seek links between the 
product’s creative characteristics and CAD usage. The findings shown in Table 6-
23 display such links. 
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Table 6-23: MP03 product’s creative characteristics and its links with 
the creative behaviours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Creative Characteristics 
 
Link to CAD activity Creative Behaviours 
reported 
Combining the functions of a 
case for transportation and a 
base for the instrument when in 
use. 
No link could be distinguished  
The use of transparent material 
for the case. 
No link could be distinguished  
The interlocking of the three 
wheels is key to the function of 
the design. 
Post Interview: Design diary 
entry for 26/11/09 
 
‘…innovation 
piece...three...spinning 
discs...turning discs which you 
know kind the main original 
thing about the project probably. 
And so that was I'm trying to 
capture in CAD.’ 
 
‘So that’s what I’m trying to 
capture...the original idea that I 
had in my head...I’m trying to 
catch that in 3D CAD’ 
Novelty 
Appropriateness 
Motivation 
Fluency 
Insightfulness 
The operation of the instrument 
allows participation by people 
with limited ability 
Post Interview: Design diary 
entry for 27/11/08 
 
‘I just want to externalise it...in 
ProEngineer...Cause that was 
based on some users feedback 
which was one autistic child like 
this circle spinning disc...’ 
 
 ‘I think you have two other 
people doing that...you get 
like...one person will doing that 
here...and two other people right 
on side’ 
Novelty 
Motivation 
Fluency 
Flexibility 
Rotating the driver wheel via an 
inserted disk 
Post Interview: Design diary 
entry for 27/11/08 
 
‘And the turning disc and then 
this kind spinning 
somehow…be like some kind 
mechanical noise out …..you hit 
this notes as they spin...’ 
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6.8 Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter presents data findings from Case study 3, involving two undergraduate 
finalists design project. Overall, the analysis has shown results consistent with prior 
case studies. The findings indicated that methods used in this research were 
reliable.  
 
The summary of the results from the case study are shown in Table 6-24. The data 
analysis had captured 395 creative behaviour occurrences from the data gathering 
activities. From the total, 280 were the occurrences that related to the CAD 
activities which were recorded and analysed. 
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Table 6-24: Summary of the results for Case study 3 
 
 
 
 
 
The link between the CAD usage and the creative behaviours was also established 
by tracking back the product’s creative characteristics suggested by students’ 
project advisors through the existing data collected.  
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7 Chapter Seven: Questionnaire 
 
7.1 Chapter Overview 
 
Following the case studies, a questionnaire survey was undertaken with a larger 
sample to provide a comparison of findings between these two approaches. Two 
forms of questionnaire were involved; the online-based and the paper-based 
questionnaires. The findings from the online questionnaire (Malaysian respondents) 
and paper questionnaire (Design and Technology Department, Loughborough 
University) are reported.  
 
7.2 The Questionnaire Survey Background 
 
As stated in the research methodology chapter, the questionnaire surveys were 
undertaken to compare the data acquired from a small number of participants in the 
case studies with a larger population. In this context, the population refers to CAD 
users, in particular, students (undergraduates and postgraduates) of the Design and 
Technology Department of Loughborough University and CAD users from 
Malaysia. In the case studies, the researcher explores the creativity aspects relating 
to CAD users in a ‘real life’ situation where the researcher has little control over 
the events. It means that the participants chose what task they are going to do with 
CAD, when and where they were going to do it. The questionnaire surveys would 
allow the researcher to acquire feedback based on the case studies findings from 
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other CAD users on whether they have similar experiences when using the 
software. 
 
A questionnaire was established and some findings from Case study 1 were 
included. The detail about the questionnaire has been described in the Chapter 
Three: Research Methodology. The questionnaire was distributed to a total of five 
research students and research associates for piloting. Overall feedback was that the 
questionnaire was easily understood and simple to complete. There were only 
minor amendments suggested before this questionnaire was uploaded into the 
online questionnaire database. 
 
Items relating to the Creative Behaviours Framework were included in the ‘CAD 
experiences’ and ‘Our research findings’ sections, although there were two items 
referring specifically to the research findings. 
 
 
7.3 Online Questionnaire 
 
The piloted questionnaire was uploaded to Bristol Online Surveys (BOS) which 
was the online questionnaire platform provided by Loughborough University for its 
staff and students. After opening a user account, the researcher developed the 
online questionnaire by referring to self-learning online resources that were 
supplied by the service provider. A questionnaire survey entitled ‘CAD and its 
relationship with creativity in designing’ was created 
(url:http//www.survey.lboro.ac.uk/cadcreativity’). 
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The online questionnaire allowed the researcher to broaden the sample by obtaining 
responses from CAD users in Malaysian higher education institutions. Respondents 
from Malaysia were chosen since this research was funded by the Malaysian 
Government under the Ministry of Higher Education sponsorship program and in 
return the involvement would provide findings in the context of Malaysian CAD 
users. A number of potential respondents were contacted through online 
communication media such as email, Facebook and Yahoo Messenger. These 
respondents were then requested to spread the information about the online 
questionnaire to their colleagues and students at their own institution (e.g. 
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), Universiti Malaysia Kelantan (UMK), 
Universiti Malaya (UM), Politeknik Johor Bahru, Politeknik Kota Bharu).  
 
The questionnaire was opened for access from 24th August 2009 until 24th February 
2010. However, only ten respondents completed the online questionnaire. Although 
this was considered to be a small response, this feedback was useful in providing 
data which allowed comparison to be made with the UK CAD users’ responses. 
The data were automatically analysed by the database (in terms of frequency and 
percentage) and presented online. The researcher transferred the data into Microsoft 
Excel in order to produce charts to report the data. The data will be presented in 
four sub-sections which consist of: 
a)  users’ ‘demographic information’; 
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b)  users’ ‘CAD experiences’ (perception of CAD roles, and the Creative 
Behaviours emergence); 
c)  feedback on the case study ‘research findings’ feedback; 
d) feedback on the potential of ‘Creative Behaviours Framework in wider 
applications’. 
 
7.3.1 Information about the Respondents 
 
 
7 items were included to record information about the respondents. The 
information requested concerned the respondents’ age, role, years of CAD use, 
skill level, source of CAD knowledge, types of CAD frequently used, and recent 
use of CAD. The results were shown in Figure 7-1 to 7-7. 
 
All the respondents are aged between 20 to 49 years old with 9 of them aged 
above 30 years old (see Figure 7-1). All of them were lecturers, except one who 
was a student. Only one considered him or herself as a designer (see Figure 7-2). 
In terms number of years in using CAD,  most of the respondents have used the 
software  for more than five years (see Figure 7-3). Most of the respondents also 
considered themselves as ‘intermediate’ users (see Figure 7-4) with 2 of them 
expert users. 
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Figure 7-1: Respondents’ age Figure 7-2: Respondents’ role 
 
  
  
Figure 7-3: Number of years has using 
CAD 
Figure 7-4: CAD user skill level 
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The findings in Figure 7-5 indicated that the CAD knowledge was mostly 
acquired from undergraduate courses and through self-learning. Figure 7-6 
displays the type of software frequently used by respondents; most of them use 
AutoCAD. The data also indicated that all of the respondents have been using 
CAD between one week and six months ago. Overall, 6 respondents had used 
CAD less than four weeks before giving feedback to the online questionnaire. 
Hence, these can be considered as reliable responses since the events happened 
quite recently. 
 
  
 Figure 7-5: Sources of CAD knowledge 
acquired 
Figure 7-6: Types of CAD software 
frequently used 
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Figure 7-7: Respondents recent use of 
CAD 
 
   
7.3.2 Feedback on Respondents’ CAD Experiences 
 
 
This section will report respondents feedback related to their perception and 
experiences with CAD. The items were developed based on data acquired from 
the case study (in particular, case study 1). Some of the items were included to 
check the respondents’ feedback consistency. In such cases, the data will be 
presented simultaneously to provide comparison between responses. The 
feedback was categorised into three groups including ‘Agree’, ‘Disagree’, and 
‘Don’t Know’. 
a) Are they comfortable and keen to use CAD in designing work? 
2 items were included to explore whether respondents feel comfortable when 
using CAD and keen to use the software in designing work. The responses in 
Figure 7-8 and 7-9 indicated that all respondents agree they were comfortable 
and keen to use CAD in designing.  
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Figure 7-8: Feel comfortable in 
using CAD 
Figure 7-9: Keen to design using 
CAD 
 
 
b) Perception of CAD role in designing. 
 
2 items were included to explore respondents’ perception of CAD role in 
designing that shown in Figure 7-10 and 7-11. The findings indicated that all 
respondents perceived CAD as a designing tool where 7 were responded to 
Strongly Agree (see Figure 7-10). In Figure 7-11, most of respondents 
disagree that they only used CAD as a presentational tool and only a small 
number of them agree to the statement. These data indicated that most 
respondents considered CAD as a designing tool rather than only as a 
presentational tool. 
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Figure 7-10: Use CAD as a designing 
tool 
Figure 7-11: Use CAD only as a 
presentational tool 
 
 
 
c) When they are normally using CAD? 
3 items were included to explore when the respondents will normally use 
CAD in designing, and responses are presented in Figure 7-12 to 7-14. Most 
respondents agree that they used CAD from the initial stage through the final 
phase of design, and when generating design concepts. However, most 
respondents disagree that CAD was used in the concept generation process to 
seek potential design concepts.                           
      
  
Figure 7-12: Use CAD from initial 
stage through the final   phase of 
Figure 7-13: Use CAD to generate 
design concepts 
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design  
 
 
Figure 7-14: Use CAD in the 
brainstorming process 
 
 
 
d) Does CAD facilitate the externalisation of ideas? 
4 items were included to explore whether CAD does facilitate the 
externalisation of ideas and the responses are presented in Figure 7-15 to 7-18. 
Most of the respondents disagree that CAD allowed them to express their 
ideas efficiently (see Figure 7-15), but opposite responses were given to the 
statement that CAD allows the respondent to externalise their ideas effectively 
where most of them agree (see Figure 7-16). The findings from Figure 7-17 
show that all respondents agree that CAD allowed them to model their design 
ideas accurately with a ratio 1:1, between Agree and Strongly Agree. In 
Figure 7-18, most respondents agree that CAD allowed them to visualize what 
is in their mind closer to reality and only small number of them were 
disagreed. Overall, most respondents agree that CAD did facilitate them to 
externalise their design ideas efficiently. 
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Figure 7-15: CAD allows 
respondents to express their ideas 
efficiently 
Figure 7-16: CAD allows 
respondents to externalise their 
ideas effectively 
 
  
Figure 7-17: CAD allows to model 
design ideas accurately 
Figure 7-18: CAD allows to 
visualise what is in mind closer to 
reality 
  
e) Experienced fluency behaviour whilst using CAD? 
 
2 items were included to explore the emergence of fluency behaviour whilst 
respondents use CAD and the findings are presented in Figure 7-19 to 7-20. 
The items were developed based on the description of the fluency of ideas: the 
ability to generate ideas to fulfil certain requirements in some degree of time.  
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In Figure 7-19, most of respondents agree that they saved a lot of time 
developing design concepts through CAD, which means, less time was spent 
developing design ideas. Similarly, the majority of respondents agree that 
CAD allowed further development of design concepts in less time and a very 
small number of respondents disagreed (see Figure 7-20). Overall, both 
figures indicated that most of respondents had experienced fluency behaviour 
whilst using CAD.    
         
  
Figure 7-19: Saving a lot of times 
developing design concepts through CAD 
Figure 7-20: Allows further 
development of design concept in 
less time  
                       
f) Experienced motivation behaviour whilst using CAD? 
 
4 items were included to check whether motivation behaviour emerged when 
respondents engaged with CAD. Both, Figure 7-21 and 7-22 indicated that all 
respondents feel enthusiastic to see the resulting outcome of CAD, and excited 
to see the design outcome when using CAD.  
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Figure 7-23 and 7-24 were related to the ‘risk taking’ when suggesting design 
ideas through CAD by users. 7 respondents agree that CAD encouraged them 
to go ahead with ideas,  5 Strongly Agree. More significant data is displayed 
in Figure 7-24 where 9 respondents agree that CAD made them feel 
confidence to have a go with their design ideas and only one disagreed. Based 
on the data, it was shown that most respondents had experienced motivation 
behaviour whilst using CAD, in particular, enthusiastic and risk-taking 
descriptors. 
 
  
Figure 7-21: Keen to see the resulting 
outcome of CAD  
Figure 7-22: Excited to see the design 
outcome when using CAD    
  
Figure 7-23: CAD encouraged respondent 
to go ahead with ideas  
Figure 7-24: Feel confidence to ‘have a 
go’ with design ideas  
 
 
g) Experienced novelty behaviour whilst using CAD? 
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This sub-section was exploring the novelty behaviour whilst respondents used 
CAD and 2 items were included. The findings from Figure 7-25 indicated that 
CAD enabled the generation of surprising ideas by respondents with 7 of them 
agreeing. Similarly, most respondents agreed that CAD usage could lead to 
the emergence of a unique design concept (see Figure 7-26). The findings 
indicated that most of respondents had experienced the emergence of novelty 
behaviour whilst using CAD. 
  
Figure 7-25: CAD enabled the generation 
of surprising ideas  
  
Figure 7-26: CAD usage could lead to 
the emergence of unique design 
concept 
                     
 
h) Experienced appropriateness behaviour whilst using CAD? 
 
3 items were included in exploring the appropriateness behaviour whilst using 
CAD in designing. In Figure 7-27 and 7-28, the majority respondents agreed 
that CAD helped produce practical design output, and helped to distinguish 
useful design ideas. All respondents agreed that CAD helped to develop 
potentially functional design concepts which is also a descriptor of 
appropriateness (see Figure 7-29). There was a consistent pattern exhibited in 
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all the figures where most respondents agree that CAD encouraged to the 
emergence of appropriateness behaviour in designing. 
  
Figure 7-27: CAD help producing 
practical design output 
Figure 7-28: CAD help to distinguish 
useful design ideas  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7-29: CAD help to develop 
potentially functional design concepts  
 
 
 
i) Experienced flexibility behaviour whilst using CAD? 
 
4 items were included to explore the flexibility behaviour whilst using CAD 
and the findings were presented in Figure 7-30 to 7-33. Most respondents 
agree that CAD allowed respondents to play around with their ideas and only 
2 respondents disagreed (see Figure 7-30). To another item, all respondents 
agree that CAD allows them to explore the design ideas (see Figure 7-31. 
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In terms of the ability to continuously assess the design development, 9 
respondents agreed that CAD enabled respondents to assess the design 
development from time to time (see Figure 7-32). This was supported by data 
in Figure 7-33, where all of the respondents agreed that whilst using CAD 
they continuously assessed their design concepts. Overall the respondents had 
experienced flexibility behaviour whilst using CAD. 
 
  
Figure 7-30: CAD allows respondents to 
play around with ideas 
Figure 7-31: CAD allows respondents 
to explore their ideas 
  
Figure 7-32: CAD features enabled 
respondents to assess the design 
development from time to time 
Figure 7-33: Whilst designing in CAD 
respondents continuously assess their 
design concept 
                     
         
j) Experienced sensitivity behaviour whilst using CAD? 
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The sensitivity behaviour was explored through 4 items included in the 
questionnaire and presented in Figure 7-34 to 7-37. Most of the respondents 
agreed that CAD encourages them to improve their design ideas when 
designing and only one respondent disagreed (see Figure 7-34). When the 
respondents were provided with the description of ‘seek perfection ‘(one of 
the sensitivity behaviour descriptors in the questionnaire), all of them agreed 
that they had displayed at least one aspect of this behaviour whilst designing 
with CAD based on the description given (see Figure 7-35). 
           
 
As shown in Figure 7-36, 8 respondents agreed that CAD enabled them to see 
problems which they had not encountered before and all respondents agreed 
that CAD allowed them to realise problems that may exist in the design 
concept (see Figure 7-37). Overall, most of respondents had experienced 
sensitivity behaviour whilst using CAD in designing. 
 
  
Figure 7-34: CAD encourages 
respondents to improve their design ideas 
Figure 7-35: Respondents displayed at 
least one aspects of seek perfection 
behaviour whilst designing in CAD 
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Figure 7-36: CAD enabled respondents to 
see problems which they had not thought 
before 
Figure 7-37: CAD allows respondents 
to realise problems that may exist in 
the design concept 
 
 
k) Experienced insightfulness whilst using CAD? 
 
4 items were included to explore the insightfulness behaviour whilst 
respondents used CAD and findings are presented in Figures 7-38 to 7-41. 
The findings in Figure 7-38 indicated that CAD had enabled respondents to 
put together old and new information to produce new design ideas. 9 
respondents agreed with 5 of them strongly agreeing (see Figure 7-38).  
In terms of the easy storage and accessibility of information within CAD, all 
respondents agreed with 7 of them strongly agreeing (see Figure 7-39). To the 
item that CAD sometimes enables users to make certain suggestions without 
any logical reasoning, most respondents agreed and only a small number of 
them disagreed (see Figure 7-40). However, Figure 7-41 shows that all 
respondents felt comfortable making necessary assumptions for design 
decisions whilst in CAD where the ratio between agree and strongly agree was 
1:1. Overall, most of the respondents had experienced insightfulness 
behaviour whilst using CAD in designing. 
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Figure 7-38: CAD enabled respondents to 
put together old and new information to 
produce new design ideas. 
Figure 7-39: It is easy to store and 
retrieve information within CAD that 
would help respondents in the process 
of design development 
 
  
Figure 7-40: CAD sometimes enabled 
respondents to make certain suggestions 
without any logical reasoning 
Figure 7-41: Respondents feel 
comfortable to make necessary 
assumption for design decisions whilst 
in CAD 
                              
 
7.3.3 Research Findings Feedback 
 
In section 3, two items were related to the findings of the case study. One of the 
items seeks to responses whether the respondents were surprised that quite a 
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number of creative behaviours had been displayed by CAD users. 6 respondents 
were surprised with the results, but 3 other respondents disagree. 
 
 
 
Figure 7-42: Respondents surprised that quite a number of creative 
behaviours had been displayed by CAD users. 
 
 
To the item seek responses to whether respondents considered themselves as a 
CAD recorder or CAD designer, only 5 responded:  2 Strongly Disagree, 1 
Disagree, 1 Agree and 1 Strongly Agree (see Figure 7-43) 
 
             
Figure 7-43: Respondents considered themselves as a CAD 
recorder rather than CAD designer 
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7.3.4 The Creative Behaviours Framework in Wider Applications 
 
This section was aimed at design educators to provide feedback on how the 
Creative Behaviours Framework could contribute to current teaching and 
assessment in the wider education context. There were only 8 respondents who 
gave feedback to this section. The data shows that the respondents have been 
involved in the teaching job not more than 20 years and most of the respondents 
had at least 5 years experience (see Figure 7-44). 
 
 
 
      Figure 7-44: Involvement in the teaching job 
 
 
a) Respondents’ current exercises related to creativity assessment 
 
3 items were included to explore respondents’ current exercises related to 
creativity assessment. The data from Figure 7-45 shown that most of the 
respondents agreed that they included creativity as part of their lesson 
planning objectives. 4 respondents agreed that they used systematic technique 
for observing creative behaviours, but 3 others disagreed with 1 Don’t Know 
(see Figure 7-46).  In assessing their students’ creativity, most respondents 
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agreed that they were evaluating the students by final product (see Figure 7-
47). 
  
Figure 7-45: Include creativity as part of 
lesson planning objectives 
Figure 7-46: Presently using a 
systematic technique for observing 
students’ creativity 
 
 
Figure 7-47: Assess students’ creativity 
through the final product 
 
 
 
 
b) Respondents’ opinion on potential Creative Behaviours Framework roles 
 
3 items were included to explore respondents’ opinion on potential Creative 
Behaviours Framework roles. Figure 7-48 indicated that most respondents 
agreed that the Creative Behaviours Framework might be useful in facilitating 
their lesson outlines. Almost all respondents agreed that the Creative 
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Behaviours Framework would provide them with a systematic technique for 
observing creative behaviours, with 1 Don’t Know (see Figure 7-49). 
To the item seek responses to whether Creative Behaviours Framework would 
allow respondents to assess students’ creativity during the learning activities, 
all of them agreed (see Figure 7-50). However, there was 1:1 ratio between 
‘Yes’ and ‘No’ whether this framework would have any impact on the current 
teaching and assessment approaches (see Figure 7-51). 
  
Figure 7-48: Creative Behaviours 
Framework might be useful in facilitating 
respondents to prepare lesson outlines 
Figure 7-49: Creative Behaviours 
Framework would provide respondents 
with a systematic technique for 
observing creative behaviours 
 
  
Figure 7-50: Creative Behaviours 
Framework would allow respondents to 
assess students’ creativity during the 
learning activities 
Figure 7-51: Could the Creative 
Behaviours Framework have any 
impact on the current teaching and 
assessment approaches? 
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7.4 Paper Questionnaire 
 
This questionnaire was intended to provide feedback from the students of the 
Design and Technology Department, Loughborough University. Initially, the 
questionnaire was suggested to be the online questionnaire survey as in the prior 
approach. However, due to some comments from the respondents in Malaysia 
regarding the online survey, the strategy was substituted for paper-based 
questionnaire. The respondents had brought out some issues such as: 
a) poor image quality such as diagrams, tables, charts not clear, 
b) some items overlapped with other items; 
c) not all items in the research findings section developed from the results itself. 
 
When remedies had been undertaken, issues (b) and (c) were resolved, however, 
there was no significant improvement achieved for (a). Due to that, paper-based 
questionnaire was considered as an appropriate approach to be undertaken. 
 
The students that were invited to participate as respondents were undergraduates (1, 
2, and 3), Masters students, and PGCE students. They were approached in four 
ways: 
a) emails were sent to their student email groups providing information about the 
survey; when, where to reply, why them, etc., 
b)  the researcher himself giving a brief about the survey in the beginning of 
selected class sessions, 
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c) the lecturers helped to distribute the questionnaires to the students in the 
lectures. 
d) some copies of the questionnaires were also provided in the CAD Lab. where 
students who were using the facilities for their assignment or attending 
lectures could also participate if they were interested. 
       
        The questionnaires were distributed to the students based on the Table 7-1 shown. 
Table 7-1: Questionnaires distribution to target group 
Course Subject Group Instructor 
UG-year 1 Computing for 
Designers 
Group 1 – C4D 
BA 
Dr. Richard 
Bibb 
Group 2 – C4D 
BSc 
Sean Kearslake 
Group 3 – C4D 
BA 
Sean Kearslake 
Group 4 – C4D 
BA 
Dr. Ian 
Campbell 
UG-year 2 Design and 
Manufacturing 
Group 2 – 
DM&T 
BA and BSc 
Kevin Badni 
UG-year 3 Final Year 
Project 
Lecture 
BA and BSc 
final year 
Dr. Richard 
Bibb 
Masters 
Students 
NA NA Kevin Badni 
PGCE 
students 
NA NA Nigel Zanker 
 
In order to allow all the respondents who completed the questionnaires to return it 
easily, three ‘questionnaire return boxes’ were provided for them. The boxes were 
available and located at Computer Labs in the Design and Technology Department 
foyer.  From 100 questionnaires distributed, 41 completed questionnaires were 
returned; a 41% of return rate. The details about the respondents will be discussed 
in the next section. 
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7.4.1 Demographic Information 
 
7 items were included to record information about the respondents. The 
information requested concerned the respondents’ age, role, years of CAD use, 
skill level, source of CAD knowledge, types of CAD frequently used, and recent 
use of CAD. The results were shown in Figure 7-52 to 7-58. 
 
All of the respondents aged were between 19 to 39 years old with 97.5% aged 
below 29 years old (see Figure 7-52). The respondents consisted of undergraduate 
students (year 1, 2, and 3), Masters’ students, lecturers, and designers, where 
91.8% were undergraduate students (see Figure 7-53). In terms of number of 
years in using CAD,  64% of the respondents had between 1 to 4 years 
experience, and 12.2% had more than 5 years experience (see Figure 7-54). The 
data in Figure 7-55 shows that all of the respondents fall under three categories: 
novice (51.2%), intermediate (41.5%) and expert (7.3%). None of the respondents 
was a non-CAD user.  
 
Figure 7-52: Respondents’ age Figure 7-53: Respondents’ role 
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Figure 7-54: Number of years has 
using CAD 
Figure 7-55: CAD user skill level 
 
 
The responses indicated that CAD knowledge was mostly acquired during 
undergraduate courses and by self-learning (see Figure 7-56). In terms of type of 
software frequently used by respondents, 58.2% were using ProEngineer besides 
other software such as ‘Sensable FreeForm’, ‘ProDeskstop’, ‘3D Studio Max’, 
‘Solid Works’, ‘Google Sketchup’, and ‘AutoDesk Inventor’ (see Figure 7-57). 
The data also indicated that 90.2% of respondents had been using CAD for less 
than one week prior completing the questionnaires (see Figure 7-58). These could 
be an indication the responses were given from respondents’ recent CAD 
experiences. 
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Figure 7-56: Sources of CAD knowledge 
acquired 
Figure 7-57: Types of CAD software 
frequently used 
  
 
 
Figure 7-58: Respondents recent use 
of CAD  
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7.4.2 CAD Experiences 
 
The respondents’ perception and experiences with CAD is reported in this section. 
A similar procedure as prior section will be implemented in presenting the data. 
a) Are they comfortable and keen to use CAD in designing work? 
2 items were included to explore whether respondents feel comfortable when 
using CAD and keen to use the software in designing work. There are shown 
in Figure 7-59 and 7-60.  
 
75.6% of the respondents feel comfortable when using CAD  for their design 
work, and 56.1% agree that they are keen to do designing in CAD. Overall, 
the findings indicated that the respondents feel comfortable and keen using 
CAD in their designing work with a minority of respondents, disagreeing. 
 
  
Figure 7-59: Feel comfortable in using 
CAD 
Figure 7-60: Keen to design using 
CAD 
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b) Perception of CAD roles in designing. 
 
2 items were included to explore the respondents’ perception of CAD roles in 
designing as shown in Figure 7-61 and 7-62. Most of the respondents 
considered CAD as a designing tool, and only 7.3% of the respondents 
disagreed (see Figure 7-61). Figure 7-62 indicated 61% respondents disagreed 
they only use CAD as a presentational tool and 39.7% agreed. Overall, a 
majority of respondents considered CAD as a designing tool rather than only 
as a presentational tool.  
 
  
Figure 7-61: Use CAD as a designing tool Figure 7-62: Use CAD only as a 
presentational tool 
             
 
c) When they are normally using CAD? 
3 items were included to explore when the respondents will normally use 
CAD in designing, and responses are presented in Figure 7-63 to 7-65. 43.9% 
of respondents disagreed that they use CAD from the initial through to the 
final phase of their design, 43.9% of respondents disagreed that they use CAD 
to generate design concepts, and 61% of respondents strongly disagreed that 
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they used CAD in the concept generation process to seek potential design 
concepts. The data indicated that most of the respondents were not using CAD 
in the early stage of the designing which involved concept generation 
activities. 
 
  
Figure 7-63: Use CAD from initial stage 
through the final phase of design 
Figure 7-64: Use CAD to generate 
design concepts 
  
 
 
Figure 7-65: Use CAD in the 
brainstorming process to seek 
potential design concepts 
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d) Does CAD facilitate the externalisation of ideas? 
 
2 items were included to explore whether CAD facilitate the externalisation of 
respondents’ ideas. These are shown in Figures 7-66 and 7-67. The findings in 
Figure 7-66 indicated 51.2% of respondents agreed that CAD allowed them to 
express their ideas efficiently and 17.1% of the respondents strongly agreed. 
Similarly, Figure 7-67 shows 63.4% of the respondents agreed that CAD 
allowed them to externalise their ideas and 4.9% strongly agree. Based on the 
data, most of the respondents agreed that CAD allows users to express and 
externalise their ideas efficiently. 
 
  
Figure 7-66: CAD allows respondents to 
express their ideas 
Figure 7-67: CAD allows 
respondents to externalise their ideas 
effectively 
 
e) Experienced fluency behaviour whilst using CAD? 
 
2 items were included to explore the fluency behaviour of respondents whilst 
using CAD. These are shown in Figures 7-68 and 7-69 which related to one of 
the fluency behaviour descriptors; fluency of ideas. The findings indicated 
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that most of the respondents disagreed that CAD helped them in saving a lot 
of time developing design concepts using the software where 31.7% disagreed 
and 14.6% strongly disagreed. However, 31.7% of the respondents agreed, 
9.8% strongly agreed, with 4.9% ‘Don’t Know’. 
 
A similar pattern is shown in Figure 7-69 where 39% of the respondents 
disagreed that CAD allows further development of design concept in less time 
and 14.6% strongly disagreed. Meanwhile, the data also indicated that 34.1% 
of the respondents agreed, 9.8% strongly agreed with 2.4% ‘Don’t Know’. 
Overall, the data indicated that most respondents had not experienced the 
fluency of behaviour (fluency of ideas) whilst using CAD in designing.  
 
  
Figure 7-68: Saving a lot of times 
developing design concepts through 
CAD 
 
Figure 7-69: Allows further development 
of design concept in less time  
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f) Experienced motivation behaviour whilst using CAD? 
 
4 items were included to explore the motivation behaviour of respondents 
whilst using CAD. These are shown in Figures 7-70 to 7-73. The findings 
indicated 51.2% of the respondents agreed that they were keen to see the 
resulting outcome of CAD when using the software in designing, 58.5% 
respondents agreed that they feel enthusiastic to see the design outcome when 
involving it in designing, 56.1% of the respondents agreed that CAD use 
encouraged them to go ahead with the design ideas, and 70.7% of the 
respondents agreed that ‘CAD makes them feel confident to have a go’ with 
their design ideas. Overall, the data indicated that most of the respondents 
experienced motivation behaviour whilst using CAD in designing and only a 
minority of them had not experienced it. 
 
  
Figure 7-70: Keen to see the resulting 
outcome of CAD 
Figure 7-71: Enthusiastic to see the 
design outcome when using CAD 
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Figure 7-72: CAD encourages respondent 
to go ahead with ideas 
Figure 7-73: Feel confidence to 
‘have a go’ with design ideas 
 
 
g) Experienced novelty behaviour when using CAD? 
 
This sub-section was exploring the novelty behaviour whilst respondents used 
CAD and 2 items were included. In Figure 7-74, 39% of the respondents 
disagreed that CAD enabled the generation of surprising ideas and 19.5% 
strongly disagreed. Meanwhile, 39% of the respondents agreed with 2.4% 
‘Don’t Know’. 
 
A similar pattern is exhibited in Figure 7-75, where 51.2% of the respondents 
disagreed that CAD usage could lead to the emergence of unique design 
concepts and 14.6% strongly disagreed. The data also indicated that only 
24.4% agreed with 9.8% ‘Don’t Know’. 
 
Overall, the data indicated that many of the respondents had not experienced 
novelty behaviour whilst using CAD especially in relation to the generation of 
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unique and surprising ideas compared to the percentages that experienced 
them. 
 
  
Figure 7-74: CAD enabled the generation 
of surprising ideas  
Figure 7-75: CAD usage could lead to 
the emergence of unique design concept 
 
 
h) Experienced appropriateness behaviour when using CAD? 
 
3 items were included in exploring the appropriateness behaviour whilst using 
CAD in designing as shown in Figures 7-76 to 7-78. The findings indicated 
63.4% of the respondents agreed that CAD usage has helped them to produce 
practical design outputs, 68.3% agreed that CAD helped to distinguish useful 
design ideas, and 58.5% agreed that CAD helped to develop potentially 
functional design concepts. Overall, most of the respondents had experienced 
appropriateness behaviour whilst using CAD with only a small percentage of 
respondents disagreeing that they had ever experienced it especially in Figure 
7-78. 
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Figure 7-76: CAD help producing 
practical design output  
Figure 7-77: CAD help to distinguish 
useful design ideas  
  
 
 
Figure 7-78: CAD help to develop 
potentially functional design concepts  
 
 
 
i) Experienced flexibility behaviour whilst using CAD? 
 
3 items were included to explore the flexibility behaviour whilst using CAD. 
These are shown in Figure 7-79 to 7-81. 43.9% of the respondents agreed that 
CAD allowed respondents to play around with their ideas, 73.2% agreed that 
they have the ability to continuously assess the design development in CAD, 
and 65.9% agreed that whilst using CAD they continuously assessed their 
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design concept. Overall, most of the respondents had experienced flexibility 
behaviour in particular ‘playing with ideas’ and ‘continuous reflection’ – 
assessing design work continuously. 
 
  
Figure 7-79: CAD allows respondents to 
play around with ideas 
 
Figure 7-80: CAD features enabled 
respondents to assess the design 
development from time to time 
  
 
 
Figure 7-81: Whilst designing in CAD 
respondents continuously assess their 
design concept 
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j) Experienced sensitivity behaviour whilst using CAD? 
 
4 items were included to explore the sensitivity behaviours whilst respondents 
used CAD. The findings are presented in Figures 7-82 to 7-85. In Figures 7-82 
and 7-83, 58.5% of respondents agreed that CAD encouraged respondents to 
improve their design ideas when designing and 65.9% agreed that they had 
displayed at least one aspects of ‘seek perfection’ behaviour whilst designing 
in CAD.  
 
In Figures 7-84 and 7-85, 61% of respondents agreed that CAD enabled them 
to see problems which they had not thought of before, and 58.5% agreed that 
CAD allowed them to realise problems that may exist in the design concept. 
 
Overall data findings indicated that most of the respondents had experienced 
sensitivity behaviour when using CAD; in particular its usage encouraged 
users to seek perfection, improvise design ideas, allowed them to realise 
problems that they had not thought of before, and identify problems that might 
exist in the design concept. 
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Figure 7-82: CAD encourages respondents 
to improve their design ideas 
 
Figure 7-83: Respondents displayed at 
least one aspects of seek perfection 
behaviour whilst designing in CAD 
  
  
Figure 7-84: Whilst designing in CAD 
respondents continuously assess their 
design concept 
Figure 7-85: CAD allows respondents to 
realise problems that may exist in the 
design concept 
           
 
 
k) Experienced insightfulness behaviour whilst using CAD? 
 
4 items were included to explore the insightfulness whilst respondents use 
CAD. The findings are presented in Figures 7-86 to 7-89. 48.8% of 
respondents agreed that CAD enabled respondents to put together old and new 
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information to produce new design ideas and 7.3% strongly agreed (see Figure 
7-86). Meanwhile, 29.3% of respondents disagreed, 7.3% strongly disagreed 
with 7.3% ‘Don’t Know’. 
 
In Figure 7-87, 36.6% of respondents agreed that CAD sometimes enabled 
them to make certain suggestions without any logical reasoning and 2.4% 
strongly agreed. However, 41.5% of respondents disagreed and 9.8% strongly 
disagreed. In addition, 9.8% of respondents chose ‘Don’t Know’. 
 
In Figure 7-88, 75.6% of respondents agree that it is easy to store and retrieve 
information within CAD which would help them in the process of design 
development and 7.3% strongly agreed. The data also indicated that only 7.3% 
of respondents disagreed with 9.8% ‘Don’t Know’. 
 
To the item which seeks responses to whether the respondents feel 
comfortable to make necessary assumptions for design decisions whilst in 
CAD: 53.7% of them agreed, 7.3% strongly agreed, 26.8% disagreed, 9.8% 
strongly disagreed with 2.4% ‘Don’t Know’ (see Figure 7-89). 
 
The findings indicated that most respondents agree that CAD enabled them to 
put together old and new information in producing new ideas, and helps the 
user to easily store and retrieve information within CAD. However, most 
respondents had not experienced the ability ‘to make certain suggestions 
without any logical reasoning’ whilst using CAD in designing. Overall, most 
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of the respondents had experienced insightfulness behaviour whilst using 
CAD in designing. 
  
Figure 7-86: CAD enabled respondents to 
put together old and new information to 
produce new design ideas 
Figure 7-87: CAD sometimes enables 
respondents to make certain suggestions 
without any logical reasoning 
 
  
  
Figure 7-88: It is easy to store and retrieve 
information within CAD that would help 
respondents in the process of design 
development 
Figure 7-89: Respondents feels 
comfortable to make necessary 
assumption for design decisions 
whilst in CAD 
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7.4.3 Research Findings Feedback 
 
 
In section 3 of the paper questionnaire, respondents were presented with the 
findings from the case study. 58.5% of respondents agreed that they feel surprised 
that quite a number of Creative Behaviours had been displayed by CAD users and 
29.3% strongly agreed. However, only 4.9% disagreed, 2.4% strongly disagreed 
with 4.9% ‘Don’t Know’ (see Figure 7-90).  
 
 
Figure 7-90: Respondents surprised that quite a number of Creative 
Behaviours had been displayed by CAD users. 
 
  
In Figure 7-91, 29.3% of respondents agreed that they considered themselves as a 
CAD recorder rather than a CAD designer and 12.3% strongly agreed. However, 
31.7% disagreed, 17.1% strongly disagreed with 9.8% ‘Don’t Know’ (see Figure 
7-92).  
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Figure 7-91: Respondents considered themselves as a CAD 
recorder rather than CAD designer 
 
 
7.5 The Creative Behaviours Framework in Wider Applications 
The findings for the items under this heading was not analysed as there was only 
one response to the related items. 
 
7.6 Chapter Summary 
This section presents the summary of the key findings from the online based and 
paper based questionnaires. The responses were clustered into ‘Agree’ and 
‘Disagree’. ‘Don’t Know’ was excluded as the study was interested to know 
whether respondents ‘Agreed’ or ‘Disagreed’ with aspects that were discussed. The 
key findings from the Malaysian CAD users and the UK CAD users are present in 
Tables 7-2 and 7-3. The table consists of aspects which discussed, related item(s), 
the frequency of agree or disagree responses, and the overall responses. 
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Table 7-2: Key summary findings from the online questionnaire (Malaysia) 
No Aspect Item  Agree 
(f) 
Disagree 
(f) 
Overall 
1 Comfortable and keen to use CAD in Designing 8 10 - Agree 
18 10 - 
2 Perception of CAD roles in designing     
 • CAD as a designing tool 9 10  Agree 
 • CAD only as a presentational tool 11 3 7 Disagree 
3 When normally using CAD?     
 • From initial stage through the final phase of 
design 
10 8 2 Agree 
 • To generate design concepts 16 6 4 
 • Brainstorming 17 4 6 
4 Does CAD facilitate the externalization of ideas?     
 • Express idea efficiently 24 5 5 Agree 
 • Externalise idea effectively 31 6 3 
5 Experience fluency behaviour whilst using CAD?     
 • Save a lot of time developing design concept 14 7 3 Agree 
 • Allow to further develop the design concept in 
less time  
47 9 1 
6 Experience motivation behaviour whilst using 
CAD? 
    
 • Always keen to see the resulting outcome 15 10  Agree 
 • Encouraged to go ahead with ideas 23 7 3 
 • Excited to see the design outcome 42 10  
 • Confident to ‘have a go’ with design ideas 38 9 1 
7 Experience novelty behaviour whilst using CAD?     
 • Enable to generate surprising ideas 19 7 3 Agree 
 • Led to the emergence of unique design 
concepts 
20 8 2 
8 Experience appropriateness behaviour whilst using 
CAD? 
    
 • Helped to produce practical design output 21 9 1 Agree 
 • Helped to distinguish useful design ideas 22 9 1 
 • Helped to develop potentially functional design 
concepts 
45 10 - 
9 Experience flexibility whilst using CAD?     
 • Allows to play around with ideas 25 8 2 Agree 
 • Enable to assess the design development from 
time to time 
26 9 1 
 • Continuously assess design concept 37 10  
 • Allows to explore ideas 40 10  
10 Experience sensitivity behaviour whilst using 
CAD? 
    
 • Encourages to improve design ideas 27 8 1 Agree 
 • Enables to see problems which had not thought 28 8 1 
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of before 
 • Have displayed at least one aspect of seek 
perfection 
36 10  
 • Allows to realise problems that may exist in the 
design concept 
44 10  
11 Experience insightfulness whilst using CAD?     
 • Enables to put together old and new 
information to produce new design ideas 
29 9 1 Agree 
 • Enables to make certain suggestions without 
any logical reasoning 
30 7 3 
 • Easy to store and retrieve information within 
CAD that would help in the process of design 
development 
43 10  
 • Comfortable to make  necessary assumptions 
for design decisions whilst in CAD 
46 10  
12 Research findings feedbacks:     
 • Does respondent surprise with the research 
findings? 
35 6 3 Agree 
 • CAD recorder rather than CAD designer 48 2 3 Disagree 
13 Respondents’ current exercise related to creativity 
assessment 
    
 • include creativity as part of lesson planning 
objectives 
50 7 1 Agree 
 • presently using a systematic technique for 
observing students’ creativity 
51 4 3 Agree 
 • assess students’ creativity through the final 
product produced by them 
52 7 1 Agree 
14 Respondents’ opinion to potential Creative 
Behaviours Framework roles 
    
 • useful in helping to prepare lesson outlines 53 6 1 Agree 
 • provide a systematic technique for observing 
creative behaviours 
54 7 0 Agree 
 • allow to assess students’ creativity during the 
learning activities 
55 7 0 Agree 
 
 
Table 7-3: Key summary findings from the paper questionnaire (Loughborough 
University, UK) 
No Aspect Item Agree 
(f) 
Disagree 
(f) 
Overall 
1 Comfortable and keen to use CAD in Designing 8 31 9 Agree 
18 23 19 
2 Perception of CAD roles in designing     
 • CAD as a designing tool 9 36 3 Agree 
 • CAD only as a presentational tool 11 16 25 Disagree 
3 When normally using CAD?     
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 • From initial stage through the final phase of 
design 
16 13 28 Disagree 
 • To generate design concepts 10 15 26 
 • Brainstorming 17 4 37 
4 Does CAD facilitate the externalization of ideas?     
 • Express idea efficiently 24 28 13 Agree 
 • Externalise idea effectively 31 28 10 
5 Experience fluency behaviour whilst using CAD?     
 • Save a lot of time developing design concept 14 17 22 Disagree 
 • Allow to further develop the design concept in 
less time  
36 18 22 
6 Experience motivation behaviour whilst using 
CAD? 
    
 • Always keen to see the resulting outcome 15 39 2 Agree 
 • Encouraged to go ahead with ideas 23 29 10 
 • Confident to ‘have a go’ with design ideas 40 33 6 
 • Feel enthusiastic to see the design outcome 
when using it in designing 
41 36 3 
7 Experience novelty behaviour whilst using CAD?     
 • Enable to generate surprising ideas 19 16 24 Disagree 
 • Led to the emergence of unique design 
concepts 
20 10 27 
8 Experience appropriateness behaviour whilst using 
CAD? 
    
 • Helped to produce practical design output 21 35 5 Agree 
 • Helped to distinguish useful design ideas 22 32 7 
 • Helped to develop potentially functional design 
concepts 
34 37 3 
9 Experience flexibility whilst using CAD?     
 • Allows to play around with ideas 25 29 12 Agree 
 • Enable to assess the design development from 
time to time 
26 35 5 
 • Continuously assess design concept 40 33 6 
10 Experience sensitivity behaviour whilst using 
CAD? 
    
 • Encourages to improve design ideas 27 27 13 Agree 
 • Enables to see problems which had not thought 
of before 
28 39 2 
 • Have displayed at least one aspect of seek 
perfection 
38 34 5 
 • Allows to realise problems that may exist in the 
design concept 
33 39 2 
11 Experience insightfulness whilst using CAD?     
 • Enables to put together old and new 
information to produce new design ideas 
29 23 15 Agree 
 • Enables to make certain suggestions without 
any logical reasoning 
30 16 21 
 • Comfortable to make necessary assumptions for 35 25 15 
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design decisions 
 • Easy to store and retrieve information within 
CAD that would help in the process of design 
development 
42 34 3 
12 Research findings feedbacks:     
 • Does respondent surprise with the research 
findings? 
37 25 15 Agree 
 • CAD recorder rather than CAD designer 44 17 20 Disagree 
 
 
 
The key findings from the Malaysian and UK respondents were presented in 
Table 7-4. The overall findings for each aspect were concluded as ‘Agree’ or 
‘Disagree’ phrases.  
 
Table 7-4: Key summary findings from the online and the paper questionnaire 
 
No Aspect Malaysia 
(n=10) 
UK 
(n=41) 
1 Comfortable and keen to use CAD in Designing Agree Agree 
2 Perception of CAD roles in designing   
 • CAD as a designing tool Agree Agree 
 • CAD only as a presentational tool Disagree Disagree 
3 When normally using CAD?   
 • From initial stage through the final phase of 
design 
Agree Disagree 
 • To generate design concepts 
 • Brainstorming 
4 Does CAD facilitate the externalization of ideas? Agree Agree 
5 Experience fluency behaviour whilst using CAD? Agree Disagree 
6 Experience motivation behaviour whilst using 
CAD? 
Agree Disagree 
7 Experience novelty behaviour whilst using CAD? Agree Disagree 
8 Experience appropriateness behaviour whilst using 
CAD? 
Agree Agree 
9 Experience flexibility whilst using CAD? Agree Agree 
10 Experience sensitivity behaviour whilst using 
CAD? 
Agree Agree 
11 Experience insightfulness whilst using CAD? Agree Agree 
12 Research findings feedbacks:   
 • Does respondent surprise with the research 
findings? 
Agree Agree 
 • CAD recorder rather than CAD designer Disagree Disagree 
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8 Chapter Eight: Discussion of the Results 
 
8.1 Chapter Overview 
This chapter presents a summary of key findings from the three case studies, data 
triangulation between the case studies, and a discussion of the data validity. The 
key findings highlighted the important outcomes from the three case studies. The 
data triangulation allowed comparison to be made in terms of the similarities and 
dissimilarities of findings between the case studies. The similarities demonstrate 
that the resulting data in the research were reliable and the methods used were valid 
to be used as a tool for the detection and observation of creativity behaviours in 
designing.  
8.2 Case Studies Key Findings 
As stated in Chapter One, the purpose of this study is to explore the relationship 
between CAD and creativity in designing which was explored through observing 
creative behaviours.  A framework has been established, namely the Creative 
Behaviours Framework, to facilitate the observation and identification of the 
associated behaviours (refer to section 2.11). A case studies approach has been 
undertaken to generate data and then analysed to provide evidence of the links 
between CAD and creativity or at least of the creative behaviours. Three case 
studies were carried out with different level of design students including 
undergraduates, postgraduates and the researcher himself (refer to section 3.9). 
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In each case study, multiple methods have been executed including interviews, 
observations, protocol analysis, and design diaries (refer to Chapter Three - 
Research Methodology). In the initial study (Case study 1) which can be referred in 
Chapter Four, all those methods were undertaken. These methods were explored in 
the initial case study in order to seek plausible method(s) that were capable of 
capturing useful data for the research intent. However, only some of them were 
considered in the remaining case studies that will be discussed in this chapter 
including interviews (pre and post), protocol analysis and design diaries as shown 
in Table 8-1.   
 
Table 8-1: Proposed methods for case studies 
 
Method Pre 
Interv. 
(CAD design activity) Post 
Interv. 
Case 
Study 
Observations Protocol 
Analysis 
Design 
Diaries 
Direct Video Video 
On 
Screen 
One * * * *  *  
Two *    * *  
Three *   * * * * 
 
Summaries of all key findings from the case studies are presented in the following 
sections. 
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8.2.1 Summary of Findings for Pre-Interviews 
 
The pre-interviews were analysed based on eight themes which were initially 
identified in Case study 1 with additional two themes emerged in Case study 3. 
The findings were already presented in Chapter Four, Five and Six. These key 
findings will be discussed under the headings below. 
 
8.2.1.1 Participants’ perception of the role of CAD in designing  
 
Findings from the pre-interviews indicated that participants had different 
perceptions when it comes to the role of CAD in the designing work. In 
presenting this topic, thematic codes of ‘Design strategy anticipated (DST)’, and 
‘Where CAD fits? (CFT)’ are discussed. Results showed that participants who 
perceived CAD as a presentational tool, tend to use the software at the final 
stage of the designing phase. They generated and developed the ideas through 
conventional design tools (e.g. 2D sketching, 3D sketch modelling) before 
modelling the ideas for visualization in CAD. For example, this is supported by 
these quotations: 
‘I’m going to…try to finish as much as I can by sketching, and when I feel that I 
have the idea clear, I will...make a CAD model of all of it. Perhaps, may be the 
finalised…the final details, like  the placement of the button things like that, I 
will probably be doing using CAD, which rather quickly l can  just change some 
positions…and see how it looks…’ (P01-case study 1) 
 
‘…until I have the final design [concept] then, I’ll go to 3D [CAD] drawing’ 
(P02-case study 1) 
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Then, when the participants were asked at what stage they will probably use 
CAD more intensively, they clearly emphasised that CAD will be used when the 
design concept was nearly fully established as stated: 
 
 ‘Well. Almost the design finished...When I have the idea and...really know what 
to do. Then, I’ll start [using] CAD.’(P01-case study 1) 
 
 
The results below also showed that CAD was not involved in the early stages of 
the designing, where in these stages the activity mostly related to ideas or 
concept generation 
 
‘No, not during the conceptual stages’ (P01-case study1) 
  
‘but I mostly use CAD for just to get renders…just to get photo realistic 
images…. the main purpose’ (P01-case study 1) 
 
‘...if I have good design to explore to do the experiment [design concept 
assessment], like one or two good design then I will use the software [CAD]…’ 
(P02-case study 1) 
 
In some cases, CAD was used as part of the idea or design concept development 
corresponding to 2D sketching and/or 3D sketch modelling. 
 ‘…at first I will do some sketches but just for me to have a general idea what I 
want to do. And then. I’m using Rhino, for draft the modelling. It’s like a … I 
don’t care about size ….I don’t care about if the surface is perfect. I just want to 
get the general shape, and then if I decide to use the shape, I’ll model it again 
and to make it really good [presentation].’ (P03-case study 1) 
 
‘....the beginning of the design process which is when I don’t have any 
structured ideas …what is the form?…the shape?...what is the type of product 
I’m going to design? So, maybe I’ll start a little bit using sketching but when I 
see…I could visualize the form even if it is semi structured, so I’ll try to use 
CAD for the evaluation. And maybe, I’ll keep going back and forth between 
sketching and CAD.’ (PS01-case study 2) 
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However, those who perceived CAD as a designing tool were using the software 
from the early stages of designing. This showed that for these cases, as well as 
using conventional design tools (e.g. 2D sketching, 3D sketch modelling), CAD 
was involved throughout. 
‘Basically, I’m using CAD from the start to finish’ (P04-case study 1) 
‘I think I will introduce computer even like in the beginning of my designing…’ 
(P03-case study 1) 
 
 
From one of the discussions between the researcher and his supervisors (Eddie 
Norman and Tony Hodgson), it was acknowledged that the types of CAD user 
are in a spectrum between using CAD only as a presentation tool and using 
CAD as a designing tool. However, in general these users can be divided into 
two groups that can be named as: 
• CAD recorder - a CAD user who uses the software for presenting the final 
design ideas without actively involving it during the development of design 
ideas.  
• CAD designer - a CAD user who actively involves the software during 
designing and also in presenting the final ideas or design intent.  
 
Hence, the participants in the case studies can be categorised into two types of 
CAD user based on the pre-interviews as shown in Table 8-2. 
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Table 8-2: Types of CAD user from pre-interviews 
 
Case 
study 
Participant Types of CAD user 
1 P01 CAD recorder 
P02 CAD recorder 
P03 CAD designer 
P04 CAD designer 
2 P201 CAD designer 
3 MP01 CAD designer 
MP03 CAD recorder 
 
  
8.2.1.2 Reasons to use CAD in design work. 
 
 
From the pre-interviews, a number of reasons were sought why the participants 
use CAD as part of their design activities. The thematic codes of ‘Reason to use 
CAD (RUC) and ‘CAD experience (CAE)’ are discussed. Based on the analysis 
the reasons can be listed as follows: 
a) for conceptual visualisation 
It is important for designers to be able to bring out their ideas from imaginary 
form to reality that can be viewed and understood by others. The idea which is 
hidden in the designer’s mind can then be conceived by others, even before 
the physical form exists. 
‘In terms of like visualization, it allows me to give the people … looking at the 
project and understanding what’s going to look like when it’s finish ...’ (P04-
case study1) 
 
‘Basically, I hope that by using the software I could easily or could visualize 
much easier the part of the design that I’m trying to establish and which is 
sometimes  quite difficult to visualize when you do it in 2D form.’ (PS01-case 
study 2) 
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‘...model of the image...of the idea and so as to use that in the context of 
presenting the idea to other people...so they understand what it is I'm doing 
and they've got some idea how...it will look and ... and then...[what I’m] 
thinking...’(MP03-case study 3) 
 
‘...but I mostly use CAD for just to get renders… just to get photo realistic 
images… the main purpose.’ (P01-case study 1) 
 
For those designers who lack the ability to sketch very well, CAD would 
allow them to provide good quality images for visualisation. 
‘...for the first stage it will easier for visualize and showing it to other people 
to get feedback, to get a  more accurate visualization of it because I can’t 
sketch that good...’ (P01-case study 1) 
 
‘I think is easier [to draw in CAD] because I’m not so good in sketching’ 
(P03-case study 1) 
 
‘...well you see it useful to me that in ProEngineer I can make a model which 
first and  foremost lets me...visualize my idea...my concept in 3D...you know 
which is lot easier than sketching and a lot more versatile’ (MP03-case study 
3) 
 
 
 
b) design assessment 
 
Most of CAD software has features which allows designers to undertake 
computer design analysis (e.g. Finite Element Analysis (FEA), Computational 
Fluid Dynamics) to design concepts before making any decision to produce 
them. The analysis would provide indications to the extent that the design 
concepts established were fulfilling the design aims and reliable for 
production. 
 
‘...for manufacturing process it will allow me to see will this really worked in 
the real life. I will be able to analyze it.’ (P01-case study 1) 
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‘...very easy to make 3D [CAD] and we have software like ProE to analyze it.’ 
(P02-case study 1) 
 
‘I just can see how it puts together and what space the constraints are. So to 
make sure everything is fit. And it’s about being firm about the initial idea… 
the initial designing of the product.’ (P04-case study 1) 
 
‘...I hope I could establish the 3D graphical model which is I hope is as 
realistic as I can because it is very important in terms of...whether it is 
reliable or not for production later on.’ (PS01-case study 2) 
 
’I need the CAD to really see if it's work. And fit it together and see where the 
problems occur.’ (MP01-case study 3) 
 
‘...to actually test it [mechanisms] I need CAD. And I need to see the forces to 
push down [that to arm]......to actually...do the mechanism and making it 
works  inside the foam it's not possible...it's not strong enough’ (MP01-case 
study 3) 
  
c) ideas generation 
 
Some of the participants were comfortable to use CAD for ideas generation in 
the early design phase.  
‘Because I kind like to use a computer to generate some more rough ideas.  
I’m ought using Rhino to do that because quick and spare me a lot’ (P03-case 
study 1) 
 
‘......for develop the initial ideas more way to the final system...’ (P04-case 
study 1) 
 
 
 
d) having prior CAD background 
 
Most of the participants chose to use CAD as they had prior knowledge and 
experience with the software. This possibly provided a tendency towards 
using CAD in their designing. 
 
‘I have been taught how to use that [CAD]’ (MP01-case study 3) 
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‘ProEngineer [CAD software] as it is what I have been taught to use’ (MP03-
case study 3) 
 
‘I’ve been trained to use the software [CAD] before’ (P01-case study 1) 
 
‘All those software...Photoshop Ilustrator...ProEngineer.. ALIAS...we all have 
been given in the support on over the years’ (MP03-case study 3) 
 
 
Once exposed and taught to use a type of CAD software, the participants had 
more confidence to learn and use other CAD software themselves. 
‘Once you learn one CAD package, they’re quite similar. The only different is 
how easy is to use… in comparison. And this software package I taught 
myself…completely from scratch’ (P04-case study 1) 
 
‘I think I learn all those software [CAD] by my own’ (P03-case study 1) 
 
‘...for ProE I don’t have any formal training. But previously I’ve used 
AutoCAD and basically…the nature of the software is the same. But, 
although, in term of the features is quite different, but I think I can manage in 
using ProE’ (PS01-case study 2) 
 
 
 
e) difficult to produce physical model 
 
Another reason for designers to use CAD was the difficulty to produce a 
physical model because of the size (e.g. too small, too big), the complications 
(e.g. having a lot of mechanisms), and the limitation of 3D sketch modelling 
material characteristics to form the design shape (e.g. fragile)  
 
‘It's very crude model. Because...I'm using syringes...syringe are such a small 
scale that it is very hard to make it from foam without it breaking. So I can't 
test if I’ve got levers or anything on my...anything in button...and I need a 
spring, but I can't make all of these little components to model with...’ (MP01-
case study 3) 
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8.2.1.3 CAD complementing other design tools 
 
The findings from the pre-interviews indicated that all the participants had also 
used other design tools, even, those who had been categorised as CAD 
designers. CAD and other design tools (e.g. 2D sketching, 3D sketch modelling) 
had been used in parallel with each other. The ‘Other design tools use (ODT)’, 
and ‘Reason to use other tools (RUO)’ are discussed. 
 
‘I might be doing some quick prototype… like basic prototype… some blue 
foam’ (P01-case study 1) 
 
‘Umm …the rapid prototyping is one of it …and the blue foam.’  
‘maybe, I just have something like paper simple like that’ (P03-case study 1)  
 
‘I’m going to make a number of different prototypes. The first prototype will be 
very simple and it literally made by wood.’ (P04-case study 1) 
 
‘I've start doing sketches of mechanisms for my ideas’ 
‘... I've done a few mock up too like foam.’(MP01-case study 3) 
 
The reasons for the participants to use other design tools beside CAD have also 
been established from the pre-interviews. The reasons were: 
 
a) to assess design ergonomics and practicality, 
‘Just to evaluate the ergonomics. So, you just you can feel and evaluate the 
idea…and get understand the form’ (P01-case study 1) 
 
‘Because I need to check it’s actually going to work in term of the fact when 
something is pictured out it feels about right. I mean…I made it in CAD and I 
don’t know if it’s going to work…and making the prototype to check.’(P04-
case study 1) 
 
 
b) to get the sense of touch, 
‘…so making the physical model. It’s give you some ideas. It’s not just looking 
at 3 dimension is not enough you just need to touch it’ (P04-case study 1) 
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c) to generate ideas 
‘if you get stuck… then, you need to do the mock-up. Can be made by paper or 
whatever we can touch we can feel the 3D [sketch modelling]’ (P03-case 
study 1) 
 
‘...just quick...re-rough sketching...just to work out what I'm trying to do.’ 
(MP01-case study 3) 
 
‘...CAD won't let me explore all the things I need to explore. And I don't feel 
that CAD would let me generate ideas as easily as sketching will. Coz it’s not 
quick like I said and frustrating to use...’ (MP03-case study 3) 
 
8.2.1.4 Criteria for CAD software use 
 
The findings also indicated that participants tend to use certain CAD software 
based on criteria suiting it to particular design activities. The thematic codes of 
‘Types of CAD proposed to be used (TOC)’, and ‘CAD feature expectation 
(CFE)’ are presented to highlight this heading. The criteria governing CAD 
software choice for particular designing tasks were as follows: 
a) less complicated to operate 
‘I’m going to use Rhino…which is a surface modeller because it’s not…you 
do not have many constraint, so I can just change and do things  more quickly 
and more fluently’ (P01-case study 1) 
 
 
b) having user friendly features 
‘The software is user-friendly itself’ (P02-case study 1) 
 
c) parametric or non-parametric based software 
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‘And at that moment that I’m also using things like 3DStudiomax, Rhino and 
other stuff. But I’m not using that very often because they are not parametric.’ 
(P04-case study 1) 
 
 
d) design analysis feature 
 
‘... it's not [involved] surfacing in my project, this is more solid geometry and 
the testing hopefully I can use it to test that the mechanism works...the 
simulation or something’ (MP01-case study 3) 
 
 
The participants also seem to use certain CAD software for certain tasks as shown 
in Table 8-3. CAD software which was mentioned, but for which the appropriate 
design tasks were not described were not included in the table. 
Table 8-3: Types of CAD software for design tasks 
. 
CAD types Design Task 
ProE 
 
‘...perhaps for the manufacturing, maybe using Pro-
Engineer…’ (P01-case study 1) 
 
‘I will definitely use ProE as my err..tool for 
designing’ (P02-case study 1) 
 
‘Basically in this stage I’m going to use ProE but for 
example during the process of designing if I find out 
that I need other type of software so I might consider 
to use them. But, in this stage I’m going to use err … 
predominantly err … ProE’ (PS01-case study 2) 
 
‘I mean ProEngineer mainly for modelling…’ (MP03-
case study 3) 
Photoshop ‘…Photoshop for presentation and rendering as well’ 
(P02-case study 1) 
 
‘…in Photoshop as well [rendering] which is then 
make it easier’ (MP03-case study 3) 
Rhino ‘but for…err visualization, for rendering, I’m going to 
use Rhino…’ (P01-case study 1) 
Alias ‘…may be I’m using the Alias for rendering…’ (P01-
case study 1) 
 
‘…may be some ALIAS for rendering’ (MP03-case 
study 3) 
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Nonetheless, one participant has highlighted the shortcoming of CAD where the 
resulting outcome may not be what was expected. This was referring to software 
one of the  participant had experienced using. 
‘Hard to get one it to look right...it can compromise the design...so the product 
doesn't look like you imagine... you look at the first place’ (MP01-case study 3). 
 
 
When asked whether this was the consequence of the software limitations or the 
lack of the participant’s skill in using it, the participant responded as follow: 
‘A bit of both...I think [lack of skill and software limitation]’   
‘And also that possibly my skill from not knowing how to create it from the first 
place.’ (MP01-case study 1). 
 
8.2.2 Summary of Findings for Protocol Analysis 
 
The protocol analysis involved observing and identifying the creative behaviours 
during the CAD designing activity. Data obtained from the protocol analysis of 
CAD activities in the case studies are tabulated in Table 8-4.  As presented in the 
table, the data were reported based on the creative behaviours categories and the 
descriptors. The emergence of the creative behaviours was based on the 
identification of any of the descriptors. The detection of a descriptor was 
considered as an emergence of the corresponding creative behaviour. The 
numbers of descriptors that emerged in the case studies were reported in columns 
3 to 5 and the total of them was then reported in the last column of the table. 
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Table 8-4: Data findings of protocol analysis from the case studies 
 
Creative 
Behaviours 
Creative Behaviours 
descriptor 
Case 
study 1 
(n=3) 
Case 
study 2 
(n=1) 
Case study 
3  
(n=2) 
Total 
CAdvid CADvid CAD 
vid 
CAD 
Cam 
Novelty uncommon 0 0 0 0 
0 unexpected 0 0 0 0 
original 0 0 0 0 
Appropriateness useful 0 0 2 0 
32 sensible 23 2 1 2 
functional 1 0 1 0 
Motivation enthusiastic 1 0 0 1 
50 determined 3 3 5 2 
risk-taking 15 4 10 6 
Fluency spontaneity 0 3 1 3 
22 open to new ideas 2 0 5 2 
fluency of ideas 5 0 0 1 
Flexibility exploring possibilities 14 4 9 6 
91 continuous reflection 23 7 18 9 
associate remote ideas 0 0 0 1 
Sensitivity understand problem 3 0 1 0 
49 display curiosity 4 0 1 0 
seek perfection 18 4 9 9 
Insightfulness organizing information 10 0 2 0 
17 intuitive decision 0 1 3 0 
influence by inspiration 0 1 0 0 
 Total 122 29 68 42 261 
 
(Notes: CADvid – referring to CAD activity video recorded by the researcher, and 
CADcam – referring to CAD activity video recorded by on-screen videoing using 
CAMTASIA software by participants) 
 
The findings indicated that the novelty behaviour could not be detected in any of 
the case studies. None of the three descriptors that were assigned to this behaviour 
were observed and identified. This shows the difficulty in identifying the novelty 
behaviour during the process of designing, in particular whilst participants were 
operating CAD software. The attempt to interpret participants’ behaviour whilst 
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using CAD to the novelty behaviour’s descriptors proved not to be a 
straightforward task. The participants’ verbalisations were also essential to 
provide wider insight for the analysis by the researcher. They were key to 
identifying creative behaviours in six of seven categories. This was supported 
from the findings shown in Table 8-5 where the data obtained from the CADvid 
method seems to identify more creative behaviours occurrences compare to those 
from CADcam. During the CADvid data capturing sessions, the researcher had 
the opportunity to encourage the participants to verbalise their CAD activity and 
allowed more information to be acquired. However, in the CADcam, no 
verbalisation had been carried out and the analysis was based on retrospective 
video transcripts (P201), post guided explanation (MP01), and retrospective 
verbalisation (MP03).  
Table 8-5: Number of creative behaviours occurrences by each participant in 
protocol analysis 
 
Case 
study 
Participant Types of CAD user Creative behaviours 
occurrences (protocol 
analysis) 
   CADvid CADcam 
1 P02 CAD recorder 44 - 
P03 CAD designer 43 - 
P04 CAD designer 35 - 
2 P201 CAD designer - 29 
3 MP01 CAD designer 33 27 
MP03 CAD recorder 35 15 
 
The aspect that could also have influenced the number of outcomes identified was 
the different types of design projects undertaken by the participants. Different 
design projects would need different strategies in seeking the design solutions. 
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Designing is described as an ill-defined problem with no particular rules for 
obtaining the possible design solutions (Archer and Roberts, 1992; Ahmed et al, 
2002). The participants could undertake different approaches in seeking the 
appropriate proposal to solve the design problems. However, there was no 
evidence provided from the case studies as this is just a snapshot of the designing 
undertaken by the participants. 
 
It would seem from the findings that six creative behaviours were consistently 
observed through the emergence of their descriptors during the CAD activities 
engaged in by the participants. The flexibility behaviour was the most frequent 
category that emerged with 60 occurrences, followed by motivation (33), 
sensitivity (33), appropriateness (28), fluency (15), and insightfulness (44). This 
indicates the reliability of the protocol analysis approach to identifying creative 
behaviours in CAD activities using the Creative Behaviours Framework. The data 
were acquired from six different design projects and post interviews were 
undertaken with the participants to validate the findings.   
 
8.2.3 Summary of Findings for Design Diaries 
 
The data obtained from the design diaries is tabulated in Table 8-5.  A similar 
format to Table 8-6 was employed in presenting the design diary data findings 
from the case studies. 
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Table 8-6: Data findings of design diaries from the case studies 
 
 
Interestingly, the findings from the design diaries reported occurrences of novelty 
creative behaviour in Case study 2 and 3 which could not be identified by other 
methods. All the three descriptors under this category were identified by the 
participants in Case study 3 and a descriptor, uncommon has been detected in case 
study 2. The researcher and the participants with their understanding of the 
novelty behaviour descriptors’ definitions had been able to interpret, identify and 
report the occurrences. Although this was considered a small number of 
occurrences compared to the other creative behaviours categories, these provided 
Creative Behaviour Creative Behaviour 
descriptor 
Case 
study 1 
(n=1) 
Case 
study 2 
(n=1) 
Case 
study 3 
(n=2) 
Total 
Novelty 
Uncommon 0 0 1 
13 Unexpected 0 2 4 
Original 0 0 6 
Appropriateness 
Useful 4 1 11 
50 Sensible 0 1 14 
Functional 7 0 12 
Motivation 
Enthusiastic 3 4 6 
58 Determined 6 8 22 
Risk-taking 2 7 0 
Fluency 
Spontaneity 0 3 4 
33 Open to new ideas 2 5 12 
Fluency of ideas 3 0 4 
Flexibility 
Exploring possibilities 1 8 18 
38 Continuous reflection 0 4 6 
Associate remote ideas 1 0 0 
Sensitivity 
Understand problem 3 0 7 
39 Display curiosity 3 0 3 
Seek perfection 5 1 17 
Insightfulness 
Organising information 2 0 12 
31 Intuitive decision 0 2 9 
Influence by inspiration 4 0 2 
 Total 46 46 170 262 
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useful findings for the research. These findings implied that the creative 
behaviours, in particular novelty behaviour had better potential for being 
identified by the participants themselves through their own design reflection. This 
was supported by a larger number of creative behaviours occurrences identified 
by the design diaries approach compared to the protocol analysis method. 
 
It would seem from the findings that all of the seven creative behaviours 
categories were consistently observed through the descriptors during the CAD 
activities engaged in by the participants. In total, 262 creative behaviours 
occurrences were recorded by the participants. The motivation behaviour was the 
most frequently reported with 58 occurrences, followed by appropriateness (50), 
sensitivity (39), flexibility (38), fluency (33), insightfulness (31), and novelty 
(13). This indicates the reliability of the design diary approach to identify the 
creative behaviours in CAD activities using the Creative Behaviours Framework. 
To validate the findings, post-interviews were undertaken except for participant 
P03 in Case study 1 (see Section 4.4.6). 
 
8.3 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discussed the findings from the pre-interviews undertaken from the 
case studies. The discussion has highlighted four aspects including participants’ 
perception of CAD’s role in designing, reasons to use CAD, how CAD 
complemented other design tools and criteria for CAD software selection by the 
participants. 
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Triangulation had been undertaken by using different approaches of data collection 
and gathering data from different case studies. This chapter has brought together 
the findings of the protocol analysis and the design diaries from the three case 
studies. The findings indicated that these two approaches had been able to identify 
the creative behaviours in the case studies, except the novelty behaviour by the 
protocol analysis. This is discussed and the likely reason for this was because of the 
difficulty for participants to reflect on novelty whilst using CAD. The findings 
suggested that these two approaches were reliable and the data acquired were valid. 
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9 Chapter Nine: Discussion  
9.1 Chapter Overview 
This chapter provides a discussion of the results that have been presented in this 
thesis, drawing on data from the literature review, case studies and questionnaires 
and referring to each of the research questions (RQs).  This is followed by a 
discussion of the wider implications of these findings. 
 
 
9.2 Discussion Relating Directly to the Research Questions (RQs) 
In this section, the discussion of the findings from the literature review, case studies 
and the questionnaires is addressed in relation to each of the RQs.. 
 
9.2.1 RQ1:  Can a theoretical framework be developed to support empirical 
investigations of creativity during the use of CAD in designing? 
 
The literature review in Chapter 2 had attempted to seek understanding about 
creativity and highlighted the intricacy in researching creativity. For this study a 
framework, named as the Creative Behaviours Framework, was developed (see 
Section 3.2) to facilitate the observation and identification of creative behaviours 
during CAD use in designing. This framework was established from creativity 
literature mostly published by cognitive psychologists (see Section 2.11) and used 
in this research as a strategy to establish links between CAD and creativity (see 
Section 2.10). The framework has facilitated the researcher and the participants in 
distinguishing the creative behaviours occurrences by categorising the significant 
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events recognised with the corresponding descriptors’ (see Figure 3-2 and Table 
3-1).  The Creative Behaviours Framework has therefore supported empirical 
investigations of creativity during the use of CAD in designing, albeit indirectly 
and by ‘standing on the shoulders’ of research by cognitive psychologists. 
 
 
9.2.2 RQ 2: Can methods be developed for creativity to be observed, identified and 
described during the use of CAD in designing? 
 
Case studies have been undertaken to facilitate the development of the framework 
(see Chapter Four), to gather data and establish the analysis methods (see Chapter 
Four, Five and Six). From a number of data gathering methods explored in Case 
study 1, it was decided to use three methods comprising interviews (pre-interview 
and post-interview), protocol analysis and design diaries in the later case studies. 
The interviews were mainly undertaken to provide data ‘prior to’ and ‘after’ the 
completion of the design projects. The pre-interview has facilitated the pre-
arrangement of the data collection processes by providing information about the 
participants’ perception on CAD and how they anticipated using it in their design 
projects (see Section 4.4.1 and 5.4.1). The post-interviews were carried out to 
clarify the findings gathered; in particular from the design diaries of Case study 3 
(see Section 3.5.2). This allowed the confirmation of the data obtained and 
validation of the findings to take place.  
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The protocol analyses were carried out to facilitate the observation and 
identification of creative behaviours occurrences whilst CAD was being used in 
designing. This method has consistently identified creative behaviours in the case 
studies with the exception of the novelty behaviour category (see Section 8.2.2). 
Protocol analysis allowed the researcher to identify the creative behaviours by 
interpreting the significant events based on the framework and the participants’ 
verbalisations where they were available to support the analysis (see Section 
4.4.5, 5.5.1 and 6.7).  The verbalisations allow the elucidating of participants’ 
design thinking that provides context to the activities that had been demonstrated 
(e.g. Hayes, 1986; Young, 2005; Shahriman, 2008; Ke, 2008).  
 
The findings indicated that design diaries had efficiently identified creative 
behaviours when CAD was used in the case studies including the novelty 
behaviour category which could not be captured by other methods (see Section 
8.2.3). The number of novelty creative behaviour occurrences that were 
distinguished was relatively small compared to other categories; however, the 
findings have provided indications of the capability of data gathering through the 
use of design diaries to record such occurrences. The participants were 
encouraged to reflect on their use of CAD when designing and report their 
findings based on the format of the design diary at the end of each CAD activity 
(see Section 3.8). These allowed the participants to report the significant events 
while the experiences were still fresh in their minds.  
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The rich data collected during the case studies suggested that the Creative 
Behaviours Framework and data gathering methods used enabled creative 
behaviours to be captured during the use of CAD in designing.  Whilst again 
acknowledging that these creative behaviours are linked to creativity through the 
Creative Behaviours Framework, the observation of such behaviours was always 
likely to be the most effective strategy given the difficulties of directly identifying 
creativity during the processes of designing. 
  
9.2.3 RQ 3: Are there any significant links between creativity and the use of CAD 
in designing? 
 
The empirical evidence from the case studies suggested that there were significant 
links between creative behaviours and the use of CAD in designing such. The 
findings indicated that the seven Creative Behaviours were observed and captured 
when designers engaged in CAD during designing activities. 
 
This was supported by the questionnaire results from Malaysian respondents. 
However, there were mixed responses from UK respondents (see Table 7-4) 
where the majority disagreed that novelty, motivation and fluency were 
encouraged by CAD. The different level of CAD skill between these two groups 
possibly explains why they had different perceptions on these aspects. The 
Malaysian respondents were all experienced CAD users and educators whereas 
the UK respondents were essentially undergraduate design students. This would 
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parallel Bhavnani et al (1993) findings, who suggested that users’ proficiency in 
using CAD influenced the way they used the software and consequently affected 
the quality of the outcomes produced.  
 
To seek the possible links between CAD and creativity, it was important to 
understand whether the creative behaviours observed when using CAD had any 
connection with the emergence of creative aspects in the product outcomes. Thus, 
the creative characteristics which were highlighted by stakeholders (e.g. the 
designers, clients and lecturers) were tracked back to the CAD activities observed 
(see Section 5.6 and 6.7). The findings suggested links between the creative 
behaviours and products’ creative characteristics; however, this was established 
from a small evidence base.  Hence, the evidence for links between the use of 
CAD and creative outcomes, although found, was inconclusive. 
 
9.2.4 RQ 4: Does the theoretical framework developed apply to modelling 
activities widely recognised as being creative? 
 
The Creative Behaviours Framework has been used to analyse participants’ 
behaviour whilst engaged in modelling activities (e.g. 2D sketching, 3D sketch 
modelling) in order to assess its capability in recognising creative behaviours 
within these design tools. These were supported by findings in Case study 2 and 3 
(see Sections 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 6.4.2 and 6.4.3). The analysis showed that creative 
behaviours could also be observed and distinguished when using these design 
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tools. This suggests that the Creative Behaviours Model provides a potentially 
useful framework for the observation of creative behaviours within at least three 
modelling media, including CAD modelling, 2D sketching, and 3D sketch 
modelling. 
 
As 2D sketching and 3D sketch modelling are conventionally regarded as creative 
activities, the findings that the Creative Behaviours Framework can be 
successfully applied to them is further evidence for its validity.  It also suggests 
the potential for further research related to other design modelling methods. 
 
9.2.5 RQ 5: Does the theoretical framework have potential application beyond the 
analysis of creativity and CAD use? 
 
The possibility for the Creative Behaviours Framework to be applied beyond the 
analysis of the relationship of creativity and CAD use is something that would be 
interesting to explore further. In this study, this aspect had been investigated 
through a questionnaire survey. The findings implied that the framework has 
potential in wider applications including facilitating lesson planning, providing a 
systematic technique for observing creative behaviours and allowing the 
assessment of students’ creativity during learning activities (see Chapter 7). 
However, since these findings came from a small number of respondents the 
findings must be considered useful, but inconclusive. This suggests that these 
possibilities would need further research and some potential directions are 
discussed in the next section. 
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9.3 Discussion of the Wider Applications of the Research 
The limitations of the data obtained from this case study research in order to reach 
general conclusions are evident.  However, it is also clear that there are a number of 
areas in which the research could find wider application. These are discussed in this 
section before making suggestions for future work. 
9.3.1 Researching Design Modelling 
This study has provided evidence of the efficiency of the Creative Behaviours 
Framework in capturing creative behaviours in a number of design modelling 
activities including CAD, 2D sketching, and 3D sketch modelling. The potential 
of this framework in facilitating research in various aspects of interest in these 
areas is discussed. 
9.3.1.1 CAD 
 
The Creative Behaviours Framework was established with the aim of identifying 
aspects of creativity, and in particular creative behaviours when CAD is used in 
design activities, because CAD had previously not been consistently recognised 
as a creative tool. Findings from the study have established significant evidence 
of the links between CAD and creative behaviours in designing. The creative 
behaviours have been associated with creative outcomes through the published 
research of cognitive psychologists and this provides great potential for research 
concerning the relationship between creativity and the use of CAD.  Some 
evidence linking creative behaviours to creative characteristics of product 
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outcomes was found (e.g. Case study 2 and Case study 3) and there is significant 
potential to develop this avenue of research.   
 
The findings from the study also provide hints of the potential for researching 
other areas, such as the ranges and types of CAD software used. It was found 
that a number of CAD software packages had been used in the participants’ 
design projects based on certain features which, according to them, could 
effectively support their designing tasks. These findings have been presented in 
Chapter 8 (see Section 8.2.1.4).  Further research should be undertaken in order 
to explore possible aspects which influence the selection of particular software 
by designers in their design activities, and whether these different software 
packages have any influence on the number of creative behaviours occurrences 
that emerge. 
 
Data from the case studies has also indicated that CAD was used to support 
designing tasks which it would have been difficult to undertake through other 
modelling methods because of sizes (e.g. too big, too small), material 
characteristics (e.g. fragile), design complexity (e.g. too many parts), etc.  Some 
examples have been presented and discussed in Chapter 8 (see Section 8.2.1.2).  
There is the possibility of investigating whether the use of CAD in such 
circumstances results in greater number of creative behaviours being observed 
when compared with conventional modelling strategies. 
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9.3.1.2 2D Sketching and 3D Sketch Modelling 
Generally, many people consider 2D sketching and 3D sketch modelling to be 
creative design tools. However, there is little or no evidence provided to support 
this claim beyond the evident reality that they are used for designing, which is a 
creative activity.  Interestingly, this research has provided some evidence of this 
kind whilst attempting to validate the findings from CAD observations through 
conducting similar observations whilst designers were engaged in 2D sketching 
and 3D sketch modelling. Although these observations were undertaken with a 
small number of designers, they did, provide evidence that these were 
appropriate research instruments to capture and analyse the data in identifying 
creative behaviours in these conventional designing tools.  Such data could help 
to articulate those particular aspects of 2D sketching and 3D sketch modelling 
that support the occurrence of creative behaviours, and hence their further 
development as designing tools. 
 
9.3.2 Design Education 
The establishment of the Creative Behaviours Framework has provided potential 
for the development of creativity assessment tools for classroom teaching and 
learning activities. It is current practice for many design educators to rely on 
finished products (e.g. visual images, 3D physical models) in facilitating 
creativity assessment of their students’ design outcomes. However, based on the 
Creative Behaviours Framework, an assessment tool could possibly be developed 
to facilitate the observation and identification of creative behaviours during a 
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class session i.e. whilst the designing is in progress. The tool could provide 
information on whether certain aspects of creativity have been achieved by the 
students before the class sessions’ end. This would support existing skills which 
have already been acquired by experienced teachers and allow the observations to 
be reported systematically. The Creative Behaviours Framework could also 
provide a training tool for new teachers to develop their skill in observing the 
creative behaviours of their students whilst conducting class sessions. Feedback 
following a conference paper addressing these issues has shown some interest 
among the audience in such a proposal which suggests there is potential value in 
the development of such a tool for training purposes (Design and Technology 
Association Education and International Research Conference 2009). An 
exemplar set of creative behaviours together with detailed descriptions of the 
behaviours being demonstrated could be useful in facilitating the educators to 
observe and record such behaviours of their students. 
9.3.3  Software Development 
Findings from the study have provided new perspectives on the potential of CAD 
in promoting the emergence of creative behaviours when designers are engaged in 
CAD. These findings could provide useful information to software developers in 
enhancing particular aspects which potentially encourage designers’ creativity in 
designing. The discussion of the research data in Section 8.2.1.4 implied that 
CAD software was used by designers to facilitate their design tasks based on its 
advantages, for example features such as user friendliness, ease of operation, and 
support for design analysis. The methods used and data obtained from the case 
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studies could potentially provide a platform for software developers to verify 
whether the software has achieved its development objectives. For example, 
methods based on the Creative Behaviours Framework could possibly be used to 
investigate whether CAD software that aims to facilitate ideation based on non-
parametric image visualisation (e.g. Rhino, 3D Max Studio) could effectively 
support this activity. Such analysis would also provide suggestions on any aspects 
of CAD software features which need to be improved in supporting designing 
activities and enhancing designers’ potential (e.g. creative behaviours, creative 
ideas, useful design) 
9.3.4 Professional Practice 
This study has mainly involving a number of industrial design students (e.g. 
undergraduates, postgraduates) at Loughborough University in the data gathering 
activities. A small number of CAD users among design educators within 
Malaysian Higher Education Institutions also participated as respondents in the 
online questionnaire. This has provided an initial platform for a comparison of 
findings to be undertaken between the CAD users in the UK and Malaysia who 
have differences in terms of geographical location, culture, educational 
background, age, level of skill, roles, etc. The data from the questionnaires 
approach has indicated a few differences in terms of their experiences in 
observing the emergence of creative behaviours when using CAD. The data 
showed that these behaviours: novelty; motivation; fluency (see Table 7.4) were 
not linked to CAD by respondents from the UK which was contradicted with the 
responses from Malaysian respondents who suggested that there were links 
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between these behaviours and the CAD used. These differences were interesting 
and could be further explored. 
 
Hence, the similarities and the differences between the findings between different 
groups of CAD users (e.g. between amateur and professional, between novice and 
expert users) has indicated the importance of this research in promoting further 
study to investigate the influences of these aspects of the CAD users’ behaviour 
and creativity. Another aspect which is important to be highlighted is that the 
participants of the case studies were industrial designers who were engaged in 
product design activities. The findings have provided substantial evidence of the 
emergence of creative behaviours when such designers were engaged in CAD. 
This could spark interest in future explorations of whether CAD would encourage 
similar occurrences in other design areas, such as in architecture, engineering 
design, fashion design etc. 
9.3.5 Potential Raw Data Mining for Other Research Interests 
A number of data collection approaches such as interviews, protocol analysis, 
observations and design diaries were involved throughout this research study. 
These have provided significant data resources in the form of texts, audio, video, 
and diaries which could prove useful for further analysis, not only to this research 
but also to other research areas that are related to student design activities e.g. 
student design project management, criteria in design tool selection, and design 
strategies. For example, the data from the interviews which consists of 
preliminary and post-interviews could provide a rich source for those who are 
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interested in researching on how designers, particularly student designers, planned 
and then how they actually undertook their design projects.  
 
Further, the video data which recorded the participants’ modelling activities could 
be useful in providing raw data for studying design behaviours when designers are 
engaged with certain design tools in particular CAD, 2D sketching, and 3D sketch 
modelling. The design diaries which were completed by the participants to record 
their CAD activities could also provide information for further analysis on other 
aspects such as problem solving skills, design decision-making, design 
motivation, level of stress etc. 
 
9.4 Chapter Summary 
This research has successfully addressed the research questions that were 
established in Chapter One. The Findings also indicate the potential to undertake 
further research subsequent to this study. These have been addressed in five main 
headings including ‘researching design modelling’, ‘design education’, ‘software 
development’, professional practice’, and ’potential raw data mining for other 
research interets’. 
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10 Conclusions, Contributions to Knowledge and 
Suggestions for Future Work  
10.1 Chapter Overview 
This chapter completes the thesis by providing conclusions, a summary of the 
contributions to knowledge and suggestions for future work. 
 
10.2 Conclusions 
The conclusions of this thesis are as follows: 
a) It was possible to establish a framework for researching the links between 
CAD and creativity by focusing on behavioural aspects. 
b) A Creative Behaviours Framework founded on published research from the 
area of cognitive psychology was developed to link CAD and its use in 
designing. 
c) From a range of initial research methods, three were found to be most 
appropriate for this research; interviews; protocol analysis; and design diaries. 
d) Six of the seven categories (excluding novelty) were consistently observed in 
all the case studies through protocol analysis and the post-interviews. 
e) Novelty was only observed in Case studies 2 and 3 through records from 
design diaries. 
f) Some categories of creative behaviour were also observed in 2D sketching 
and 3D sketch modelling, supporting the validity of the Creative Behaviours 
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Framework suggesting wider potential application for this framework in 
analysing design modelling. 
g) The observation of creative behaviours in all the case studies and in all three 
modelling methods (CAD, 2D sketching, and 3D sketch modelling) confirms 
the validity and reliability of the research methodology. 
h) The literature review, case study and questionnaire outcomes were in 
agreement, except for the responses from Loughborough which disagreed that 
novelty, motivation and fluency were facilitated by CAD modelling. 
i) The Malaysian questionnaire responses confirmed the outcomes of the case 
studies in linking the 7 categories of creative behaviours to the use of CAD. 
j) The potential for using the Creative Behaviours Framework in wider 
applications was suggested from the Malaysian questionnaire responses. The 
framework could find application in developing professional design and 
classroom practice, and software development. 
k) The potential to undertake further research using the Creative Behaviours 
Framework in other research modelling activities such as 2D sketching and 
3D sketch modelling in observing and capturing creative behaviours of 
designers when using these design tools has been identified. 
l) The potential to develop creativity assessment tools to facilitate design 
educators in observing and capturing creative behaviours of their students 
during design lessons has been noted. 
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m) The potential to provide information for software developers on the 
effectiveness of their software in supporting design activities and suggestions 
of aspects which could be further improved has been identified. 
n) This study has encouraged future research to be undertaken in exploring the 
relationship between CAD and the creative behaviours of various groups of 
users (e.g. different geographical locations, levels of skill, design areas etc). 
 
10.3 Research Contributions 
The objectives of this research hasve been realised through the following 
contributions. 
a) To explore, understand, and develop a framework for gathering empirical 
evidence to support the analysis of links between CAD and creativity. 
• A Creative Behaviours Framework has been established to link CAD 
and designing, based essentially on literature from the area of 
cognitive psychology. 
• The Creative Behaviours Framework had seven categories which 
could facilitate the observation of creative behaviours in design 
modelling activities. 
The establishment of the Creative Behaviours Framework is the most 
significant outcome of this study. This framework provides a more structured 
approach to observe and identify creative behaviours based on the categories 
suggested. This is particularly valuable in facilitating design education and 
design practice researchers in providing a tool to observe and identify creative 
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behaviours whilst student and professional designers are engaged in designing 
activities.  
b) To analyse, and develop methods of analysis for creativity occurrences to be 
identified during the use of CAD in designing  
• Appropriate methods for observing creative behaviours have been 
identified namely; interviews; protocol analysis; design diaries. 
• These methods have demonstrated the recordings of creative 
behaviours occurrences in six case studies. 
The significance of this is the successful recognition of a number of research 
tools which efficiently facilitate the data gathering process, and supported the 
subsequent analysis methods for identifying creative behaviours. This is 
particularly valuable in providing reliable data gathering and analysis tools for 
capturing creative behaviours. 
 
c) To analyse, and determine whether the use of CAD in designing has 
significant links with creativity. 
• Some links between creative characteristics of product outcomes with 
CAD were established through data from design diaries. 
The significance of this is the establishment of evidence that linked the 
creative characteristics of product outcomes with CAD from design diaries 
data. This is particularly valuable in providing substantial grounds for future 
research to further explore other possible links between CAD and creativity in 
designing eg in different design areas.  
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d) To evaluate the framework developed with modelling activities which are 
recognised as creative approaches to designing such as 2D sketching and 3D 
sketch modelling. 
• The Creative Behaviours Framework was shown to be applicable to 
2D sketching and 3D sketch modelling, as well as CAD. 
• The analysis with the Creative Behaviours Framework supported 
previous research concerning the analysis of 2D sketching and 3D 
sketch modelling. 
The significance of this is the evidence of wider application of the 
Creative Behaviours Framework to other design modelling approaches 
such as 2D sketching, and 3D sketch modelling. This is particularly 
valuable in supporting prior suggestions which associate these design 
modelling tools with creativity through empirical findings, and the 
potential to gather further evidence. 
 
e) To explore the potential of the framework for use in wider contexts, such as 
teaching and learning. 
• The potential for wider application of the Creative Behaviours 
Framework beyond the analysis of CAD use was established e.g. in 
teaching and learning. 
The significance of this is the potential of this framework in facilitating the 
observation of creative behaviours both in design activities related to teaching 
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and learning and in non-designing activities.  This could be particularly 
valuable in supporting other research areas such as general education, 
psychology, management, engineering etc. 
 
10.4 Suggestions for Future Work 
The present study has indicated several areas where further work would be useful. 
These areas are outlined below. 
a)  Improving the Creative Behaviours Framework. 
• The Creative Behaviours Framework established for this research 
consisted of seven categories including novelty, appropriateness, 
motivation, fluency, flexibility, sensitivity, and insightfulness. 
Feedback at a conference attended suggested that the framework 
should include another category which could be known as elaboration. 
Due to the limited time to complete the research, the suggestion could 
not be considered in this study. It would be interesting if this category 
or other relevant categories could be included and further investigated 
in future research work. 
• The creative behaviours have been assigned with three descriptors to 
provide context when observing CAD activities. Hence, the analysis 
will be focused on identifying events which fit to the description of the 
descriptors given. If more descriptors are added in the framework for 
each category of behaviours, there is possibility that more occurrences 
of creative behaviours could be distinguished.  
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b) Wider studies. 
• The observations in this study were made in relation to designing 
being undertaken by a small sample of students of the Design and 
Technology Department, Loughborough University, but other students 
and/or professional designers might be expected to exhibit similar 
patterns of behaviour. Since only a very small number of responses 
had been received from Malaysia through the online questionnaire, the 
comparisons that have been made were useful, but inconclusive. Thus, 
further study to seeking feedback from a larger number of respondents 
from Malaysia or other countries could provide more accurate 
perspectives in terms of the similarities and differences between CAD 
users, with different experiences and from different culture. 
• Exploring 2D sketching and 3D sketch modelling and other design 
activities to establish more general principles relating behavioural 
characteristics to creativity. The Creative Behaviours Framework 
developed has established some, but further research might reveal 
more. 
 
c) Wider applications. 
• Creativity needs to be a key aspect of designing in general education 
and the Creative Behaviours Framework could support this goal by 
facilitating the structured observation of creative behaviours during 
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designing. Hence, creativity assessment could be an aspect of 
systematic formative assessment carried out as designing takes place.  
It is likely that experienced teachers are already pursuing similar 
strategies, but their articulation is a key aspect of supporting those less 
experienced in developing effective classroom and studio practice in 
support of creative behaviours exhibited by their students. 
• CAD has increasingly been playing important roles in facilitating and 
supporting design activities especially in the stage of design 
development. This study has provided useful findings on how CAD 
supports designers in dealing with the complexity of the design 
process including size matters (e.g. too small, too large), material 
characteristics limitation (e.g. fragile, hard), and complicated design 
(e.g. multiple parts, complex shapes). However, there is still only a 
small amount of  evidence concerning the potential CAD could 
provide to designers. Further research is vital to help software 
developers in identifying critical aspects which need to be looked into 
and improved. 
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